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ABSTRACT 
Training is cozzonly seen as the nost viable vay of 
ensuring good quality care in residential homes for elderly 
people. Unfortunately, the limited statistical data suggests 
a serious shortfall in the numbers of trained and qualified 
staff. Moreover, research has not established vhat (if any) 
kind of training is vanted. vho vants it and vhether it is 
effective. 
The debate on training focuses on tvo contrasting models 
'professional' social vork training and a never 
entrepreneurial' model. typified by National Vocational 
Qualifications. The question is vhether the 'entrepreneurial' 
model vill appeal to staff and heads of hoses and vhether it 
produces 'better' staff. Three surveys vere undertaken in 
order to ansver these questions. The first tvo examined vhat 
training heads of hoses and staff in the local authority and 
private sectors said they vanted. vhy and vhat background 
factors influenced their choice. The third survey compared 
residents perceptions of trained against untrained staff. 
Staff and heads of homes vere generally keen an training 
based on the 'entrepreneurial' model vhich suits those vho 
vant specific practical skills, some in-house training and 
access to nationally recognised qualifications. Staff in the 
public sector also vant training vhich involves elements of 
the 'Professional' model. Staff vant training to combine 
skill vith understanding of residents needs. Residents vant 
ii 
kind. understanding and experienced staff and, when length of 
time in post vas taken into account, did not prefer trained 
to untrained staff. 
The study concludes that hozes need to select staff for 
their good personal qualities and encourage them to stay. 
Staff need training that integrates skill and understanding 
and the 'entrepreneurial' model needs to be modified to take 
this into account. Above all, assessment should reflect this 
perspective and residents need to be involved in the 
assessxent process. 
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In the decade between 1983 and 1993, there was a dramatic 
increase in the number of residents in homes for elderly people. 
Nearly all of this increase was accounted for by the private 
sector - indeed the number of local authority residents 
declined. (1) The social security bill rose accordingly, from 
10 million pounds in 1979 to 1,390 million pounds in 1990, and 
was expected to rise to 2 billion pounds by 1992. (2) The 
number of elderly people in these homes and the costs of their 
care raise vital questions about the efficiency and 
effectiveness with which their care is delivered. 
Official reports contain many references (3) to training as 
being the means by which good care practice can be maintained 
and improved. A review of the literature on residential care of 
the elderly reveals, however, that although the training needs 
of care staff are thought to be of considerable importance. few 
studies have provided evidence that training actually meets the 
needs of staff, their employers, and most importantly, the 
residents. As the Vagner Report commented, 
"Although something is known about the types of training 
which staff have, there is almost no evidence on whether 
trained staff are any 'better' than those who are not. * (4) 
The issue of training therefore. requires further 
investigation, since there appears to be a consensus on the 
value of training, but not on the type of training that is 
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needed. It is against this background that this present study 
was undertaken. 
This study aims to place training for staff in homes for 
elderly people in its policy and theoretical context. It then 
raises three key questions. Vho vants training? Vhat kind of 
training do different 'stakeholders' vant and vhy? Vhat impact 
does it have on the quality of care as perceived by the 
residents? These questions are then tackled by three surveys, 
one involving heads of homes, one care staff and one residents. 
Throughout the study, the phrase 'the elderly' has been used 
but more recently, a preference for the term 'older people' has 
arisen in the literature. The point of this change is to 
emphasise the individuality of older people. They have their ovn 
personalities, histories and interests and the fact that they 
are part of the 'elderly' is certainly not the most important 
thing about them. Nevertheless, the 'elderly' do have needs and 
disadvantages as a group. For this reason I have maintained the 
original term as a means of emphasising the particular needs of 
this client group and the considerations that should be accorded 
to them. 
The study is divided into three sections and eight chapters: 
Section One: Qverviev nf Residnntial Care of the-ElAguzIl 
in the UK. Chapter One is broken dovn into three sub-chapters. 
The first charts the grovth in demand for residential care, and 
in particular the rise in numbers of an ageing elderly 
population. The second looks at the grovth of the private 
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sector and in particular the concerns over standards and quality 
of care, the lack of choice elderly people have over residential 
care provision and the issue of effectiveness in home 
inspections. The continuation of concerns over grovth and 
quality control have led policy makers to look to training. The 
third section is thus concerned vith the belief that training is 
the most viable means by vhich to ensure good care. 
Section Tvo* The Theoretical Examemork for Training- If 
training is vital, we need to know what kind of training is 
needed. Chapter Two looks at the available statistics on 
training and focuses on two contrasting models of training that 
are at the centre of a shifting debate on training policy. 
The argument distinguishes betveen those stakeholders vho 
are likely to maintain a 'professional' approach to training and 
those who are being attracted to a never 'entrepreneurial' 
model, that has arisen with the trend towards a reform of 
vocational qualifications. It suggests that the local authority 
sector will prefer a social work value-based model of training 
and the private sector will prefer an efficient and cost-related 
model that appears to be evident with the implementation of 
task-oriented National Vocational Qualifications. 
The chapter identifies two key problems for training policy. 
First, the 'professional model' of training appears to have 
failed residential cars. Residential workers have only dubiously 
been able to claim Professional status and the number gaining 
qualifications have been manifestly insufficient. Second, the 
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new 'entrepreneurial model' is likely to have attraction for 
staff and heads of home, particularly in the private sector 
where the failure of the professional model has been 
particularly evident. However, this model has been subject to 
severe criticism and may not be appropriate for residential 
staff. 
For these reasons it is essential to examine what kind of 
training heads of home and their staff want. For it is only if 
training is geared to demand from heads of home and staff that 
it is likely to make a dent in the need for training that is 
apparent. Second, it is important to see whether the never forms 
of training they are likely to want and get in fact improve the 
quality of care as perceived by the residents. 
Section Three- Tho-Research: This section contains five 
chapters. 
Chapter Three is a description of the sample in survey one 
of local authority officers-in-charge and private home owners, 
and examines the qualifications and training that they and their 
staff have gained or undertaken. 
Chapter Four is a quantitative analysis of the first survey 
which sets out to determine how far background training and 
qualifications and other factors influence local authority 
officers-in-charge and owners' views on training and whether 
differences exist betveen the sectors in terms of preferences 
for a professional or entrepreneurial model of training. 
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Chapter Five has similar aims to chapter three and examines 
a quantitative analysis of a second survey of care staff with 
regard to the factors which might be expected to influence the 
keenness of care staff towards training. Chapter Six examines 
the relationship between these factors and keenness on a 
professional or entrepreneurial model of training, and in 
particular the question of whether these attitudes vary by 
sector. 
Chapter Seven is a quantitative and qualitative analysis of 
a third survey aimed at finding out what impact training has on 
quality of rare as defined by the residents. This chapter is 
based on interviews with residents who were asked to describe 
what they wanted from care staff and also to compare two members 
of staff, one of whom was trained and one of whom was not. The 
chapter also analyses a survey of the trained and untrained 
staff whom the residents had been asked discuss. 
Each chapter summarises the findings for each survey and 
provides the setting for the final chapter. 
SuiRmary and Conclusions! 
This chapter focuses on the key issue of whether training 
has an impact an the quality of care. It centres on three 
related issues raised in the study - who wants training?. what 
kind of training do people want?, and how effective is it?. 
Emphasis is placed on the findings of the three surveys, and in 
particular the findings of the residents' survey which 
highlights the over-riding importance they give to the personal 
5 
qualities of a 'good carer', and the fact that if anything they 
seem to prefer untrained to trained staff. Discussion is then 
centred an an assessment of the 'entrepreneurial' model and the 
implications this study raises for the 'new vocationalisation' 
as embodied in the NVQ model. The chapter concludes with the 
implications for practice and policy. 
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Vill the ne-nd fmr Res dontial rarm C-ntinu-? 
The United Kingdom continues to have an ageing population. 
In 1971, just over 13% of the UK population vere 65 years of age 
or over; this proportion is now projected to rise to around 24ý. 
in the year 2051. (l) The rate of increase varies by decade and 
as Sinclair and Villiams point out, the actual increases have 
been much more rapid betveen 1971 and 1991 than the projected 
increases between 1991 and 2001. (2) Indeed, according to 
Ermisch the major shift tovard an elderly population does not 
begin until the third decade of the next century, reflecting the 
ageing of the baby boom generation born in the 1960's. (3) 
Nevertheless, government projections show that the numbers 
of persons of pensionable age will remain at about twelve and a 
half million for the rest of this century, and that an increase 
will then take place slowly but steadily by about 1% per year 
until a peak is reached of about seventeen million by the year 
2036. More importantly, the projected numbers of people aged 75 
or over are estimated to rise between 1991 and 2051, from just 
under 7% to over 10%. (4) 
Increasing numbers of elderly people vould be expected to 
place additional strain on public services. As Phillipson and 
Valker point out, the velfare state is inadequately prepared to 
respond to this rise and a crucial factor in this failure, 
"Has been the long-standing shortfall between rising needs 
and the resources allocated to meet them. Thus increases in 
a population in need do not necessarily result in increased 
public resource: s. " (5) 
This 'long-standing shortfall' goes back at least 20 years, 
and reflects in part the difficulties of the British economy. 
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The mid 1970's sav major cuts in public expenditure, resulting 
in the view that the statutory sector was failing in its duty to 
provide for the those elderly needing care and attention. In 
fact a New Society Survey in 1980 argued that, 
"Our public services are grossly unprepared for the enormous 
population explosion among the old, and more especially the 
very old. They vill impose a huge strain on local authority 
social services at a time vhen the ability of the population 
at large to provide informal care vill be greatly impaired by 
unemployment and other expenditure cuts. * (6) 
As Jack points out, approximately half of all expenditure on 
social security, health and social services is devoted to people 
over sixty vho constitute less than 17% of the population. (7) 
Any government intent on constraining public expenditure can 
seek to legitimate this by emphasising the 'disproportionate' 
demands of older people, particularly in relation to pensions 
policy. For example, the 19B4 Green Paper, "The Next Ten Years" 
stated, 
" The main factor affecting the social security programme is 
the provision vhich has to be made for the elderly.... the 
implications of the present state pension scheme and related 
issues ... remain the major source of future pressures on 
social security expenditure. * (8) 
These economic constraints influence but do not determine 
the priorities of politicians. More could be spent on the 
velfare of elderly people, and the balance of spending could 
shift betveen pensions, and social and medical care. Vhile it is 
true that mental or physical infirmity increases as ageing 
progresses. so that the elderly find themselves more than 
usually dependent on others for help, age in itself does not 
lead to 'dependency'. In fact Tovnsend and Valker have suggested 
that the 'dependency' of elderly people is a consequence of 
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social attitudes and the state's response, than it is of their 
age and frailty. (9) 
This 'dependency thesis' is a complicated one, but it 
suggests that certain social and political pressures have 
combined to create, enhance and maintain a dependent status for 
elderly people with the result that the demographic projections 
have been construed as a 'crisis' and elderly people themselves 
as a 'burden'. In this regard, Townsend has addressed the extent 
to which long term economic and social policies have presented 
elderly people as more 'dependent' than they need to be. In his 
view, enforced retirement from paid work, low levels of 
'subsistence pensions', the history of institutional care and 
the implementation of community care. are vehicles for the 
artificial creation of forms of social dependency among older 
PeoPle-(10) Further. it has been suggested that a wide and 
powerful range of groups and interests exist. who have 
encouraged. unwittingly perhaps, the myth that old age and 
dependency are synonymous. These groups and interests include 
doctors, architects, builders, local politicians, administrators 
and planners, all of whom have tended to favour and work towards 
the maintenance of institutional care for the elderly. (11) 
In keeping with the 'dependency' thesis has been the 
criticism that the public welfare services can stifle initiative 
and individual responsibility. This belief has come to occupy a 
central position in the Conservative Governments' concept of 
community care which emphasises their aim to *promote choice as 
much as independence". Integral to this concept has been a shift 
to policies vhich advocate domiciliary care as a cost-effective 
alternative to high cost residential homes. At first sight this 
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policy seems likely to reduce the demand on need for residential 
care. In practice, hovever, parsimony and reluctance to spend 
money vhich might encourage dependency have hold back 
expenditure on community services. As Means points out, the 
reluctance of velfare providers to, 
"Develop domiciliary services that might delay the point at 
vhich institutional care is the only feasible option for many 
elderly people, " (12) 
has had much to do vith fears that 'family' care for elderly 
relatives is being undermined. As the Audit Commission pointed 
out, 
"The majority of elderly people fend for themselves or are 
looked after adequately by relatives, friends and the 
voluntary sector, vithout turning to the local authority 
social services for help. " (13) 
HOvcver. research has shown that domiciliary services 
correctly allocated, are unlikely to undermine the family 
because, 
'They tend to reach people who lack a family or whose family 
resources are slender. or they provide specialised services 
the family is not equipped or qualified to undertake. " (14) 
In fact researchers have argued that domiciliary services 
need to be rapidly expanded to support families and help the 
isolated. Yet despite these apparently logical arguments. the 
money spent on caring for a dependent elderly person in the 
community has been shown to be an average around a seventh of 
that spent on a similar elderly person in residential care. 
(15,16) Most of those who are very dependent are, for one reason 
or another. not going to enter residential care whatever money 
is spent on them. So the strategy is, implicitly if not 
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explicitly, to spend very little on any of them and accept the 
risk that a fev vill require expensive residential care. 
A further factor Yhich limits the viability of care in the 
community is that it depends to a large extent on the 
availability of voluntary labour, particularly spouses and 
daughters or daughters-in-lav. As Ermisch has pointed out the 
relative scarcity of young vorkers, vill increase the demand for 
older female vorkers. (17) The numbers of elderly people vho are 
living vith younger generations are relatively small. (10) 
Migration of younger people around the country and of the 
elderly themselves to 'retirement areas' has also contributed to 
the isolation of elderly people. (19) 
Moreover, trends on household composition suggest that 
future over 80 year olds will have fewer surviving children who 
will care for them or vith vhom they vill be able to share a 
home with. (20,21) Elderly people who have not married or had 
children are also likely to receive limited care from relatives. 
(22) Even where children exist, many old people are reluctant 
to ask for help, seeing this as a 'sacrifice' on the part of 
their families who for their part are often unable to cope with, 
and face the prospect of, the responsibilities that arise from 
their relatives' increasing longevity. (23) The 'traditional' 
picture of the unmarried daughter or daughter-in-law, caring for 
ageing parents, is also likely to become more complicated, 
vhere. for example the consequences of divorce and family 
reconstruction, together with the increased involvement of women 
in the labour market, reduces the ability if not the villingness 
of women to care for an elderly dependent. (24,25) 
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Vhere then does the frail elderly person in need of care 
turn? The number of elderly people is growing fast. Lack of 
funding, fewer voluntary carers, and the greater isolation of 
elderly people themselves appears to undermine the success of 
Community Care policy. On the one hand, to remain in the 
community on an independent basis implies the support of the 
domiciliary services and this is often lacking. On the other 
hand, as Judge and Sinclair show (26). relatives are unable to 
care for elderly people to the degree required, and they lack 
the personal and financial resources to acquire an alternative 
to residential care. In these circumstances, some elderly people 
have come to vant residential care or at least reached the 
conclusion that there is no other alternative. 
Since the mid 1970's both central and local government had 
been aware of the increased demand for residential rare. A DHSS 
paper in 1976 pointed out, 
"That there will be many old people for whom there is no 
alternative to residential care. ' (27) 
A Government circular in 1984 stated, 
"Private residential care homes will have a far greater role 
to play.... to complement the provision made by the public 
services. * (28) 
This 'complementary' provision was already gaining impetus 
by way of policies which were encouraging and promoting the 
growth of the private residential sector, primarily through 
changes in the system of social security payments. (29) 
By 1989, some 2,000 elderly people a month were entering 
residential or nursing home care on a long-term basis. and yet, 
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"At least 80 more beds or places a week are needed up to the 
end of the century to cope with the demographic trend. " (30) 
And so the door had opened to the private residential 
sector. 
2- Vhat Role vill thn P7ri. vate Residinntimi c: CrA= 
Plav in Residential Care? 
The 1980's saw a major shift from public to private 
provision of care places for the elderly. Alongside groving 
numbers of dependent elderly people, reductions in geriatric and 
psychogeriatric provision and local authority residential care 
places, came major reforms in the social security system. This 
created, as Parker points out, 
NA new and buoyant market for private residential care" (31) 
More recently, the 1909 Vhite Paper on Community Care to 
which Langan refers as "The phase of austerity and privatisation 
inaugurated by the 1908 Griffiths Report" (32), has served to 
provide further impetus to this shift with the support of a 
Government approach vhich appears to advocate an 
"entrepreneurial revolution in welfare" (33) 
A report by Laing and Buisson in 1991 illustrates this trend 
and shovs that the number of residential beds available in the 
private sector increased from 143,200 in 1909 to 15S. 600 in 1990 
(34) That trend has continued, since by 1993 the proportion of 
all residents living in private homes vas 68% compared to just 
32% in the local authority sector. (3S) 
Tables 1 and 2 give a clearer indication of the massive 
shift tovards the private sector. 
is 
Table 1. Trvmml Authority and Private Residenti&l 
HnIfif"S fm lFldF'Irlv and Yc3uncTF--r Dis, hled PF-nnlu- in 
EnCTIAnd 1993 - 1993 
Local Authority Private Total 
(n) VIC) (n) (n) 
1983 2,670 so 1.940 42 4,610 100 
1993 3.370 20 0.650 72 12.020 100 
Local'Authority Private Total 
Residents Residents Residents 
(n) (101. ) (n) VIC) (n) 
1983 103,598 71 42.14 29 145,200 100 
1993 63.520 32 134.510 60 190.030 100 
Source: DOH - Residential Acc xxodation for Elderly and for 
Younger Physically Disabled People: All Residents in Local 
Authority, Voluntary and Private Homes, Year Ending 31 March 
1993, England. 
In Central and North Vest Humberside alone, vhere this study 
took place, the numbers of private and voluntary residential 
care homes for the elderly rose from 146 in 1906 to 321 in 
January 1991. This can be compared vith an almost static number 
for the same period, of 58 local authority homes, the numbers of 
vhich have gradually declined as homes vere sold to an 
independent consortium since that date. (Source: Humberside 
Independent Inspection Unit) 
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This rapid expansion in numbers of people living in private 
residential homes was accompanied by a dramatic increase in 
public expenditure on private residential care. As Bradshaw and 
Gibbs point out, this expansion occurred at the same time as, 
and perhaps because of,. changes in the regulations governing the 
payments of supplementary benefits to people in residential care 
homes. (36) Changes in 1900, and further changes in 1903 
provided incentives within a climate that was already favourable 
to private sector expansion. (37) In 1986, the Audit Commission 
had noted a move by health and local authorities to use 
supplementary benefit payments for board and lodging to reduce 
their residential and in-patient care by transferring some of 
their own homes to private management. (30) The Firth Committee 
report, published a year later, concluded that financial support 
for the elderly, 
"Does provide a financial incentive to (private) residential 
care, and a disincentive to the financing of residential care 
by local authorities. " (39) 
In keeping with this lack of "a level playing field", over 
the past decade the Government has displayed an ideological 
commitment to private care, arguing that private enterprise can 
provide a high standard of care for elderly people. As Sinclair 
et al point out, advocates of the private sector argue that it 
provides a flexible. competitive and efficient response to 
consumer demand (40). and that it is acceptable because it is 
based on payment for services rather than 'professional' 
assessment for need. However, critics point in particular to the 
alleged exploitative approach of private home owners, arguing 
that the ability to pay rather than need is the prime criterion 
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for admission. As a Centre for Policy on Ageing (CPA) study on 
the staffing and xanagement in private and voluntary homes 
points out, 
*A private home represents first and foremost an investment 
of capital by those who own and (frequently) run it. " (41) 
As such there may be a conflict between what Valker refers 
to as the 'cost efficiency' model that the private sector 
represents, and the 'care effectiveness' model which the local 
authority sector now seeks to maintain. (42) 
Residential homes for the elderly are often viewed as an 
unfavourable alternative to domiciliary care and some argue that 
elderly people will 'opt'. where possible, for private rare as 
being a more 'homely' and possibly 'superior' option to local 
authority homes, which retain the historical legacy of the 
workhouse. The history of public residential care has made many 
elderly people associate it with the workhouse. In Britain 
today, residential care is still regarded by many to be the 
'last resort', to which the elderly person and/or their families 
or carers are obliged to accept vhen all other support systems 
break down. Elderly people still talk fearfully of being 'put 
avay' into an institution vhich is seen as little better than 
the workhouse, and families often assume that placing one's 
elderly parent or grandparent into care is both cruel and 
immoral. A paper by Peggy Foster highlights the disadvantages of 
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such a consensus, vhich ignores the positive contribution that 
residential provision can make. As she points out, 
"If we could begin to accept that residential care does not 
have to be isolating or disabling, but can be a positive 
choice for frail elderly people and their caring relatives, 
we might also begin to put some of our energy into improving 
the overall quality of residential care options. In the long 
run we might even be able to create innovative forms of 
residential care of elderly people which would bear no 
resemblance whatsoever to the institutionalised homes 
criticised by Townsend in 'The Last Refuge'. " (43) 
Despite the fact that it is over thirty years since Townsend 
published his study, the problems associated with residential 
care have regularly come to the fore. Studies to date have 
sought to question the function of residential care 
(44,45,46,47) challenged its historical isolation and separation 
from the community (49,49,49,50) and provided models by which 
homes can better provide a service to elderly people in need of 
rare, where care IN the community falls short of the anticipated 
care BY the community (52,53.54,55,56,57,58,59.60). 
These studies and many others, have raised several questions 
about the quality of care in residential homes. For the elderly 
person and/or his family contemplating the uncomfortable 
possibility that greater dependency may require that a person 
needs to be cared for by others than the immediate family, the 
dilemma is compounded by the negative and condescending 
expectations of residential care still prevalent in our society. 
Misconceptions combined vith the fact that local authority homes 
tend to be large institutions have contributed to a re- 
evaluation of the role that private residential home have to 
play. 
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These trends in the development of private residential care 
have led almost inevitably to concerns over the quality of care 
it provides. 
Three mechanisms at least suggest themselves as appropriate 
for ensuring high quality: inspection to weed out scandalous 
homes, market forces whereby elderly people choose better homes, 
and training whereby staff are motivated and enabled to provide 
better care. 
4.1. Inspection. Anyone with the capital and planning 
permission can open a residential home. The result is that 
private homes are frequently owned and staffed by people without 
any qualifications in residential care or nursing care. (61) 
Staffing costs are the biggest expense to home owners and 
inevitably Mý= owners will increase their profits by operating 
with minimal levels of care staff to the point of causing 
hardship to their residents. Frail elderly people are extremely 
vulnerable and open to all kind of abuse, financial as well as 
otherwise. The need for greater control over home owners is 
evident where public monies are used to provide considerable 
potential rewards to those owners who have, 
"A keen eye on rates of return on equity and the minimisation 
of costs. ' (62) 
These general concerns over the need to 'police' a market 
in care have been reinforced by scandals. Vhile the small scale' 
cottage industry' type of establishments are not immune, 
instances of abuse have occurred and continue to occur, often in 
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the larger, less 'personalised' homes. Recent examples of abuse 
have been highlighted though television exposure, a NALGO report 
'No Place to Hide% written by a Labour Health Spokesperson, 
Harriet Harman (July 1991), the publication by Counsel and Care 
for the Elderly. 'Not Such Private Places' (63) and a Citizens 
Advice Bureau report, 'Beyond the Limit. ' As a New Statesman 
and Society article warns, 
"Blame rests only in part on the predominance of the business 
ethic, or on incompetent or unscrupulous proprietors. The 
rest can be laid at the Government's door. " (64) 
The Registration of Homes Act, 1994, vas implemented to 
monitor developments in the private sector, introducing zeasures 
to ascertain vhether home ovners are 'fit' persons to run a home 
and assess the 'quality of care' vithin it. (65) The vish to 
control the grovth of the private sector arising from financial 
considerations, there has also stimulated a demand for control 
through the regulation and monitoring of homes. As Gibbs and 
Sinclair stress, the inspection of old people's homes is an 
essential, if complex task, and inspection should ensure, 
"That vulnerable elderly people are protected, that possible 
sources of scandal are remedied at an early stage, that 
public funds are available only to respectable private 
enterprises and that the quality of community care to all is 
improved. " (66) 
A further development took place with the NHS and Community 
Care Act which requires that new 'arms length' Independent 
Inspection Units are set up by local authorities to monitor 
standards in all homes'in their areas, their own included. These 
new units follow close scrutiny of the guidelines governing 
registration and inspection. In 1982, a DHSS consultative 
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document, 'A Good Home' had underlined an urgent need for 
legislation aimed at ensuring that 'minimum acceptable 
standards' of accommodation and care would be provided. (67) The 
Registered Homes Act which followed, gave little in the way of 
detailed guidance on standards. A response document published by 
CCETSV, was concerned over how these 'acceptable standards' and 
levels of care would in fact be monitored. As the document 
emphasised, 
'Registration officers hold a key position in current 
legislation ... They have the pover to 
develop operational 
definitions for an adequate caring environment for the 
establishments in their patch. " (68) 
More recently Gibbs and Sinclair question whether inspection 
is a sufficient tool for ensuring good quality care. In their 
study inspection judgements proved unreliable in the sense that 
two inspectors judging the same home independently often came to 
different conclusions. There are also difficulties in taking 
action if poor practice comes to light. In particular, 
deregistration is reluctantly undertaken, since it is often 
difficult to provide evidence that will stand up at a tribunal 
and concerns are also raised about what would happen to the 
residents if a home is closed. (69) In fact the number of 
deregistrations is probably extremely small. In Humberside for 
example, only 5 homes closed between 1990 and 1995 as a result 
of notices being served upon them. The trend may be similar in 
other parts of the country, although unfortunately, the 
Department of Health does not keep specific national records on 
such closures, and refers enquiries to individual Inspection 
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Units and Social Services Departments. (Source: Department of 
Health and Humberside Inspection Unit). 
A further initial problem highlighted by CCETSV was the need 
for appropriately trained registration officers. CCETSV laid 
particular stress on the importance of registration officers 
assessing training needs in homes. (70) Yet some twelve months 
later, registration officers were seen to be lacking in even 
basic training. Indeed, a study of regulation of private nursing 
homes commented that, 
"The lack of initial training for nevly appointed officers 
surprised the author and confirms her view that an induction 
course should be available for all new officers asked to 
undertake the registration and inspection function. ' (71) 
However, if tighter regulations regarding residential and 
nursing homes are to be applied and monitored adequately, the 
risk of polarisation may increase if. as Parker suggests, 
"Higher standards are imposed... (therefore) fees will rime 
and... (will) have the effect of creating a more polarised, 
clientele. Those who are poor enough will continue to have 
their costs met and those who are veil off will be able to 
pay for improved standards. " (72) 
The end product therefore may be a tvo-tier system in vhich 
the private and voluntary sectors look after anybody vho can 
raise the required funds 'topped up' in some cases by relatives 
and leave the local authorities vith a residuum of the poorest 
and most dependent. 
It can be argued therefore, that if polarisation is to be 
avoided, then registration officers should have pavers to insist 
an certain standards in all homes, for example, that, 
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"In particular, the person in charge needs to have the 
skills, knowledge, experience and personal qualities to be 
able to create the necessary environment both for residents 
and staff so that the home can achieve its objectives. * (73) 
and with particular reference to staffing, Griffiths adds, 
Nappropriate staffing (is) at least as important as other* 
aspects of a home. " (74) There is hovever, no indication from 
Griffiths on how inspection units are expected to monitor this 
nor how far this recommendation takes particular account of the 
differences between local authority and private sector 
establishments. Inspection appears to be a veak link in the 
maintenance of good quality care. 
4.2. Choice. Choice and 'market mechanisms' could be -m 
further means for ensuring high quality care in that it might be 
expected that elderly people and their relatives vould choose 
the 'better' home. Hovever, research indicates that choice may 
also be a veak link in ensuring good quality care. The idea of 
residential care is often not that of the elderly person 
themselves (75,76,77), applicants are not given enough 
information about the options open to them in relation to the 
most appropriate form of care for their needs, very often choice 
is severely limited because of the lack of places in particular 
areas, and only a minority make a positive decision (78,79,80). 
Biggs questioning the claim that private care has increased 
quality and choice by arbitration of market forces, argues that, 
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"Harket forces are too crude a mechanism to enable meaningful 
participation both vithin and before entry to a home and in 
some respects acts against the interests of 
consumers .... 
Factors such as continuity of care, small scale 
projects, and client freedom within a home may not be as 
favourable to old people as the champions of private care 
would have us believe. " (81) 
As indicated earlier, costs may also be a factor which 
affects choice, since poorer applicants for residential care may 
have limited access to those homes which operate financially 
outside the social security limits. Financial considerations on 
the part of the purchaser of care, the local authority Social 
Services Department, could, in theory, limit further the choice 
of an elderly person as to whether they need residential care or 
not, and which homes they will be offered. 
For those elderly people for whom cost is not an immediate 
problem. for example those with capital and/or housing assets, 
there is still a view that the growth of the private sector 
gives elderly people actre choice. This choice should provide a 
pressure towards higher quality, always provided that it is the 
elderly person who makes the choice, they are able to assess the 
quality of vhat they are choosing, and there is a choice of 
homes in their area. For those not in this fortunate position, 
the growth of the private sector provides little reassurance on 
the quality of residential care. 
4.3. Training. So if we cannot rely an inspection and 
market forces for ensuring a high quality of care in residential 
homes, we seem to be left with training. One study by Gibbs and 
Sinclair did indeed find that high quality care as they measured 
it, was associated with a high proportion of trained staff as 
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they measured that. This led them to argue that the vay to 
improve the quality of homes would be for inspectors to insist, 
"That a proportion of staff including the head (of home) are 
trained. and that heads provided evidence that they had 
successfully completed assessed experience in homes (which) 
would provide some greater guarantee of good quality. " (82) 
The authors, hovever. vere cautious, arguing that, 
"It would be useful to show that qualified staff could be 
observed to behave in a distinctive way, tended to form 
better relationships with residents than unqualified staff 
and had distinctive attitudes. * (03) 
Moreover, to gain qualifications, training must be 
undertaken, and training comes in many forms and does not always 
lead to a recognised qualification. Despite its importance, 
almost nothing is known about who has received training or what 
training has been undertaken. Staff undertake many different 
types of training, but we do not know how many have full 
qualifications or have other specialised or more basic types of 
qualifications. Vithin the private sector in particular, there 
no figures at all relating to how many have received training, 
how many have undergone training, and what that training 
involved. Up to date (June 1996) figures supplied by CCETSV, 
allow for an educated guess, based on the findings of this 
study, that approximately 15% of local authority staff and 6% of 
private sector staff have registered for National Vocational 
Qualifications (NVQ's), but this issue is taken up in more 
detail in the next chapter. 
The key point I would make at this point is that'training 
looks indeed a plausible candidate for improving quality of 
cars. Vhat we need to know is what kind of training is to be 
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provided, who wants it, and what evidence is there that it will 
benefit the residents' quality of life? 
S. Suxxarv 
Residential homes for the elderly are an important resource. 
They are a response to growing numbers of ageing elderly people 
with care needs, the limitations of informal care and the 
limited resources of 'community care'. The massive growth of 
private sector residential homes, alongside a decline in local 
authority homes has however. led to concerns over the continued 
monitoring of standards in a sector that is concerned vith 
profit and cost-efficiency. Research and the recurrence of 
scandals hats suggested that the quality of care in these homes 
is not always good, and that inspection cannot ensure that it 
is. The more informal mechanisms that vould enable elderly 
people and their families to make considered choices as to what 
is a good home are also a weak link in community care provision. 
Thus the mechanisms of inspection and market control are 
insufficient to ensure that residential homes can provide good 
care. 
It folloys that training appears to be the most viable 
mechanism that would ensure good care. However, there is very 
little information on what training has been undertaken and 
almost no research has been carried out on whether training can, 
in fact, improve the quality of care in residential homes. It 




CHAPTER TVO: THE SHIFTING DEBATE ON TRAINING 
Frox 'Professional' to 'Entrepreneurial' Training Models 
Definition of Training: The complete range of provision made 
to equip staf f vith the knovIedge and skills for their irark 
V. ith. i. 1.2 a S! Fwtam of pxofessiona. 1 values' (my italics) (1) 
Trai. n. ing Aar xesiden tial staf f Ys gaverallk seen as the 
, weiens by vhzch to ensure. good cww- 
Merv is a debate, hoaremr, 
o; w. r the A-ey quasticw of rrhat training should aim to do. This 
chapter hikhliýqhts three. xvIated issues, Arhethew training should 
pooduce 'p-rofessional' people vith traditicvzal 'professional 
values' and 'hiýrhar ctrder skills' and high status, - Arhether. as a 
. ne-sponse to the 
'nev mcationalisat-icw', Yt sbomJdpzcduc& 
'ccwpetent ' vmrlcers vith -, -zpecific 
task-related skills; cLr vhethar 
Yt iv a question of pooducYng 'good pwple', so that training iv 
ussed to ewhance Ynhczent personal qualities. 
The chapter awa-wineuv the rather spaxse statistics on what 
A-. zbd and amount of traznzng zs actually provided .4 dzscusszCU2 of 
the tatisic; w that exists betv&m-2 the diffoxwit xodals of traimizig 
then sets the sce-ne. tor an analysis of arhy the differ-ent 
stakeholdars in xessidential caxe - iranagews, hoAa ow2ars and 
staff - axv likely to prefer one moded of training to another and 
what -kpact training Aav him on the qualit7 of ca2w 
resider2ts. T12o kgpotheses azising fmw this discussion axe then 
, --v, P-lozwd -in the ewpir-i". l studie-T de., mribeed in later r-baptews. 
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1. VHY TRAIN? a Perspe tives on Vhat Training Can Do. 
Training is a means by which to prepare people for an 
occupational role and the literature on residential care contains 
numerous references to its importance. Barr points out that some 
sixty reports over the past forty years have made recommendations 
about training for residential work, and that the authors of 
these reports are generally confident in the capacity of training 
to improve practice. (2) A key issue, however, is how it is to do 
this. Should training be a process which involves the whole 
person in preparation for a 'professional' role or should it be 
limited to providing a workforce that is skilled and competent in 
certain tasks? Thus, on the one hand, training may be about 
knowledge as understanding, the application of that knowledge to 
a wide variety of techniques and to a variety of situations, and 
the acquisition of higher level skills. On the other hand 
training may be perceived as teaching people to do specific 
things in specific contexts and specific ways. These polarised 
positions reflect current debates over whether training should be 
based on a 'professional' model or a never task-specific 
'entrepreneurial' model. 
Traditionally, the value of training is seen to lie in some 
quite general shift in the values and self-perception of the 
person who is trained which in turn leads to changes in their 
professional behaviour. Thus Barr maintains, that training is a 
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form of induction into the culture of an organisation or 
establishment and that, 
"To press for better training is to press for better 
practice. 0 (3) 
Rather similarly. the Villiams committee (1969) vhile 
pointing out that training is not by itself a universal cure for 
the problems that have beset residential homes. nevertheless 
argued that its essence is to, 
"Inculcate principles. provide a background of knoviedge, 
develop skills and encourage the student to regard learning 
as a continuous process. ' (4) 
On this viev, training is less a matter of learning to do 
particular things than of acquiring a general disposition which 
will affect behaviour and attitudes over time. Such changes have 
consequences for people's perception of themselves as 
professionals so that staff can be helped to develop a sense of 
worth in an occupation that has struggled to obtain 
'professional' acceptance. 
Such training vill not. of course, be appropriate for 
everyone. Villiams acknowledged that in residential homes many 
staff are experienced, older women, who may be unwilling or 
unable to take advantage of training that often requires full- 
time attendance. The Committee therefore urged the Government to 
devise a formula for recognition of work experience. However, 
while recognising that *experience is essential", it must be 
reinforced by training which will, 
"Provide knovledge. understanding and skill vhich are equally 
vital. * (5) 
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This general assumption that training leads to changes in 
values and understanding and these in turn lead to changes in 
practice and hence presumably care is not universally accepted. 
As Youll points out, it is being increasingly challenged, as 
users and consumers mount a counter attack, articulating 
alternative values, standards and requirements. This has led to a 
general questioning of the nature and purposes of training, (6) 
and suggests the need for research which will take into account 
the experience of managers, home owners and staff, as wall as the 
needs and views of residents. 
In practice, the relevant research appears to be lacking. A 
National Institute for Social Vork (NISV) Vorking Party, 
reporting in 1988, pointed out that while few residential staff 
had qualifications relevant to working with the elderly, it was 
also evident that, 
"There is little research evidence for or against vhether 
staff training can improve substantially the quality of life 
of people living in residential homes... the development and 
training of residential staff at all levels is piecemeal and 
haphazard. The needs for more research on training 
effectiveness and processes are indicated by this lack. * (7) 
As Sinclair states. 
"Although something is known about the types of training that 
staff have, there is almost no evidence on whether traine! d 
staff are any 'better' than those who are not. ' (8) 
The point of this study then is to make a start on providing 
this research. focusing particularly on the never 'Vocational 
training'. As background to this endeavour we need to examine how 
far vocational training is in fact replacing the former 
Oprofessional training'. We will then need to look at why a 
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professional approach may have been inappropriate, and why the 
new approach to training may be more acceptable, but may also 
bring its own problems. 
Following the implementation of the Registered Homes Act, 
1984, CCETSV published a paper on Staff Training Issues, which 
analysed the take-up of the Certificate in Social Service (CSS) 
and The In-Service Certificate in Social Care (ICSC) courses by 
local authority, and, in particular, private residential staff. 
As CCETSV had already found, DHSS guidelines in the 
Registered Homes Act, 1984, vere not specific on the question of 
Government responsibility for training. Instead they appeared to 
regard training of staff more as the responsibility of the 
Registration Authority. Section 6.6 of the Code of Practice 
states, 
"Registering Authority may wish to offer Proprietors. Senior 
Managers and Senior staff ... places on courses and training 
programmes organised for staff employed in Residential Care 
with the Public Sector .... 
The information about alternative 
sources of training should also be made available. " (9) 
This quotation is notable for tvo things - its 
permissiveness in relation to the private sector (the 
registration authority does not to offer places on courses. 
only provide information on courses it wishes to throw open) - 
and its lack of any mention of basic care or part-time staff. 
This attitude reflected and may have helped to perpetuate the 
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situation which CCETSV uncovered on the ground. According to data 
supplied by CCETSV. the first posts obtained by CQSV (n-2670) and 
CSS (n-1450) qualifiers in 1985, were overwhelmingly in the local 
authority sector, the percentage (n-31) of qualified staff 
entering the private sector was negligible. (10) 
By 1986, as CCETSV pointed out, 
"Existing training courses are currently not being used by 
the private sector in sufficient numbers to make good the 
training deficit which is being exacerbated by the rapid 
increase in private homes. Of the courses used. most are at 
ICSC level, with minimal use of CSS which is generally 
accepted to be the most appropriate courses for comparable 
staff in other sectors. " (11) 
Further evidence on training initiatives in the private 
sector were provided in 1986 by a Centre for Policy on Ageing 
(CPA) study of twenty non-statutory residential homes. This found 
that 40% of supervisory staff and 87% of care staff were without 
any qualifications. Of those who were qualified, nearly all had 
nursing qualifications. (12) 
Vhat evidence then is there on how, if at all, the 
situation has changed since 1986? Unfortunately very little. 
HISV, in 1988, noted that very little research had taken place 
into staffing issues and that statistics on staffing were sparse 
and that there was very little information at all in relation to 
the private sector. (13) The lack of data from official 
statistics could in theory be remedied by specific research 
studies. Unfortunately, however, few research studies have 
addressed the issue of training directly. As a result, the data 
on training remains woefully lacking even though the Vorking 
Group on Vorkforce Planning in the Personal Social services had 
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called on local authorities and non-statutory services to 
generate meaningful data sets, since, like the Birch Committee in 
1976 had found, 
"No information is available on the levels of qualified staff 
and very little relevant data on the numbers on the numbers 
of people employed. " (14) 
Statistics therefore are subject to guesstimates and 
assumptions. and are bedevilled by the numbers of continuing data 
sets which do not distinguish homes for elderly people and homes 
for other client groups. Figures on numbers of care staff in the 
local authority and private residential sectors are not available 
for identical years. if at all. and figures on training courses 
taken up are either out of date or unclear as to status of care 
staff. Thus any attempt to give a clear overview of the 
proportion of care staff who at any one time have received 
training is unsustainable. 
That said, we have to do the best we can, and to do so begin 
with such evidence as there is on the potential need for 
training. Table 3 gives actual and estimated numbers of 
residential care staff in homes for elderly people in England in 
1986 and 1992. 
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1906 1992 
local Authority 33,952 (i) 31,442 (i) 
Private 20,146 (ii) 33,850 (ii) 
Total 54,098 65,292 
(i) DOH. Health and PersnnAl Snnial Services 
Statistic- for Emaland. 1993 edition, Table 6.22 
(ii) EstiRated froR figures for total nuRber of 
residents in Health and Personal Social 
gaitir-mm - using as a base figure the ratio of staff 
to residents (4: 1) as calculated in Table 13. 
The figures in Table 3 for the private sector are for the 
full-time equivalents of care assistants and supervisory staff. 
As discussed later the number of individual staff vho may need 
training is verY much larger. 
To set against these figures, Table 4 gives a breakdown of 
numbers of staff who completed CQSV, CSS and ICSC courses in 
1986. As CCETSV points out. the CSS introduction coincided with 
cuts in public expenditure and intakes were far lower than 
envisaged. (15) 
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Table 4. Oualificationa Gained 3E Staff in the 
Personal Social Services. 1986 
All Residential Staff (ii) Total 
Students (i) L. A. Private Intake 
(n) (n) (n) 
CQSV 3040 98 365 10 81 2 3446 100 
Css 1014 93 43 4 20 3 1093 100 
ICSC 3796 88 3GO 9 137 3 4359 100 
Total 7850 88 788 9 246 3 9910 100 
(i) Vorking Group on Vorkforce Planning in the 
Personal Social Services, 1986, Table 1.1 
(ii) Calculated frox percentages of local authority 
and private residential staff in hoxes for the 
elderly taking up training in 1984 (source: CCETSV 
Paper 24, Staff Training Temues) (16) 
Vhatever the accuracy or inaccuracy of these figures they 
showed that the number of residential staff in homes for elderly 
people was minuscule relative to the number of staff employed. 
This was particularly true of the 'professionally oriented' CQSV 
and CSS courses, and particularly true of the private sector. 
These figures of course only reflect staff who gained 
qualifications. Their relevance to the proportion of the 
workforce who were in post and qualified depends an such factors 
as turnover and the degree to which qualified staff were imported 
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to or exported from the sector comprising residential homes for 
elderly people. Unfortunately, the 1986 figure for local 
authority residential staff in post with social work or other 
relevant qualifications (650) was only available for care staff 
in adult homes and centres (Vorkforce Planning, Table 1.3) or 
approximately 2% of all local authority staff in residential 
homes for the elderly. This can be compared with the numbers of 
care staff with social work or other relevant qualifications in 
children's homes which was given as 950 0%). (source: Vorkforce 
Planning Table 1.3) No information was available on the levels of 
similarly qualified staff in the private sector (Vorkforce 
Planning, Table 1.6). In terms of social work or social work 
related qualifications, however, the proportion of qualified 
staff in the parts of this sector that deal with elderly people 
must be assumed to have been minimal. 
In 1986 therefore, the problem was threefold. The statistics 
were inadequate; where they could be used as a guideline to 
numbers of staff with qualifications, they suggested a failure to 
provide the residential sector with a professionally qualified 
workforce; and this dismal picture was particularly true of care 
staff in the private sector.. 
These problems need to be addressed in the light of 
development of the system of National Vocational Qualifications 
(NVQ's) - perhaps the most significant change in training since 
1986. 
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Figures from CCETSV (Appendix I) show that enrolments on to 
NVQ courses stood at over 15,000 in March 1995 since registering 
began in 1990. Unfortunately these figures relate to individuals 
involved in direct care, child care and education as well as 
criminal justice service, and CCETSV does not distinguish between 
them when preparing data. However, using figures supplied by the 
Department of Health on numbers of full time and part time local 
authority staff in homes for elderly people and elderly people 
with mental infirmity (17), it is possible to estimate the 
numbers of full and part time staff in both sectors who have 
enrolled onto NVQ courses. The figures for the private sector 
were calculated using the ratio of staff to residents from this 
research (Table 13). Exact calculations are given in Appendix I. 
Local Authority 
F/T P/T Total 
Staff 7330 16462 23782 
HVQ Nos. 1306 864 2170 
Ratio 1: 6 1: 19 1: 11 
Private Sector 
F/T P/T Total 
13451 20176 33627 
1449 950 2407 
1: 9 1: 21 1: 14 
These figures can be compared vith the 1996 figures for 
CQSV, CSS and ICSC (see Table 4). It must be remembered that the 
figures in Table 4 relate to those gaining qualifications vhereas 
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those in Table 6 relate to those enrolled who may take a number 
of years to gain qualifications or never gain then at all. Ve do 
not know how many of the 790 who gained qualifications in 1986 
were full-time, but it is likely that a high proportion were, and 
if some of these full-time staff are now taking NVQ's rather than 
Dip. SV, the proportion of full-time local authority staff taking 
training now may not be much greater than it was then. 
The change in relation to the private sector is, however, 
dramatic. In relation to NVQ, this sector is now almost as large 
a consumer of training as the local authority one. Moreover. the 
lower numbers of staff in the private sector enrolling on NVQ 
courses is likely to change, as home owners recognise the 
potential of NVQ's to equip those staff that remain in post with 
a standard qualification which is acceptable to those registering 
and inspecting homes. 
These changes may in part represent a formal recognition of 
a previously existing pattern. As early as 1996 CCETSV also 
pointed out that short courses aimed at specific needs as 
perceived by private home owners were being provided, but were 
not accredited by them. Nevertheless, the potential significance 
of this shift to NVO is clearly immense. For the first time, it 
seems, we may have a form of training which appeals to the 
private sector. It might also in due course make an impact on the 
intractable problem of providing a sizeable proportion of the 
workforce with training relevant to residential care. 
In order to understand why a shift from 'professional' 
social work oriented courses to task-based vocational courses may 
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be occurring in the residential sector, ve need to look at the 
theory and rationale underlying this shift and the arguments for 
and against a nev approach to training. 
3. Tbs-ý 'Pro essional' a del of T*' Vhat is a 
Profession and does soc ial vork and- by implication- 
Residential vork- Quali fy? 
Social work is generally assumed to be vocational by nature 
and 'professional' in approach. The training received by those 
who care for and help others has maintained roots in certain 
values. In highlighting the polarised views on training 
identified earlier, Collins makes values the basis for the 
distinction between them. He argues that vocational training 
should emphasise 'personal responsibility' and is thus 
distinguished from training characterised by 'a cult of 
efficiency'. 
"Vocation refers to a calling and entails commitment to the 
performance of vorthwhile activities that are not 
calculated to advance personal career aspirations or fulfil 
minimum job expectations... (it) incorporates a strong ethical 
dimension 
..... (and) contrasts vith the kind of pedagogical 
orientations and practices that are ... steered largely by technical rationality. * (18) 
As ve have seen. social vork training has been traditionally 
linked to a 'professional' model of training in which specialised 
I higher level' education allows an individual or group of People 
to secure practical and theoretical expertise but also to acquire 
general knowledge and a sense of ethical values. If we are to 
examine a 'professional' model of training, we need to establish 
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whether social work qualifies as a 'profession', what 
'professional' training entails and whether residential social 
work, by implication, also qualifies for professional status. 
The question of whether social work is or is not a 
I profession' involves a discussion of the four related components 
that are said to make up a profession - autonomy, knowledge, 
values and status. These components are those identified by the 
't. ra. it' theory of professions, characterised by Greenwood, and 
based on the idea of Durkheims' service to the community. (19) 
The question of whether social work is a profession involves the 
way in which these components are viewed by the practitioners 
themselves, by potential clients and by other 'professionals'. As 
Toren points out, 
NAttempting to answer the question of whether social work is 
a profession, or to determine the extent its professional 
character, different observers come to different conclusions, 
depending upon their general viewpoint and on the different 
degrees of importance they ascribe to various professional 
traits. " (20) 
Juto. &OAY: 
Vilensky maintains that any occupation wishing to exercise 
professional autonomy must assert an exclusive jurisdiction, link 
both skill and jurisdiction to standards of training and convince 
the public that its services are uniquely trustworthy. The 
aspiring or developing profession which he sees social work as 
being, must, in order to achieve traditional professional status, 
drive out any competition and establish itself as sole suppliers 
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of a particular service. Training allows a claim to autonomy at 
work, since, 
'The nature of an occupation's training ... can constitute part 
of an ideology, a deliberate rhetoric in the political 
process of lobbying. public relations and other forms of 
persuasion, to attain a desirable end - full control over its 
work. ' (21) 
This view of a profession was devised in terms of the 
classical model of professionalism which emphasises autonomous 
expertise and the service ideal. Bureaucracies. however, require 
professionals to serve organisations and this curtails, to some 
degree. the ability of the professional to act in an autonomous 
way. As Jones et al point out, the Seebohm Report took little 
account of the fact that the new social services departments 
would be within the local authority structure and therefore 
subject to all the regulations. the norms and the devices for 
public accountability which the wider organisation had already 
developed. (22) 0 
This potential conflict between professionalism and 
bureaucracy was highlighted by Carr-Saunders. who differentiated 
four major types of professions in modern society, emphasising 
particularly the lack of professional autonomy due to 
organisational pressures. 
"Social workers ... have a dual responsibility to the employer 
as well as the client. But the employer lays down the limits 
to the service which can be rendered and to some extent 
determines its kind and quality. As a result a social 
worker .... is far from free to treat a person committed to his 
charge in a manner indicated by his professional training and 
experience. " (23) 
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In this quote Carr-Saunders appears to relate the role of 
the social vorker to that of a Veberian 'expert', vho applies his 
or her expertise at the behest of the organisation. Members of a 
bureaucracy hold their position because they are placed there and 
told vhat to do. A professional, 
"Holds power by social definition. and his expertise is a 
bland of innate capacity, acquired knowledge and skills, and 
willingness to use his own personality as a tool. ' (24) 
Thus there may be a potential conflict for the social 
worker, between what Etzioni calls the 'enforced and sanctioned' 
values of the bureaucrat and the internalised values of the 
professional. (25) Etzioni maintains that there are certain 
occupational groups whose members describe themselves as 
professionals, which manifest the attributes of a professional in 
various ways. to varying degrees and which aspire to full 
professional status, but for socially induced reasons are 
inherently incapable of achieving a full professional identity 
and status comparable with fully fledged professional 
organisations. (26) These occupational groups he refers to as 
'semi-professions' and their members are employed to communicate 
or apply knowledge and are subject to administrative control. 
Semi-professions are occupations whose members make a claim to 
comparable status with the traditional professions but they. 
"have less autonomy from supervision or societal 
control. * (27) 
and are more accountable for their performance and subject to 
numerous rules governing work tasks and conduct. Semi- 
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professionals are usually to be found employed in organisations 
rather than themselves acting as employers. 
Simpson and Simpson (28) suggest that the distinction 
between professions and semi-professions is gendered. They point 
out that women predominate in the semi-professions, and argue 
that women's primary attachment is to the family and that women 
are therefore less committed to work than man and less likely to 
maintain a high level of specialised knowledge. The traditional 
'profession' is one dominated by zale power and exclusivity, 
whereby men are in control, are full-time, have a career 
structure and are wall paid. 
These considerations suggest that residential work is at 
best a semi-profession. Its claim to professional status has been 
based in part on its description of "residential social work' 
when social work itself can only lay dubious claim to the 
autonomy required of a profession. Moreover, women predominate in 
residential work, and are often employed part-time with few 
career opportunities as a result. Residential workers thus lack 
the power base which traditional 'professional' training is said 
to provide, and may be more likely to accept the bureaucratic 
controls imposed on them and less likely to seek a genuinely 
professional status. 
Knoarledge: 
The main, intrinsic appeal of residential work is to the 
heart, not the mind, attracting individuals who want to work with 
people and be of service. By contrast, Marton's 'concept of a 
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profession' depends on a 'Threefold composite of social values' - 
value placed upon systematic knowledge and the intellect 
(knowing), value placed upon technical skill and trained capacity 
(doing) and value placed upon putting this conjoint knowledge and 
skill to. vork in the service of others (helping). (29) The 
question is whether knowing, a central component in what Butrya 
calls the process of socialisation into professionalism, is as 
important in social work and social care training as it is in 
other forms of professional development. 
As Timms and Timms point out (30). a knowledge base is 
important for a profession because it helps to distinguish the 
layman from the expert and it gives the professional control over 
the application of certain skills that are informed by this 
knowledge. However the authors argue that social vorkers are 
doubtful and ambivalent about the part knowledge should play, and 
that there is considerable scepticism concerning the validity of 
knowledge that does not proceed from direct practical experience. 
(31) This may be of particular relevance to the residential care 
workforce where the level of knowledge required has yet to be 
defined and the lack of attention to this implies that this 
workforce is not considered worthy of 'professional' status. 
Statistics presented earlier suggest that competence based 
approaches, such as National Vocational Qualifications, are 
likely to gain popularity at the expense of the type of 
'professional' training exemplified by COW and CSS which have 
failed to attract the numbers of staff who were expected to 
undertake these qualifications. This in turn suggests that a 
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shift in training for the residential sector is occurring from an 
emphasis on 'professional' knowledge (knowing) to one on 
'technical' knowledge (doing), that is towards training that is 
task related, at the expense of other areas of knowledge. If 
residential care staff are not seen as needing the training that 
leads to the 'professional' status that social workers and the 
social work 'profession' aspire to, can they then be referred to 
as 'para-pzv. (essicna. 1s' who Brawley and Schindler define as, 
*Those persons who are engaged in the provision of social 
care or social services to individuals, families, groups and 
communities but who do not have professional training and 
qualifications. ' (32) 
Para-professionals tend to be the workers who have the most 
frequent and regular face-to-face contact with clients. This 
makes it especially important that they be carefully selected for 
the work that they do, that their tasks and functions be 
appropriate and clearly defined, and that they receive whatever 
training is needed to ensure that they can perform their jobs 
adequately. They are not, however, thought to require 
professional training. 
In line with this analysis CCETSV has maintained that the 
training of professionals should be placed in perspective vhereby 
it should be accompanied by the training of 'front line' para- 
professionals vho constitute the bulk of the social service vork 
force. (33,34,35) Brawley attributes a similar importance to para- 
professionals maintaining that there has been a failure to 
recognise or accept the critical role they play and little effort 
has been devoted to clarifying their functions, deployment and 
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training. (36) British para-professionals have been offered 
training that, vhile it does not confer professional standing, 
does signify the holder has undergone a nationally approved 
training programme. To date, these have included the CSS and 
ICSC. Bravley maintains that the reform of vooational 
qualifications, with the introduction of NVQ's, 
"Holds great promise for expanding career advancement 
opportunities for para-professionals in Britain. * (37) 
This shift in the kind of training being offered need not 
conflict with the role of the 'professionally' trained social 
vorker, given the need, as Brawley and Schindler point out, 
for 
professional workers to be trained to work alongside the para- 
professionals and that, 
nProfessional social workers and social work educators need 
to modify their profession-centred view of service provision 
in order to make the best use of available personnel. " (30) 
A major advantage of vocational training rather than formal 
post-secondary or university education is that participants do 
not have to give up their jobs or move away from their home and 
families to undertake training. However, if residential staff are 
viewed as para-professionals, removed from even semi-professional 
status, will they be offered training that contains a knowledge 
base thought suitable for the 'profession' of social work? Or 
will it rather reinforce Butrya's view that there is a difference 
between social work and social services provision. and that there 
needs to be, 
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"A realistic recognition of the differences of knowledge and 
skills between professionally trained people and those whose 
skills are of a more specific or technical nature, thus 
resulting in an appropriate division of work between them. ' 
(39) 
The latter group is presumably represented by care workers 
whose tasks are not seen as requiring the services of a trained 
social worker. 
Values: 
If social work is not therefore a profession in the strict 
classical sense, and is, as suggested by Etzioni and others, a 
semi-profession, it may nevertheless involve a pzvcess of 
, =. fess. icwal. isat. ion into professional values, which Heraud (40) 
considers more important than whether or not social work has 
achieved full professional status. The value base of social work 
has, like its aims and functions, developed considerably over 
several decades. it now encompasses the trjdYticwal (liberal) 
professional values which emphasise, for example, respect for 
clients, acceptance, individualisation, confidentiality, self- 
determination and choice, and a more recent mdical (Marxist) 
agenda in relation to anti-discrimination and anti-oppression. It 
also encompasses the moral and ethical concerns of ordinary 
people. 
It is in-blending these different strands that the problems 
arise. As Timms points out, the primary concern of social work 
qua profession is the develocment of a dYstihctiv& xcLral 
character. For Timms, at least, the f act that social work 
espouses an ethic similar to that of 'ordinary people' raises 
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questions about the degree to which its ethics can give it a 
distinctive professional identity, since, 
"The business of being a good helper is essentially bound up 
with being a good person. ' (41) 
This could mean either that being a good helper is connected 
in important ways with being a good person or that to be a good 
person is to be a good helper. This in turn raises the question 
of whether values are 'professional' in themselves that is, they 
are cL-7, peb. 1a of hein_q taught, or are they 'human', that is, the 
p-roperty of gvod people?. Can such values be formally assessed? 
Vhat decision making process takes place to determine the set of 
judgements that define a good person? 
All this raises questions of whether social work 
'professional ethics' are of a kind which can be taught on 
professional courses. Backer, for example, maintains that 
training can affect self-concept and values, that is, encourage 
the idea of 'self-ýconsciousness', and identity. This is linked to 
the idea that training can enhance the 'altruistic' qualities of 
the 'good person'. (42) This entails a 'service orientation' and 
a primary commitment to meeting the needs of others, or what 
Flexner calls the 'professional spirit'. (43) This feature of 
professionalism, however, is not universally seen as 
characterising social vork. As Tolfree points out, discrepancies 
exist between social values as they have been articulated in the 
literature and some (then) current practice in social work. (44) 
Social workers have, 
so 
"Religiously clung to values... (but) have not done these 
values justice ... have not treated them vith the seriousness befitting their role as a fulcrum of practice. 0 (45), 
If it is doubtful whether social work as a whole has a 
professional ethical base then even more serious questions must 
arise in relation to residential work. In part these arise 
because of the difficulty of applying some of the 'ethical rules' 
thought suitable for fieldwork practice in a residential setting. 
Vhile some traditional values are apparently straightf orvard. for 
example, confictentlailty; otners sucn as seir-aerermina; ion ana 
choice can present a problem when transferred from the realm of 
field social work to that of the residential worker. Thus it is 
disquieting that social care workers are being offered training 
that, while recognising occupational 'core skills', does not 
appear to. 
"Take into account the codification of professional values in 
social work and their application to residential work. " (46) 
Status: 
Professional status requires public recognition, expressed 
through accepted training procedures and statutory regulation. It 
is seen as the main factor in providing that level of commitment 
to and satisfaction from work which marks off the 'professional'. 
'committed' orientation to work from the 'instrumental', 
'dissociated' attitude believed to characterise non-professional 
groups. 
Status then is a central element in defining a profession. 
and it requires organisational support. Indeed a profession is, 
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according to Greenwood, an occupation with 'a professional 
culture sustained by a formal professional organisation'. (47) 
The occupational role set by the professional association becomes 
part of the worker's identity. Aspirations towards such an 
identity influenced the development in 1970, of the British 
Association of Social Vorkers (BASV). This coincided with the 
launch of the new unified local authority social services 
departments that were to be the major employers of social 
workers. But as Henkel states, the association was, 
xBorn in climate of emergent hostility to 
professionalisation. It vas set up in the) face of fierce 
internal critique. " (48) 
Thus whereas the traditional profession maintains a code of 
ethics which regulate relationships with colleagues and clients, 
the Association has produced a code of ethics which can only 
exert an influence on its members. and is not enforceable. Lack 
of a powerful professional association is one of the factors 
pinpointed by Toren as part of a more general critique of social 
worker's status as a profession. She points out that as a semi- 
profession. social work is likely to, 
"Lack a systematic theoretical knowledge base, and hence 
entail a shorter period of training for its members; it may 
not command a monopoly of control over its members, the 
criteria for their recruitment, training, licensing or 
performance; its code of ethics may be vague or inconsistent; 
and the professional association may be divided, inefficient. 
or powerless. " (49) 
A further threat to the claim of British social work to 
professional status came in 1991, when the European Community 
S2 
general directive (89/48 EEC) outlining a system for Community- 
wide recognition and mobility of professions came into force. It 
lays down the level and minimum period of training (three years) 
and the modes of regulation required for an occupation to be 
recognised as a regulated profession. It's activities must be, as 
Barr points out, 
"Subject by law, regulation or administrative provision to 
the possession of a (higher education) diploma. " (50) 
As Henkel notes, all xember states except the UK*xet the 
minimum training period condition, and nine met the regulatory 
conditions. The UK did not. (51) 
If social vork is only dubiously accorded professional 
status the status of residential workers is therefore also 
questionable. Historically their work has been classed as 
unskilled or semi-skilled and although residential work was 
categorised as social work by CCETSV in 1973, this view has never 
taken root either in reward systems or in social work, or indeed 
among residential workers themselves, whose professional 
association firmly grounds itself in social care (Social Care 
Association) rather than social work. 
Thus as social work continues to strive for 'professional' 
recognition, residential 'social care' work may continue to 
maintain a low status, and is even less likely to qualify as a 
'profession' in its own right. The perceived difference between 
social work and social care suggests that a 'para-professional' 
vorkforce are likely to turn towards never, task-based 
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qualifications, as opposed to the traditional 'professional' 
model of training. The next step is to look at in more detail at 
why this may occur and at whether the trend towards National 
Vocational Qualifications can fill this training gap. 
4. The 'Entrepreneuri al' xOdel of T*' 30, 
Vocationalisatinn' an 
Oualifications. 
d Hatimnal Vo r-atinnal 
Historically an uneasy relationship has existed between 
'professional' social work training, and training for workers in 
the personal social services who are not engaged in social work, 
such as residential care workers. The latter group, one could 
argue, is a prime target for the proposed development of a 
coherent training policy, based on the reform of vocational 
education, that the Government is determined upon. This reform 
has led to the implementation of a new system of task-based 
qualifications that, it is suggested below, are likely to appeal 
to the new 'entrepreneurial' home owners in the private sector. 
These trends followed earlier attempts by CCETSV to impose a 
more rational approach to social work and social care training, 
at arms length from Government intervention. These included the 
setting up, in 1975, of the Certificate in Social Service (CSS). 
In an effort to expand the trained residential care workforce, 
the CSS was established as a 'separate but equal' qualification, 
which was closely linked to the working environment. The overall 
responsibility for planning, co-ordinating and monitoring the 
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training was to be undertaken jointly by colleges and employing 
agencies. (52) However, as Henkel points out, it incorporated a 
good deal of knowledge taught on 'professional' CQSV courses 
which themselves were, 
Vulnerable to criticisms of lack of rigour in student 
assessment, a disregard for the more technical aspects of 
social work ... and a failure to enable students to combine theoretical understanding with practical competence. ' (53) 
By the end of the 1970's it was clear that zany of the 
problems besetting social work education and its contribution to 
the personal social services had not been solved, and the 1980's 
were to see a significant shift in the framing of CCETSW's work. 
There was also a change in the governance of social work 
education, following the implementation of annual reports which 
are structured around agreed strategic objectives with the 
Department of Health. (54,55) 
The Government's rejection of CCETSV's proposals for a new 
unified three year social vork training programme, led to a tvo- 
year model, the Diploma in Social Vork, being proposed. Crucially 
this retained the CSS model of employer partnership, and combined 
a generic first year vith a specialist second year. As a result 
of direct Government intervention, CCETSV had, by the late 1990's 
effectively ceased to represent the profession's educators. As 
Cannan points out, 
"'Employers' - in effect a class of managers - had 
increasingly influenced social work education with the 
approval of CSS ... and by changes in the constitution of CCETSV. " (S6) 
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This situation and, as indicated earlier, recognition of the 
failure of the residential workforce to undertake 'professional' 
training, came at a time when the new National Vocational 
Qualifications were being introduced. In order to understand why 
these new qualifications are likely to gain impetus, we need to 
know which group of people are likely to be attracted to them, 
but we also need to understand the underlying ethos of the 'new 
vocationalism'. 
General Background to NVO 
Since the aid - 1970's, the Government, partly in response 
to increasing competition in Europe and primarily from an 
industrial viewpoint, has encouraged a redirection of the 
purposes and practices of education and training. Ainley 
maintains that the traditional academic bases of training have 
been replaced by an ideology of enterprise. (57) This major shift 
has been essentially aimed at vocational training, resulting in 
what is referred to as a 'New Vocationalisation' which, as one 
critic argues, replaces one unilinear focus of learning - 
academic - with another - practical and vocational. (58) This 
reform has been enthusiastically promoted by Central Government, 
the Manpower Services Commission, and employers in industry and 
commerce. 
This trend was accelerated, in 199S, by the Vhite Paper, 
'Education and Training for Young People', which announced 
proposals to review vocational qualifications in England and 
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Vales. (59) The Government followed, that same year, with an 
invitation to the MSC, in conjunction with the Department of 
Education, to establish a working group to undertake the review. 
The resulting Review of Vocational Qualifications (RVQ) was 
published in 1986. (60) It proposed the establishment of a broad, 
centrally controlled framework which would support the interests 
of employers by promoting an approach to training, earlier 
encapsulated in the New Training Initiative (NTI) of 1981. This 
had called for a comprehensive training strategy and educational 
standards of a new kind, (61) and the RVQ recommendation was that 
this could be achieved by the setting up of a National Council of 
Vocational Qualifications (NCVQ). The NCVQ would accredit 
national educational bodies (such as City and Guilds, BTEC, 
CCETSV, etc. ) whose qualifications met the set criteria, or 
'Occupational Standards' which describe what effective 
performance means as laid down by the Industry lead Bodies 
(ILB's), that would lead to the now award of a National 
Vocational Qualification (NVQ). 
Callender outlines the key characteristics of NVQ's thus: 
"NVQ's are qualifications and are a device for assessing 
performance. They represent the systemisation of the skills 
and competencies required in a vide variety of occupations 
and at different levels. Set performance criteria define the 
standard required and these standards or competencies are the 
basis for assessment. Individuals must demonstrate competent 
per f ormance in vha t the; r do ra thew thin z*n ivha t they A-nov, ctr 
undetrstand, in order to achieve an NVQ. " (my italics) (62) 
The key vords are: gualif inations- assessment 
. performance- skille- comi2etencium, criteria- standAipdmý As 
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Callender points out, NVQ's are not concerned with the training 
process, how training is delivered or training inputs. They are 
concerned with outcomes. performances and competence in the 
workplace and maintaining staff coapetency profiles or 
individually focused training programmes. 
The central feature of this approach is the emphasis on 
'competence'. a concept which is, unfortunately, not as clear as 
it might be, Dictionary definitions of 'competent' include such 
synonyms as 'sufficient', 'suitable', 'efficient', and 
'legitimate', indicating that achieving competence is proof of an 
ability to satisfy certain basic requirements of a trade or 
profession. Definitions of ccwpetence "abound in the literature" 
(63) and the concept different meanings for different people. To 
make the point, Hyland presents a representative sample of 
definitions which, 
mIllustrate not just the differences in interpretation of 
competence in vidth and breadth, specificity and the 
capacity/disposition distinction, but also serves to mark 
different emphases vhich characterise the evolution of 
competence talk from the 1980's to the present. * (64) 
Despite the profusion of definitions. the term has been 
taken on board, firstly by educational reformers in several 
countries. particularly in America and Australia. and most 
recently by politicians keen to promote competence in the 
vorkplace. David Reisman. in a discussion of (American) society's 
demands for competence, states that in the educational climate of 
the late 1970's. belief in one's ovn competence vas no longer 
enough, and that a demand f or dexonstrated competence motivated 
se 
much of education. (66) The demand for competence-based 
education and training (CBET) which Hyland maintains has its 
roots in American 'social efficiency' theories of the 1920's, 
began to have some impact during the 1980's particularly in the 
UK Further education sector. CBET has also permeated vocational 
education at secondary level, and is slowly encroaching on the 
higher education sector. 
It is important to note at this point that NVQ's have not 
been without their critics. Much of this criticism has reflected 
the diminished emphasis given to knowledge in the new form of 
training. In defence of the nev model, Tuxvorth claimed that, 
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"CBET does not diminish the importance of knowledge and 
understanding; it does however change the grounds for its 
justification. " (66) 
However, Hyland attacks CBET for being, 
"Conceptually confused, epistemologically ambiguous and based 
on a largely discredited behavioural learning process. 0 (67) 
Despite such attacks, what has now become known as 
Competency-Based Vocational Education (CBVE) and the conceptual 
base for NVQ's. has. as Field points out, been, 
Widely canvassed in Britain and Australia as a secure basis 
for a system of vocational qualifications that is accurate, 
efficient and relevant to industry's needs. " (68) 
Indeed, this strategy has been incorporated into the HVQ 
model by way of a reduction of occupational work roles to 
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statements of competence, derived from a functional analysis of 
work roles as devised by Jessup, Director of Research Development 
and Information for the NCVQ. Jessup had also been the Head of 
Quality branch at the MSC during the publication of the New 
Training Initiative. 
A fervent critic of the 'New Vocationalisation', Hyland 
argues that, 
"The influence of 'new vocationalisation' has been widespread 
and pervasive, perhaps most noticeably in the post-compulsor'y 
sector in which the HSC, at a stroke, took control of 25% of 
work related non-advanced further education in 198S/86. In 
subsequent years the Training Agency and later the Training. 
Enterprise and Education Directorate (TEED), a branch of the 
Employment Department, and the regional Training and 
Enterprise Councils (TEC's) have effectively continued the 
restructuring of (Vocational and Educational Training) policy 
and practice. " (69) 
For some, these developments have resulted in a lowered 
rather than an increased status for training, and in the 
proliferation of courses designed to prepare individuals to 
practice in a specific setting rather than in a wide variety of 
settings. Thus, Ainley maintains that TEC's, 
"Spell the end of the attempt to create a coherent national 
training system. The TEC's are dominated by the same private 
sector employers vho, as the MSC stated in 1981, 'perceive 
training as a disposable overhead dropped at the first sight 
of lovering profit margins. '" (70) 
The outcome of this trend towards a managerial dominance of 
training, in relation to social work education has, according to 
Cannan, 
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"Perfectly complemented the fragmentation. marketisation and 
residualisation of social services... (and) dovnplays the 
helping, supportive and continuing role of social 
work .... This is reinforced by the contemporary weakening and 
narrowing of the profession's education and research roots, a 
process reinforced by the approach in education 
and training. * (my italics) (71) 
Be that as it may. the introduction of NVQ's is a trend with 
which we have to reckon and which certainly merits serious 
research attention. 
NVO and the Social Care Sector 
The ILB concerned with the delivery of care is the Care 
Sector Consortium (CSC), set up in 1989. The CSC encompasses five 
employment areas, the NHS; Local Government. the Private and 
Voluntary sectors and the Criminal Justice System. In July 1992, 
the CSC published the National Occupational Standards for Care. 
derived from two earlier projects, the Residential, Domiciliary 
and Day Care (RDDC) project and the Health Care Support Vorker 
(HCSV) project. The standards cover those who deliver 'hands on' 
care in the Health and Social Care field.. These standards form 
the basis for NVQ's in health and social care. 
The trend towards acceptance by staff of new qualifications 
had already begun when their introduction into the residential 
sector was given a boost with the publication. in 1992. of the 
Hove Report (72). This was the result of an inquiry into the pay, 
conditions of service. training and qualifications of residential 
staff (excluding the private and voluntary sector). It followed 
in the wake of the Vagner Report. the NHS and Community Care Act. 
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Trade Union concerns, and a series of scandals at residential 
homes in 1991. The Report vas enthusiastic about NVQ's, stating, 
"The Inquiry believes that the unprecedented opportunity to 
assess competence in the vorkplace by reference to a national 
standard - providing simultaneously the vorker vith the basis 
of a qualification, and manager or supervisor vith the chance 
for detailed specification of quality of service allied to 
observation of performance - must be grasped. " (73) 
On similar lines, a report published by the Local Government 
Management Board (LGHB) in the same year as the Hove report, 
maintained that those who need to be cared for in residential I 
homes will have higher levels of needs and this will therefore 
require an increasingly skilled workforce. (74) 
Given the lack of formally qualified staff in the 
residential sector the advantage of an approach which emphasises 
'on-the-job' training seems obvious. Indeed, in this new climate 
of 'enterprise' and 'entrepreneurship'. social care staff appear 
to be natural targets for the task-based, skills oriented NVQ 
training model. The almost parallel developments of NVQ's and the 
Community Care programme have led to pressures being placed on 
Social Services Departments to ensure that residential staff, 
particularly those without 'professional' qualifications, whether 
experienced or not, in both the local authority and private 
sectors undertake NVQ training. 
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Are., Frocationalivatlew aRd the 
Pmivata 
-S; gctezr 
The reform of vocational education that has led to the 
implementation of National Vocational Qualifications is an 
innovation in training that is likely to appeal to those 
stakeholders who take a managerial perspective. This implies a 
very different approach to training to that required by the 
traditional 'professional' model. In particular, home owners in 
the growing private residential sector are likely to be attracted 
to National Vocational Qualifications as they become more widely 
accepted in social work and social care training. 
The primary function of the private home, according to 
Phillips and Vincent (76), is to operate as a profit making 
# enterprise' run as a family business or by a single owner. As we 
have seen, however, this 'petit bourgeois' care as they refer to 
it, has been accused of 'granny farming', that is, looking after 
the elderly, not for love, but in order to maximise profit from 
the growth in demand for residential care. Proprietors and owners 
have sought to apply 'entrepreneurial' skills, often acquired 
from previous experience of small business or self-employment, to 
the business of caring for the elderly. (76) 
This combination of care and profit in itself encourages a 
new 'entrepreneurial' approach to the running of a home. Vhile 
the homes are often small-scale and tightly-knit 'family 
concerns'. the proprietors and owners of these homes are also 
managers, performing similar kinds of functions as executives in 
industry. Yet at the same time, private home owners seek 
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respectability, and 'professional' credibility and authority in 
the eyes of the public and the social services without whom their 
businesses would not exist. According to the 'trait' theory of 
professions, they cannot be seen as 'professionals' in the 
classical sense, but may retain authority as 'professional 
experts' with management skills. The staff that they employ may 
well fit into the 'para-professional' category who require 
expertise in relation to the needs and routine of individual 
establishments. 
The problems of combining public credibility with a*business 
like approach have led to a need for support. Thus throughout 
Britain, numerous consortia, often small in number, have grown to 
offer groups of homes support 'from within'. These consortia 
emerged, not only to promote business acumen among their members, 
but also to foster a more acceptable image to external observers, 
both lay and 'professional'. Three major groups representing the 
interests of their members, the National Confederation of 
Registered Homes Association (NCRHA), established in 19B1, the 
National Care Homes Association (NCHA), established in the 
1970's. and the British Federation of Care Homes Proprietors 
(BFCHP), established in 1994, have increased in influence, the 
largest of the three, the HCHA having approximately 1,800 members 
"and growing". (Source: NCHA, 1995) These associations have 
almost inevitably turned their attention to training. 
In 1995, a manifesto was published by the NCRHA which 
stated, 
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"Training is most important for improving the qualitv-of 
private care. However, it is not for others to determine the 
training needs of the private sector. We must ensure that 
owners have a commitment to training and then set about the 
task of determining what kind of training is required ..... 
No 
existing validating body is able to respond to the unique 
business and care combination adequately. u (77) 
As can be seen, while outlining the need for the private 
sector to gain serious recognition of its commitment to training. 
the manifesto also emphasised that training should be of a type 
which owners felt to be appropriate. and linked to a national 
system of accreditation. This implied that the type of training 
offered and approved by social services. was not altogether 
appropriate. 'Professional' training is costly and time consuming 
and this is a very real consideration to the owners of smaller 
establishments with fewer staff who can be called an to cover 
colleagues who have been sent on external training courses. It is 
therefore understandable if owners dispense with what they 
consider to be non-relevant areas of training. preferring to 
concentrate on more pragmatic and practical skills. 
VAh regard to training for the home owners themselves. this 
view appears to be supported by the chairman of the Scottish 
Association of Care Home Owners (SACHO). which claims that 
practical experience is more important than formal 
qualifications. 
"Local authorities are being unrealistic in putting so much 
emphasis on formal qualifications. Ve need an injection of 
common sense. There are many people in charge of residential 
homes vho don't have a formal qualification. Vhat they have 
instead is many years' practical, hands-on experience of 
running a home and in our viev that is satisfactory. " (78) 
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Thus the approach to training within the private sector 
would appear to be essentially pragmatic, and would be expected 
to support 'pragmatic values' in that the sector stakes its 
future on the management skills of owners and practical skills of 
the care staff rather than on the fostering of 'professional 
values'. As Etzioni points out, professional and management 
functions are different, and the possibility of conflict real. In 
ideal-type terms, professionals make recommendations on the basis 
of what seems 'right' by professional principles, whereas 
managers look for solutions that 'work' in terms of the rules and 
goals of the organisation. (79) 
Cnit. ic. isw of the X170 
If then NVQ based training is set to grow ve need to look 
seriously at the criticisms of it. In this way we may be able to 
assess whether the criticisms are valid, and, if so, whether they 
can be overcome. A key issue here is, I believe, the question of 
what kind of knowledge should people have? Ve need to focus on 
whether knowledge should concentrate an the acquisition of higher 
order skills through knowledge and understanding, or on task- 
specific skills in the workplace. There is a crucial difference 
between knowing that something is the case and knowing hompto do 
it, and it is clear that it is this latter kind of knowledge, 
based on skills, practice and experience that the 'new 
vocationalisation' seeks to foster. What then could be wrong with 
that? 
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The first criticism is that the distinction between 'doing' 
and''knowing' is too crude. Hyland argues, that even practical 
'know-how' needs to take account of varying levels of theoretical 
knowledge. (80) Despite the claim by the Confederation of British 
Industry to, 
*Accept the broad message that more and better training in 
vocational education is needed. " (81), 
many British employers remain narrowly concerned, in contrast to 
their German and French counterparts, with vocational training 
that focuses only on a narrow range of job-specific skills. and 
concentrate on short-term needs, rather than upon generic courses 
and qualifications that offer a mix of job-specific training and 
additional general education. (82) 
A related issue concerns the 'level' of skill which the new 
training seeks to promote. Are these skills to be seen as more or 
less 'routine' performances which can be learned almost by rote? 
Or do they involve a 'high level' flexible repertoire which can 
be varied according to the situation and employed in accordance 
with the issues raised? Argyris defines skills as being, 
"Dimensions of the ability to behave effectively in 
situations of action, " (83) 
By using the analogy of learning to ride a bicycle, he 
points out that an ability to repeat a programme or set of 
instructions does not necessarily constitute skill learning for 
three reasons. Firstly, there is an information gap between the 
programme and concrete performance, filling that gap requires 
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wider learning in order to solve problems. Secondly, Argyris 
adds, one cannot replace tacit with explicit knowledge, and 
thirdly, performance may require change in 'sensory competence'. 
(84) 
Vhat would seem to be required by such skills is therefore 
both theoretical knowledge so that they can be exercised in a 
variety of situations,. and practice so that 'tacit knowledge' 
and 'sensory competence' may be developed. Following a similar 
line of thought, Vilensky argues, 
When we are able to break a skill down to component elements 
('competencies'), prescribe sequences of tasks in a 
performance, leaving little to the judgement and 
understanding of the worker, we have a job that can be taught 
to most people. often in a short time.... the optimal base of 
knovledge... is a combination of intellectual and practical 
knowing, some explicit, some implicit. * (85) 
A second line of criticism is that NVQ's encourage an 
acceptance of too low a standard of practice. Being 'competent' 
does not necessarily imply being 'good' at something - that is, 
having not only the basic skills. but also being conscientious 
and capable - only 'not being incompetent'. A competent trades 
person can demonstrate an ability to turn wood. weld a pipe. mix 
concrete, but how does a 'professional' demonstrate competence? 
In professional work value considerations. for example. are 
inextricably bound up with questions of meaning and application, 
and suggest a distinction between 'job competence' and 
'occupational/professional competence'. The former is, as Jessup 
explains. "limited to a particular role in a particular company". 
the latter involves a person acquiring, 
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*A repertoire of skills, knowledge and understanding which he 
or she can apply in a range of context and organisations. " 
(86) 
Norris however, is concerned that this concept of competence 
has become associated with more 'practicality' in education and 
training, an approach which places a greater emphasis on the 
assessment of performance rather than of knowledge. and which is 
viewed as the means by which to achieve greater efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness in the workplace. (87) Operational 
definitions of competence are handled in much the same way in 
that competence is described in terms of action, behaviour or 
outcome and in such a way that it is capable of demonstration, 
observation and assessment. This emphasis on behaviour leads. 
according to Hyland, to a behavioural approach to training which 
tends to stifle creative and imaginative learning and gloss over 
individual differences between learners. (88) 
A further criticism of NVQ's derives from their reliance on 
'functional analysis'. This aims to describe the functions of a 
skill. then divides these into sub-functions -a procedure 
similar to Durkheim's approach to investigating the preceding 
social facts. As Marshall states. 
"The NCVQ clearly consider the overall employment function as 
a social organism. Vithin the employment function they seek 
to isolate the units and elements of competence. These 
represent the primary functions of skill. Performance 
criteria are produced by further sub-division of the primary 
functions into sub-functions. The aim is to state vhich 
primary and vhich sub-functions constitute the overall social 
organism, the employment function. The function of the- 
primary and sub-functions is then described as the 
maintenance of the social organism. " (89) 
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The central criticism of dividing employment roles into sub- 
functions is that it does not allow for people to respond in an 
unexpected way or to develop individual styles of work that suit 
them, and that it is self-perpetuating. Because certain functions 
are seen to be performed it is concluded that there must be a 
need for these functions. As Marshall maintains, 
*Training is carried out to achieve aims which were 
constructed by the training agents, that is, the NCVQ. 
Therefore. the HCVQ construct the purposes of training and 
define what the outcomes are to be. These are then used as 
the basis for devising the units and elements of competence., 
(90) 
Thus the argument is that the HCVQ scheme has no place for 
innovation. By reducing work roles to bits of observable and 
measurable behaviour, thought by employers to be occupationally 
relevant. the training undermines individuality of the carer in 
his/her relationship with the client and their ability to respond 
flexibly. 
These considerations may be particularly relevant to 
residential care. Roles change in the work situation and 
particularly so in the residential sector. A care assistant has 
to develop his/her own understanding of both the situation he/she 
is dealing with and the role they are trying to perform. 
Hodkinson argues that this entails the integration of public 
theory (the accumulated wisdom of the profession from literature 
or experts) and private theory (one's own personal beliefs and 
understanding) (91) It may be that many care staff already 
maintain a level of integration of the two theories in their work 
with residents, incorporating the cultural induction training 
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provided by the establishment in which they work, whether that 
culture is developed vithin the establishment or from external 
legislation, and their own personally developed beliefs, values 
and skills. 
The need for this personal development is ongoing and is 
given fresh impetus each time the situation at vork changes. As 
UDACE, points out, competent performance is context-specific and 
does not provide a strong indication that a person vill continue 
to be competent or vill become more competent. (92) As Argyris 
notes, definitions of competence change, 
Whatever competence means today we can be sure its meaning 
will have changed by tomorrow. The foundation for future 
professional competence seems to be the capacity to learn how 
to learn. ' (93) 
Ve may add that the definition of competence in one home may 
not be the same as that in another. An example of this comes in 
an article on the effect on consumer experience. in residential 
and day care units, of the nev 'competency profile' approach to 
staff training. In an attempt to investigate vhether or not 
individualised training programmes for staff can improve the 
quality of services experienced by the consumer. Julie Phillips 
argues that there vould not necessarily seem to be a very direct 
improvement in the quality of services experienced by the 
consumer and that such individualised training principles as 
validated by NCVQ, are not designed to develop the functioning of 
unit staff as a vhole. She concludes that, 
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*It is essential that attention should continue to focus on: 
staff attitudes, the value context of the unit's service 
provision. and the interactive and organisational processes 
and dimensions vhich in complex relationships directly effect 
consuner daily experience. " (94) 
As Davis (95) and Tizard (96) have shovn. differences in 
consumer experience relate to differences in unit ideology. A 
criticism of the NVQ approach is then that it is focused on the 
individual in isolation from the context in vhich they vork. 
The criticisms of the NVQ model are therefore severe. It has been 
seen as underplaying the need for theoretical knovledge and 
higher level skills but by contrast endorsing a level of merely 
$competent' performance. Its emphasis an observable routine 
behaviour has been seen as stifling originality. disabling 
individuals from developing an individual style, and making them 
less adaptable to changing demands. Its emphasis on individual 
Performance has been criticised for failure to acknovledge the 
ethos of the home. 
I 
It is doubtful vhether these criticisms reflect the 
inherent defects of KVQ or merely of that version of it vhich its 
critics believe to be in place. If. hovever, NVQ is to meet these 
attacks. the basis on vhich competence is assessed may need to be 
clarified. 
A claix to competence cannot be based solely on task- 
related skills, but must reflect a combination of technical and 
theoretical expertise vhich has been the intended outcome of 
traditional social vork training. 
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The ffised far Roseax-ch 
This chapter has centred on two problems. First, traditional 
professional' models of training have failed to attract 
sufficient trainees to make any substantial impact on the 
training needs of a substantially untrained workforce. This has 
been particularly true of the private sector where the bulk of 
residential care is now concentrated. If this problem is to be 
overcome, we need to understand what kind of training care staff 
- and those who have to release them for training - want. 
Unfortunately it is not clear how heads of homes and staff 
themselves view training. Research appears not to have taken note 
of what the stakeholders want and think about training, 
concentrating instead on the quality of life in residential 
homes. 
The second problem is that the style of training most likely 
to meet the requirements of staff and heads of homes is NVQ. 
However, while staff are being encouraged to undertake NVQ 
training, it is not yet clear how this training may affect the 
lives of the residents. Documentation on the impact of training 
and nev initiatives in care practice appear to rely on staff and 
management feedback, and there is almost no-feedback from the 
residents themselves. 
Evidence for the importance of involving residents in 
assessing training comes from the Caring in Homes Initiative 
(97). This found that the impact of training was greatest where 
residents vere involved in appraisal or commenting after training 
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took place. Training was only a part of the initiative, but the 
initiative did underline the importance of making user view 
central to any evaluation. By contrast, in bulletins and 
newsletters emanating from NCVQ, CSC and SCA, there is a 
noticeable lack of evidence from the consumer point of view as to 
the importance or impact that NVQ training has had to date, and a 
concentration instead on the contribution that NVQ's can provide 
towards maintaining a skilled workforce. 
The Caring in Homes Initiative found that in several cases 
manager and their staff do not have a clear or shared 
understanding of what the establishment is setting out to 
achieve. Thus, any evaluation of training must take into account 
the views of Heads of Homes and Staff - for if they are not 
enthusiastic, training programmes are unlikely to recruit the 
number they need. It must also involve residents in the 
evaluation - for they are the ultimate arbiter of quality of 
care. 
The literature on professions and on the trend towards a 
'new vocationalisation' in education and training reflects a 
broad dichotomy between the maintenance of 'professional values' 
and the emphasis on task-based competencies. The chapter suggests 
that the 'Professional' model embodied in generic social work 
training has been overtaken by the 'Entrepreneurial' model which 
promotes cost-effectiveness, efficiency and reflects a trend 
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towards a practical/pragmatic approach reflected in competency- 
based qualifications. 
The evidence for this thesis is partly statistical. The 
figures on training are inadequate and piecemeal but vhere data 
is available it is clear that the numbers of qualified 
residential staff in homes for elderly people are far lover than 
envisaged by the Villiams Rep8rt and by other reports that have 
stressed the need for training. This has been particularly true 
of the private sector, but figures suggest that NVQ is beginning 
to make an impact on both sectors. 
On this evidence, it appears that the 'professional' model 
appears to have failed the residential sector in providing a 
suitably qualified workforce. Social work is perceived as, at 
best, a semi-profession and the implication for residential work 
is that, as a social care workforce, it is even less likely to 
qualify for professional status. As the never 'entrepreneurial' 
model gathers momentum it is likely that private home owners in 
particular will be attracted to this form of training. As a 
result, it has been argued that residential staff will be 
trained. rather than educated, for a para-professional role, by 
way of National Vocational Qualifications. 
However, a great deal of criticism surrounds the 
implementation of HVQ's, and there is some doubt as to whether it 
is the most appropriate means by which to ensure trained and 
qualified staff. Therefore, if training is to take place, it is 
important to determine what effect different forms of training 
haVe and who wants them. 
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The basic issue is should training aim to - produce 'good 
people'; to produce people with professional values and high 
level skills; Operatives with a number of specific skills; or an 
amalgam of these? In addressing these questions we need to 
consider, firstly, the views of the different stakeholders, that 
is the officers-in-charge, home owners and care staff, since they 
have a right to be consulted and will undermine training if not 
committed. Secondly, we need to consider the views of the 
residents since they are the ultimate consumers. 
The hypothesis is that these different stakeholders will 
hold different vieva on vhat training should aim to do. Their 
attitudes may also be influenced by other factors, such as the 
training they have-received, the sector in vhich they vork and 
the type of tasks that are undertaken in the home. 
The folloving empirical chapters vill look at vho vants 
training, why they want it. who is getting it, and the effects 
that training has on residents. This study provides hitherto 
unavailable data for a defined geographical area. It will give a 
clearer picture than is available for any other area, of the type 
of training being undertaken, the preferences that different 
stakeholders have and the impact an residents. It will then draw 
out the theoretical, practical and policy implications. 
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CHAPTER THREE: SURVEY ONE - ROME OVNERS AND OFFICERS- 
IN-CHARGE: A DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE 
The deba to on txjining highligh ts t Aro -wodels tha t are of 
xelevance to diffe--wnt grouws of people izzmnlved ir2 the 
xvsidential care of the oldetr. 17. I ha; w arqued that ovnews of 
P. r. imate homes wa7 hav& a Azrticular perspective on training, that 
aPpea-rs to ha; w been influenced bv the shift in attitudes iYan 
malu&-+-hased Ipxofessjcnaj I tz-ainilng models to a tas-k-haaed 
'entzeP. -eneurial ' txainmg Avodel. b-ý, contr, -. 7st, deLutes about 
txaininc7 in local authority hcwes have had a longetr histar7 and 
are znflueacedb7 earlzer aspiratJons zn soczal searvIces 
dOw-rt-4vents toma-rd: r a Acurv st7l& of training. These 
Cons-ideratJons suggest that Iccal authctnit7 A, -. 7nA_qe-rs andprivate 
hcwo ow2eu-s have dzffar-ant vzovs r-w the t2wznit2g needs of thezr 
staff - 
Chapter four tests this hypothesis while Chapter Three 
PxOduces- Aindings about part-time staff and other dvsý--riptiva 
data, and factcL-s which are likely, to affect these preferences. 
Introduntion 
In 1988,1 carried out a small surveY of private residential 
residential homes in East Yorkshire, to establish what home 
owners wanted with regard to training courses for their staff. 
The response led me to formulate an initial hypothesis that 
private home owners hold views and attitudes towards training 
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that differ from those involved in the training of local 
authority care staff. This initial hypothesis was re-worked into 
two hypotheses, which were tested in two surveys of residential 
homes in Humberside. The general null hypotheses of this part of 
the study are: 
Hypothesis One - Attitudes to training do not differ 
betveen the local authority residential sector and the 
private residential sector. 
Hypothesis Tvo - The local authority sector does not 
maintain a 'professional' attitude tovards training. The 
private sector does not maintain a more practical, 
'entrepreneurial' attitude tovards training. 
In order to test these hypotheses. we need to see if there 
is a difference in attitudes to training between the local 
authority and private sectors. We also need to see whether there 
are other areas in which the two sectors differ which might 
explain why these differences in attitudes to training exist. 
for example, size of establishment, job roles and tasks, 
resident characteristics, owners and managers' previous 
experience and qualifications, and staff training and 
qualifications. 
The first step, in this chapter, vill be to give a 
description of the data, vhich provides information hitherto 
unknovn, on the background, experience and qualifications of 
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home owners and officers-in-charge, and their staff. In the 
following chapter we will test the hypotheses to see if there is 
a difference in attitudes to training and we will test 
subsidiary hypotheses to explain the differences. The outcome 
will be to have a clearer understanding of the nature of 
attitudes towards training in the two sectors. 
1. Report on the Data Collection 
Between August and October 1991,1 conducted the first 
survey which aimed to find out what training private home owners 
and local authority officers-in-charge had received, and what 
their views were on the training needs of their staff. The 
information broadly covered three areas: 
a) Estab-Lishjrents - the size and types of homes in the 
sample; numbers of residents; age composition of the residents; 
levels of dependency of the residents. 
b) Map Ca-re Staff - the numbers of care staf f employed; 
ratios of residents to rare staff; the qualifications held by 
care staff; the training received by care staff. 
C) Me hicure Osnetrs and Officers-in-chaxge - previous 
employment and previous employers of home owners and officers- 
in-charge; the qualifications held and the training received; 
attitudes of the private and local authority sector towards the 
training needs of care staff. 
The data allowed me to test the hypotheses about differences 
between sectors, taking into account resident dependency. 
Previous employment, qualifications and attitudes to training of 
Go 
home ovners and officers-in-charge. They also raised some 
important issues for training, particularly in terms of the 
numbers of part-time staff. 
Yethod of R&s&az-ch 
Addresses of private homes were obtained from the Humberside 
Independent Inspection Unit with whom I also discussed the 
Purpose of the study. Local authority homes were contacted via 
the District Managers, following formal endorsement by the 
Assistant Director (Adults) of Humberside Social Services. A 
thirteen page questionnaire (Appendix II) with a covering letter 
requesting participation in the survey, was posted to a total of 
173 private residential homes for the elderly in Central (Hull 
and District) and North Vest (Bridlington and District) areas of 
Humberside, during August 1991. Reminder letters were sent out 
and reminder telephone calls, followed by visits to collect 
questionnaires where necessary, were made during Sbptember and 
October 1991. 
A total of 37 questionnaires were distributed to Officers- 
in-charge of local authority homes, by the District Managers, in 
October 1991. 
Tha Pe5psy7cumv Pa ta : 
Tables 6 and 7 break down the response rates from each 
sector. 
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Area Sent Out Ron Invalid 
Response Returns 
Central 83 33 7 
North Vest 90 46 7 





Area Sent Out Non Invalid Returned 
Response Returns 
Central 21 1 0 20 
North Vest 16 3 0 13 
Total 37 4 0 33 
Overall, 210 homes were approached to take part in the 
survey. A small number, from the private sector, (n - 14) of the 
returns were invalid due to Changed status (3), Closure (2), 
Registered as a Nursing Rome (S), or attached to another home in 
the sample (4). Of the remainder, 79 from the private sector 
(46%) were valid, and from the local authority, 33 were valid 
(89%) 
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Reasons for non-response were the usual - outright refusals, 
and questionnaires not having been received or, as in the case 
of the local authority homes, having gone missing in the post on 
return; and unusual - for example, the discovery that one 
particular postman would not deliver to homes that had dogs in 
evidence. and a home owner who was convinced that the survey was 
being carried out on behalf of the DRSS. Other reasons may be 
more subtle. For example, business minded home owners may be 
less favourable towards training and therefore less likely to 
want to commit their time towards an issue which does not take 
precedence in the running of a home. If anything, it is likely 
that this factor would have worked against the central 
hvPath-i, sb vith tha hoike avneTs in the private sector of a mare 
practical disposition being less likely to return their 
questionnaires. 
Overall, if invalid returns are excluded from the survey, 
the response rate was 67: 41. Appendix III compares responding and 
non-responding homes in the private sector, by area and size of 
establishment. The only apparent bias relates to: 
a) Sector - Private homes were less likely to respond than 
local authority ones, 
b) Vithin the private sector, very large homes (31-50) 
were less likely to respond, particularly in the Northern 
area. 
For these reasons it is important to present findings by sector, 
and be alert to any findings within the private sector that may 
be explained by size of home. 
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2. Description of Saxple 
2. a) SYme of M-. tabJivh. Ar&. at.: T 
Respondents were asked to indicate the maximum number of 
residents that their homes were registered to accommodate and 
banded accordingly. The purpose of this data was to highlight 
any differences between large and small homes, particularly with 
regard to numbers of trained staff and their qualifications, and 
numbers of residents suffering from dementia. larger homes may 
differ from smaller homes in their approach to training care 
staff, and their training may also differ in relation to the 
tasks that are carried out, due to the level of dependency of 
residents. 
Table 8 shows that, in line with national figures, local 
authority establishments in the sample are larger than those in 
the private sector. The majority of private homes are small to 
medium sized, with between 11 to 20 residents. The majority of 
local authority homes are large, accommodating between 31 and 50 
residents. Overall, three-quarters of these are in the local 
authority, but only ten percent of those in the private sector 
are in this larger size of home. The average number of local 
authority residents per home in the sample is 30.8 (Nationally: 
3S. 4) The average number of private residents per home in the 
sample is 1S. 0 as it is nationally. (National Statistics: 
Department of Health: Health and Personal Social Services 
Statistics for England, 1994 edition, HMSO. ) 
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Table 0- Occupancy levels by Size of Establishments 
Maximum no. Actual No. Actual No. 
of residents of Local of Private 
each home is Authority Sector 
registered for Residents Residents 
(n) (n) 
Up to 10 - 60 5 
11 to 20 12 1 660 56 
21 to 30 232 23 344 29 
31 to So 775 76 124 10 
Total 1019 100 lies 100 
The total number of residents recorded in the survey was 
2207. Table 9 is a breakdown of the sex and age composition, 
which shows a markedly high proportion of female residents, 
accounting for 77% of the sample population. 
Respondents were also asked to indicate how many of their 
residents were aged 75 years or over. 
Table 9 ex and Acre Cnapnsition of Residents 
L. A. Private Total 
Sample Sample Sample 
(n) M (n) (n) M 
Females 743 73 965 81 1708 77 
Males 276 27 223 19 499 23 
Total 1019 100 1188 100 2207 100 
Aged 75+ 839 92 955 81 1794 81 
es 
The age composition of residents is in keeping vith 
demographic trends, which have shown an increase in the numbers 
of ageing elderly people and with the national picture for 
residential care. The total percentage of residents aged over 
7S's in the sample is 91%. National figures of residents aged 
over 75 show a percentage of 86%. (1) 
The growth in the number of ageing residents, who are likely 
to be frail, have special care needs or suffer from dementia, 
raises an important issue with regard to care staff. They are 
likely to require substantial knowledge and understanding of 
disabling conditions, and this has implications for training in 
both 'professional' and practical terms. In order to establish 
the dependency levels of residents in the study, respondents 
were asked to indicate how many required special care. 
Table 10 breaks down the numbers of residents suffering from 
specific disabilities. The percentages are based on the total 
numbers of residents in each sector. 
A number of the differences in Table 10 are very highly 
significant. Thus local authority residents are significantly 
more likely to be said to suffer from senile dementia (x2 - 
42.9. df - 1, p< . 001) and incontinence of urine (x2 - 94.4. df 
- 1. P( . 001). By contrast private sector residents are 
significantly more likely to require help getting in and out of 
bed W- 12.2, df - 1. p< . 001). 
It should be emphasised, 
hovever, that although these differences are statistically very 
significant, this occurs because of the size of the sample and 
the actual difference in percentage points is quite small. 
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Table 10 Special Care Hoodm of Re2idents. by Sector 
L. A Private Total 










getting in and 
out of bed 
400 39 311 26 711 32 
353 35 267 22 626 20 
ise is 164 14 322 15 
03 8 96 0 179 8 
309 30 541 46 930 42 
The high numbers of residents suffering from dementia and 
incontinence supports the suggestion made earlier (see also 
Bradshaw and Gibbs 1998; Vincent et al, 1986; and Veaver et al, 
1985) that care staff need training vhich enables them to give 
appropriate and relevant care to those with these particular 
disabilities. 
2. b. The Care Staff 
2. b. (i) Arumhom of Staff 
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- Respondents were asked to indicate how many care staff were 
employed at their homes, what training they had received and 
what qualifications they held. Table 11 breaks down the total 
numbers of care staff employed by sector. 
Table 11- Total Husber of Care Staff- by Sentn-r 
Local Authority Private 
(n) M (n) (%) 
Care Assistants (i) 
Full Tize 144 16 234 19 
Part time 396 45 580 47 
Domestic Staff (ii) 
Full Tixe 56 6 G3 4 
Part tilke 153 18 108 is 
Supervisory Staff (iii) 
Full Tixe 93 11 128 10 
Part time 32 4 62 5 
Total 874 100 1245 100 
G) Care Staff who are exployed to do routine basic 
care work 
(ii) Cooks/cleaners etc 
(iii) Senior Care Assistants, Managers, Deputies. 
Matrons, excluding the hoae owner or officer-in 
-charge. 
Be 
The main issue raised by Table 11, concerns the large 
numbers of part-time staff. These comprise about two and a half 
times the number of full time staff, who average four per home 
in the local authority and three per home in the private sector. 
Vhile it may be expected that part time staff would predominate 
in private homes, the percentage of part time staff as a whole 
in local authority homes (66%) is perhaps surprising for the 
statutory sector. The significance of this high proportion of 
part-time staff for the consideration of training can hardly be 
exaggerated. The priest, lawyer, doctor who have provided the 
archetypal roles for a discussion of professions, have 
traditionally been educated full-time for a subsequent full-time 
employment. If such training were to be provided for all the 
staff in old people's homes, it could cover a large group of 
People who are able to invest less time in work than the full- 
time professional and to whom employers may be comparatively 
less committed. In Chapter Four, the difficulties of training as 
Perceived by home owners and officers-in-charge, are discussed. 
We will see there that there are particular problems associated 
with the training of part time staff. 
Table 12 is concerned with the staffing levels in relation 
to the numbers of residents, again bearing in mind the numbers 
of residents with special care needs. 
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 
Size of No. of Local Authority Private Sector 
Home (i) Residents Homes Staff Hones Staff 
(n) F/T P/T (n) F/T P/T 
0 20 732 1 4.0 1.2 59 S. 1 1.0 
21 30 576 10 7.0 2.7 17 5.6 2.0 
31 so 899 22 7.1 2.6 3 4.2 2.6 
(i) Maxiaux nunber of residents each hone is 
registered for. 
The respondents were not asked to give details about the 
number of hours worked by part time staff so it is not possible 
to make exact comparisons between the staffing levels of the two 
sectors. The main point again is the relatively high proportion 
of part-time to full-time staff. If training is to affect the 
ethos of private homes, it will almost certainly have to 
incorporate those who work part-time. 
2. b. (i i) Trainihg and Oualifica tions of Ca-re Staff 
Respondents vere asked hov many of their care staff had 
received training in the previous tvalve months. The response, 
with percentages based on total numbers of full and part time 
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care assistants, and full and part time supervisory staff, is in 
Table 13. 
local Authority Private 
(n) (n) 0-1) 
'SoRe Training' 364 55 607 60 
'No Training' 301 46 397 40 
Total 665 100 1004 100 
I 
, These figures can be compared with a recent 
Scottish survey 
(2) which asked whether staff had received any form of training. 
The percentage of care assistants who had was 42% in the local 
authority sector, and 36% in the private sector. However, the 
authors point out that the private sector has a higher 
Proportion of qualified senior care assistants who, in the 
absence of owners and managers. are required to fill these 
roles. The percentages for senior care assistants in the 
Scottish study with some form of training are also higher than 
for care assistants. 
Although it appears that the private sector has a higher 
Proportion of 'trained' staff than the local authority sector, 
the term 'training' needs to be treated with some caution and 
does not imply an actual qualification. Training may have 
involved undertaking a recognised course of instruction or it 
may simply have been some form of basic induction training 
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covering health and safety skills. for example, basic first aid, 
lifting and handling awareness, which was considered necessary 
by the home owner or officer-in-charge. 
In the Humberside survey, home owners and officers-in-charge 
were asked whether their 'trained' staff had received in-house, 
social services, college based or 'other' training. Vhere 
'other' training was specified responses included the local 
health authority, district nurses, St John's Ambulance, the 
local mental health unit and day courses on disability and 
ageing run by the National Demonstration Centre in Hull. 
Table 14 is a breakdown of the number of homes whose staff 
had received one or more of these types of training. 
Table 14. Nuaber of Hozes yhose Staff rRneivmd 
Tn-hnume Social Services- n TrainincT m- 
'other' training- by Sectar 
Local Authority Private 
(n - 32) (n - 79) 
(n) ( X. ) (n) 
In-House Training 29 91 63 80 
Social Services 
Training 26 81 9 11 
College based 
Training 26 61 48 61 
Other 3 12 is 
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Ignoring for the moment issues of quality and quantity, more 
or less all homes appear to have been involved with one or more 
of these types of training. The numbers receiving in-house 
training in both sectors is high, and may reflect a preference 
by managers and owners to pitch the level of training to the 
needs of their particular establishments. The low figures for 
Social Services training figures in the private sector may be 
linked to the cost of training. As CCETSV pointed out, in 1986, 
concern was expressed by private home owners that existing 
training schemes were too expensive in terms of time and 
financial cost. (3) The implementation of NVQ, which involves 
greater emphasis on in-house assessment, would appear to appeal 
to this sector in particular. 
A second difficulty faced by those planning to deliver 
training to the Private sector is that some of the private homes 
are very small and owners face logistical difficulties in 
releasing their staff. Employers in both sectors may prefer to 
employ staff who have already gained a qualification at further 
education colleges after leaving school, thus keeping the future 
costs of training down. Following on from Table 14, those homes 
that said their staff had received in-house training were broken 
down by size to see if this type of training was likely to occur 
in certain establishments. 
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Table 16- Number s of Homes- by si7 e- vher s Ca-i re 





Homes Private Homes 
Home Size All (n) M All (n) M 
0-10 residents - - - 13 5 30 
11-20 residents 1 1 100 45 37 02 
21-30 residents 10 10 100 17 14 82 
31-50 residents 22 19 86 4 4 100 
All Boxes 33 30 91 79 60 76 
The numbers and percentages of homes where care staff have 
received in-house training is high in all sectors although it is 
relatively low in the small private homes. Vritten responses at 
the homes where no in-house training took place, suggested that 
their staff were already trained before being employed and that 
any other training was either unnecessary or done on an 'ad hoc' 
basis, since the numbers of staff are small and these homes are 
run on a 'family basis'. The larger homes would appear to be 
able to train groups of staff on a fairly regular basis. 
If the numbers of staff who have received some form of 
training is high, the numbers who have any form of qualification 
is, by comparison, low. From the total numbers of staff who were 
said to have received training, respondents were asked to state 
the number of staff holding specific qualifications. 
Qualifications were then banded into social vork/social care; 
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nursing; and 'other'. A list of actual qualifications listed or 
mentioned as 'other' is in Appendix IV. 
Table 16. ouali fir-ation s of Care S taff - Survey One 




(n) M (n) M 
Social Vork 76 21 4- 
Nursing 10 3 66 11 
Other 38 10 95 16 
None 240 66 442 73 
Total Trained 364 100 607 100 
As can be seen from Table 16, large numbers of care staff 
seem to have no qualifications at all, particularly in relation 
to the numbers said to have received training. A comparison 
with the Donovan and Vynne-Harley study of private and voluntary 
homes (4). and the Barclay Report (5) on local authority homes, 
suggests that the numbers of qualified staff have almost doubled 
in both sectors, from 13% in the private sector and from 20% in 
the local authority sector. In neither of these previous 
publications, however, is there a detailed breakdown of 'other' 
qualifications, except insofar as the Donovan study mentions 
that supervisory staff, where qualified, held diplomas or 
degrees in social science, education or hospital administration. 
Tables 17 and 18 give a breakdown of qualifications held by 
staff, by the size of homes, in order to examine the differences 
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between the sectors in relation to the proportion of trained 
and/or qualified staff. 
Maximum No of Residents each hone is 
Registered for 
11-20 21-30 31-SO To tal 
(n) (n) (%) (n) (%) (n) (%) 
S/vork/care 2S 35 51 10 76 21 
Nursing 8 23 73 10 3 
Other - 12 17 26 9 38 IQ 
None 11 92 32 45 197 70 240 66 
Total 12 100 71 100 281 100 364 100 
X2 (Combining Social Work/Social Care and Nursing) - 14.70, 
df-2, p<. 001. 
Table 10- Oua 








lificatinne -f Private Care Staff- by 
lishment. 
Maximum No. of Residents c3ach home 
is registered for 
to 10 11-20 21-30 31-50 Total 
(%) (n) (%) (n) (%) (n) (n) 
2314 
13 34 10 14 9 12 19 66 11 
19 55 16 25 17 69 96 16 
66 252 73 113 74 46 72 442 73 
100 344 100 152 100 64 100 607 100 
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A disparity exists between sectors among those staff with 
social vork/social care qualifications and those with nursing 
qualifications. In the larger local authority homes the focus 
remains on social work training, in comparison to those with 
nursing qualifications in the smaller private homes. 
The preference for nursing qualifications in the private 
sector may be linked to the previous experience (Tables 22 and 
23) and qualifications of the home owner (Table 25) outlined 
later in this chapter. Clough has pointed to findings that 
private owners are more likely to be trained as nurses than 
social workers. (6) The Donovan Vynne-Harley study also found 
that in the private sector homes, 
*Of those who were qualified. nearly all had nursing 
qualifications. Supervisory staff were most commonly SRH's, 
and care staff SEN's .... previous experience 
in residential 
care was not common among staff and was largely confined to 
hospital auxiliary nursing. ' (7) 
Staff vith nursing qualifications may also enter private 
homes as they are less likely to be recruited by Social Services 
where CQSV and CSS qualifications are regarded as the 
appropriate qualifications for senior staff by social services 
departments. 
As stated earlier. the low level of staff with any 
qualification may reflect the large numbers of part-time staff 
and the fact that care staff are predominantly female. Lack of 
commitment and of opportunity. to develop a career path, may 
hinder the progression towards a recognised qualification. 
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Overall, the high proportion of staff who have received some 
form of training but not a qualification, is likely to increase 
the pressure, as suggested in Chapter Two, for residential 
staff, particularly those without 'professional' qualifications, 
to gain skills oriented, competence based qualifications. As 
also stated in the previous chapter, NVQ's are being seen by 
many as the most appropriate means by which to achieve these new 
qualifications. In this respect it is important that achievement 
of an NVQ is based on assessment, usually within the 
establishment, rather than attendance at a recognised 
educational establishment. 
2. c. Tha R&. vpcwdgw t. 9 
2-c (i) Fnplpvjrent ffistar7 
As already suggested it might be expected that the Officers- 
in-charge and home owners attitudes to training would be 
influenced by the training that they themselves had. It could 
also be influenced by their gender, (since it has been argued 
that predominantly female workforces are less likely to achieve 
professional status). For these reasons respondents were asked 
to give details of their sex, occupational status, their 
experience in the care sector, previous employment and the 
training and qualifications they held. It vas hoped to establish 
whether the type of background experience, training and 
qualifications, could be linked to preferences by home owners 
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and officers-in-charge for the 'professional' or 
'entrepreneurial' models of training. 
Table 19. Sex of Respondents by Sector 
Males Fenales 
(n) (n) 
Local Authority 6 18 27 82 





In the local authority sector, 94% of the respondents were 
Officers-in-charge and predominantly female. The private sector 
has more male owners, whose history of previous employment 
included occupations such as hotelier, armed forces etc. (See 
Appendix V and Table 22) 
Tables 20 and 21 are a breakdown of the length of time 
respondents had been in charge of their establishment, and the 
length of time that respondents had worked in the caring sector. 
By caring sector was meant social care as opposed to health care 
but some respondents from the private sector with nursing 
experience may have equated nursing with 'caring'. 
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Table 20- lencyth of tiun Rnspo ndents hav eb 
charge of their Est 




Private Tot al 
in charge Authority Sector' 
(n) (%) (n) (%) (n) M 
Less than one year 8 24 19 24 27 24 
1 to 5 years 14 43 40 60 54 40 
6 to 10 6 18 20 26 26 23 
11 to 19 years 4 12 -- 4 
4 
Over 20 years 1 3 -- 1 1 
Total 33 100 79 100 112 100 
Local Private Total 
Authority Sector 
(n) (n) (n) 
Less than 12 zonths - 1 1 
1 to 5 years 1 3 9 11 10 9 
Over 5 years 32 97 69 so 101 90 
Total 33 100 79 100 112 100 
x2 - 18.19, df = 1. pt . 001 
(over 5 years) 
Table 20 shows that in both sectors. most respondents said 
that they had been in charge of their present establishment for 
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between one and five years, although a third of local authority 
respondents had worked for more than six years at their 
establishment. 
Table 21 shows that the majority of respondents had worked 
in the social care sector for more than five years. 
Nursing (1) 
Social Vork/ 





(n) M (n) ( X. 




9 29 14 is 23 20 
13 38 26 31 38 34 
33 100 79 100 112 100 
(1, (2). (3). See Appendix V for actual occupations listed 
and zentioned. 
Table 22 demonstrates that respondents' previous 
occupations. prior to current employment. reflect a nursing 
bias. from which 50% of staff in the private sector were drawn. 
At the same time, approximately a third of respondents in both 
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sectors had no direct previous employment in nursing or social 
work/social care. 
Respondents were also asked to indicate by whom they had 
previously been employed. Table 23 shows that the health service 
had been a prominent employer of private sector respondents. 
Taken together with the information from Table 16, this suggests 
that respondents from this sector may shov a preference for care 
staff that have a similar occupational background. 
Table 23 -vio us ExP loyer of Res ponden ts- by 
Sector- Local Private Total 
Authority Sect or 
(n) (%) (n) (: '. ') (n) 
Local Authority 13 39 17 22 30 
Private Sector - - 16 20 16 
Health Service 9 27 20 35 37 
Self-employed 1 3 10 13 11 
Other (i) 10 31 7 9 17 






Total 33 100 79 100 112 100 
(i) Arxed Forces/Industry 
A key issue here is that in the private sector 20% of owners 
had come from this sector, 9% from the armed forces and industry 
and a further 14% from sources other than the NHS or Social 
Services. Table 23 suggests therefore, that this care sector 
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cannot rely on the local authority or the health authority to 
train its owners and xanagers. 
2. c. (i i) rraining and Oualifica tions of Responden ts 
The percentage of respondents who, when asked if they had 
received any training in social or health care, replied 
Positively, was 100% (n - 33)in the local authority sector and 
87% (n - 69) in the private sector. Table 24 breaks dovn the 








local Authority Private 
(n - 33) (n - 79) 
(n) M (n) M 
30 91 25 37 
30 91 26 39 
27 92 26 38 
11 33 30 43 
- - 11 14 
Table 24 shove that 91% of local authority respondents had 
attended courses run by social services, but only a third of 
private sector respondents had done so. This is perhaps to be 
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expected in a system in which local authority respondents would 
probably have received training both before and during their 
present appointments. Vithin the private sector, it will be 
remembered that in only 11% of homes had staff undertaken social 
services training (Table 14). whereas Table 24 shove 39: 1 of home 
owners having undertaken this training. A possible explanation 
comes from CCETSV which points out that owners appear to have 
taken the opportunity to undertake social services courses in 
order to comply with the 'fit person' clause of the 1994 
Registered Homes Act, by undertaking basic training, "suited to 
local needs" (8), whereas costs may preclude staff also 
receiving similar training. The staff figures are far higher for 
in-house training, often run, as stated earlier, by the owners 
themselves. 
Overall, all forms of training except 'other' were more 
frequently received by local authority heads of homes than by 
private owners. Of concern was that in five private homes where 
owners said they had received 'none' of the training listed, 
their staff had also received no training. 
However, the training experiences are diverse, since 33% of 
local authority respondents and 43% of private owners said they 
had received 'other' training. primarily specialised short 
courses on care of the elderly and management courses, vhich 
vere not necessarily linked to specific qualifications. In the 
private sector, in particular, hospital/nursing courses and NVQ 
assessor courses vere mentioned. 
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-Of particular 
interest are the actual qualifications held by 
respondents, which appear to reinforce the trend found in Table 
16, whereby the private sector attracts those holding nursing 
qualifications and local authority respondents hold 
qualifications which relate primarily to the social vork/social 
care field. 
Local Authority Private 
(n) M (n) M 
S/work/care 24 73 9 12 
Nursing 4 12 33 42 
Other 3 9 0 10 
None 2 20 36 
Total 33 100 79 100 
x2 = (coikbining other/none) 78.75. df - 2. p<. 001 
HBe See Appendices VI and VII for actual 
qualifications hold. 
As can be seen from Table 29.73% of local authority 
respondents hold social work/social rare qualifications, 
compared with only 12% in the private sector. The trend is 
reversed in the private sector where the emphasis is on nursing 
qualifications. As stated earlier, a comparison can be made with 
los 
Table 16, where care staff reflect similar trends. A study by 
Bartlett and Challis, in 19BS, found that in 30% of the cases, 
the owner was also the person in charge and a qualified nurse, 
who before starting her present occupation, had left nursing to 
start a family. However, as the researchers point out, 
"Previous nursing experience was not necessarily related to 
care of the elderly, and the starting of a business was 
sometimes the first experience gained outside the HHS. " (9) 
The number holding no qualifications is much higher in the 
Private sector. However, as Phillips and Vincent point out, 
small businesses depend to a significant extent upon family 
labour, usually on the efforts of spouses and children. (10) One 
member of the family may have a nursing qualification. not 
necessarily the owner, and this is considered sufficient for 
registration and training purposes. As one private owner with no 
training or qualitications commented, 
"We are now on a consortium for the NVQ for the private 
sector, organised by Hull college. My daughter-in-law who is 
an SEH, is in charge of our training. Along with my wife and 
myself. we all three work full-time at the home. ' 
Thus, although the numbers of unqualified home owners is of 
concern. many employ staff with what are considered to be 
appropriate qualifications or have a member of the family who is 
qualified in the home. 
Question 16 of the questionnaire asked respondents to 
specify what further training. if any. they felt would be of 
benefit to them. The question was open-ended, and the responses 
were classified into recognised social vork/social care courses, 
nurse training/nursing skills, management courses, and specified 
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NVQ courses or levels. 'Combination' responses were those that 
mentioned both social work/care and nursing, social vork/care 
and NVQ, or management and either social worklcare or nursing. 
Other responses were less specific, for example, "any that would 





































Of the respondents that said they wanted or needed no 
further training, two in the local authority sector were 
retiring. In the private sector there was no association 
betveen lack of qualifications and a desire for further 
training. Indeed, over half of those who had no qualifications 
wanted no further training either. Fifteen out of the thirty- 
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three home owners who had nursing training also wanted nothing 
further. This may imply, as suggested earlier, that, in the 
private sector, home owners feel they have sufficient staff who 
hold relevant qualifications, or that their own qualification 
(in nursing) is sufficient. One respondent however, who held no 
qualifications and had received no social care training, wanted 
no further training due to her "20 years experience". The main 
difference appears to be that private home owners are twice as 
likely to say that they do not want any more training. 
Personal views on further training, and on the importance of 
training, are covered in the following chapter. 
This first survey set out to examine differences between 
heads of local authority and private homes in both attitudes to 
training and the factors that might affect this. The response 
rate was adequate for a postal survey, although private homes 
were less likely to respond. The only other apparent source of 
bias arose from the low response rate from large private homes 
in one area. In general the average size of homes appears 
Comparable to national figures, as did the proportion of 
residents over 75 years of age. 
The survey confirmed the high degree of disabling conditions 
among residents, with dementia and incontinence more likely to 
be reported from the local authority sector and physical 
disability from the private sector. At first sight, such a level 
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of ill health requires staff who have an awareness of the social 
and perhaps medical implications. 
The survey suggested that this need for training was not yet 
being met by National Vocational Qualifications. In both sectors 
part-time care assistants outnumber full-time staff by a ratio 
of between two and three to one, and few of them were NVQ 
trained. Most, however had received some training, as had the 
vast majority of heads of homes, although there was some 
suggestion that this had been less thorough than in the case of 
local authority officers-in-charge. Local authority officers-in- 
charge were also more likely to be qualified than private home 
owners. There was a stark contrast in the type of qualifications 
held, with nursing predominately in the private sector and 
social care predominately in the local authority. A large number 
of private home owners had no qualifications and taking both 
sectors together around four in ten came from outside health or 
social care. 
If it is true that residential carp for elderly people 
requires some medical and some 'social' knowledge, and if many 
of its heads of homes come from outside health or social rare, 
it will require its own training and cannot rely on a major 
outside supplier of trained staff. Given the number of untrained 
staff, the predominance of part-time staff and the high 
proportion who are getting some training, the pressure for some 
form of 'on-the-job' training with a recognised qualification is 
clearly going to be strong. 
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I CHAPTER FOUR: VHAT ARE THE VIEVS OF 
OFFICERS-IN-CHARGE AND ROXE OVHERS 
ON TRAINING FOR CARE STAFF? 
The da-bate in Ciiapter riro xemals taro different 
a, pp2-a3r-bes to training. The 'ptrafessional' AcuW Aaintains a 
`hiý, her ordar' -skills le-aming appoa3ch, vhezin3s the more 2-ecent 
'awt2wp2-eneu-nial' AvooW pxa&otes a skills and 
cnmpetevce app. -cach, consistent rith the ArM prograime. It vas 
argued that diffaxent groups of people - local authamty 
Officers-in-cha. z-ge, private hcwe owne--rs, staff and residents - 
Vill, Aw-vuse of ut? datrJvin-q inta2wsts, incline to one ar othe-- 
Side in this debate. The hýFpothesis that local autharity homes 
Maintain a 'ptrofessicwal ' apzwoach to training and that primate 
homes maintain a more practical 'entrepar-eneurial ' apptrcuch, is 
tested z,, P? tdkzs chapter bv vav of qualitative and quantitative 
dnal; rses of the personal vzevs of Off-zcexs-. zn-Charge-P and home 
ovneurs. The analywis xequires measumvs srhzr-b reflect attachment 
0 - to a ýPMfessicnal ' ar 'en appmach to training 
and use,: p a va-rioty of stativtical wathods. 
The descriptive data in the previous chapter revealed 
imPortant findings about the nature of the residential 
vorkforce, and in particular the large numbers of part-time 
staff. It was suggested in Chapter Two that a predominantly 
I 
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female, part-time vorkforce vould be offered 'lover order' 
training that fitted the role of the 'para-professional'. This 
training is likely to be 'situational' and designed to meet the 
needs of individual establishments, a result in part of the 
practical difficulties associated vith large numbers of part- 
time staff and staffing in smaller homes. It vas therefore 
Predicted that preference for in-house training, particularly in 
the private sector, vould be evident. 
As ve have seen, the background qualifications and training 
of local authority managers and private home owners differ, and 
it is likely therefore that they will also differ in their views 
on the type of training needed by staff. It was therefore 
predicted that differences would exist between the sectors in 
their preferences for the two models of training highlighted in 
Chapter Two. The hypotheses was that local authority managers 
would maintain a preference for a 'professional' model and home 
owners would maintain a preference for the 'entrepreneurial' 
model of training. 
1. RespnndF-nts' pg--r-mnal vievs on train' 
Although there appears to be a consensus that training is 
important, it is still necessary to establish how important 
training is actually felt to be. Respondents were asked to state 
whether they felt that training for care staff was Very 
Important, Important, Not Very Important, or Not Important at 
all. Only 6% of the sample felt that training was not very 
ill 
important or not important at all. The responses in Table 27 are 
therefore condensed into Very Important and Other. 





(n) M (n) (n) 
Very Important 30 91 56 71 06 77 
Other 39 23 29 26 23 
Total 33 100 79 100 112 100 
x2 - 33.41, df - 1. P( . 001 
In the private sector, eighteen home owners felt that it was 
no &are than important, four that training was not very 
important and one that training was not very important at all. 
Overall, 29% of the respondents from this sector felt that 
training was less than 'very important' as opposed to only 9% in 
the local authority sector. The key point to make is the high 
level of keenness shown for training in both sectors but 
Particularly by the local authority heads of home. 
Some respondents amplified their ratings with written 
responses on the reasons for which training was important. The 
Positive local authority responses laid emphasis on the 
Oprofessional' aspects of caring for the elderly, adopting a 
wider view of the role of training and the 'higher order' skills 
involved. Training for such respondents may involve the 
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acquisition of attitudes as vell as skills, as pointed out by 
one local authority manager vho states, 
"Training helps to highlight the implications of ageing and 
ageism; (it) extends the knovledge of various services; helps 
to update on changes of legislation: to broaden the mind 
generally as vell as question ovn attitudes/actions; to 
achieve higher standards of service; confidence building. * 
Similarly another local authority manager emphasises that 
the 'professional' approach to the caring role requires a wider 
viev in that. 
*Training highlights the difference between looking after 
people and caring for them and helps develop healthy 
attitudes towards care. " 
Some respondents stressed the importance of integrating this 
wider range of self-awareness and knowledge with practical 
skills, since, 
"Looking after elderly people is a skilled job requiring a 
wide range of knowledge and practical skills. After a good 
induction training there should be further training for rare 
assistants that helps them think about and develop their own 
practice. This in turn should benefit residents. " (Local 
Authority manager) 
The idea that 'training' and 'education' involve different 
levels of skill, and that a bridge, at some point, needs to be 
built between them, was stressed by another local authority 
manager who wrote, 
"The general term 'training' should be split into tvo 
categories ... Education ... all subject matter that deals vith academic subjects-sociology and psychology, as they are 
applied concepts such as self and the mind, and even more 
general information. e. g. mental illness (and) Training.. 
confined to more applied or craft skills ... bed making, admission procedure, information on continence. (Education 
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and Training) should be dealt vith separately and later on, a 
bridging course betvaen the tvo. m 
The positive private sector responses covered similar 
ground, but the language used seemed more 'down to earth' and 
the responses had a decidedly more pragmatic flavour. A concern 
with the need to train younger staff was evident by this home 
owner who stated. 
"Residential care changes daily with the elderly. Young and 
inexperienced care assistants need regular training to give 
them confidence in themselves, make them aware of the elderly 
Persons' needs: which makes a happy home for both staff and 
residents alike. " 
More pragmatic home owners viewed training as important for, 
*Job satisfaction. Good for the clients. (and) helps the home 
to run efficiently. " 
but that training should be tailored to the needs of the 
home, vhereby training should be. 
'Realistic 
... suited to the situation depending on type of home. 0 
One home owner, who in fact felt that training was not 
important, qualified this by emphasising the needs of the 
establishment and expressed a pragmatic viev on the importance 
of looking at individual establishments, in that, 
"I have emphasised those comments which reflect three main 
responses to the importance of training. a) that training 
should be practical, b) that training is not always relevant 
and c) that the needs of the establishment take priority. ' 
Safety, improving the public's attitude to the vork and 
increasing competence were also mentioned as being reasons why 
training is very important. In general however, responses from 
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the private sector were more 'situational'. Thus care assistants 
are being helped to improve their performance in relation to a 
particular job in a particular home, rather than to acquire 
'deep' skills relevant to a wide variety of situations. 
Those home owners that felt training was not very important 
Or not important at all, tended to emphasise the need for common 
sense and a natural ability to care. For example, one private 
home owner wrote that: 
*The most important thing one should have is care and 
affection for old people. (They) should be keen to help them 
generally and have a good attitude towards their needs and 
problems. ' 
and another, that, 
"Patience, common sense and general intelligence are far more 
important% 
Other private home owners felt that training was often not 
cost-effective, since, 
"Much financial burden is incurred by the proprietor, vith 
little or no improvement to the quality of vork. " 
Home owners were also concerned to motivate staff and it may 
be that 'situational' training is more acceptable to staff as 
being less demanding and better suited to the home in which they 
work. The point made in Chapter Two about gender and the 'para- 
Professional' status of residential staff, and in Chapter Three 
which shows the high proportion of part-time women, appears to 
hold up in relation to a view expressed by a home owner who 
believes that. 
lis 
*As most of the care assistants are women without academic 
background, training should be simple, relate to the needs of 
their client group, and offer a certificate at the end, as a 
feeling of achievement is of utmost importance. * I 
The contrast between training for a particular situation and 
training for a profession which might be practised in a vide 
variety of situations was explored in three further questions 
asked to establish where training should take place and who 
should provide it (see Tables 2B to 30). 
Overall, respondents appear to prefer a combination of 
approaches in regard to training their staff. There were, 
however, clear differences by sector as to who should provide 
the training and where it should take place, with heads of home 
from the private sector being three times more likely than their 
local authority counterparts to want in-house training or none 
at all. 
Table 28- Vhere should Training Take Place? 
Local Private Total 
Authority 
(n) M (n) M (n) 
In-House 26 is 19 17 15 
At College ----- 
A Cowbination 31 94 62 79 93 83 
None of these --2322 
Total 33 100 79 100 112 100 
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No specific question was asked as to how a combination 
might be achieved. However, one (local authority) respondent 
suggested that off-the-job training should be linked to in-house 
induction and supervision, reflecting a view that training based 
solely in colleges remains remote from the realities of , 
residential care. Certainly, colleges are not seen as a single 
resource. As can be seen from Table 28, fifteen private home 
owners clearly feel that in-house training is the most 
appropriate. 
In general, respondents said that they wanted managers and 
ovners; to contribute to training, irrespective of the 
contribution made by the Colleges and Social Services. However, 
private home owners were more likely to propose that they alone 
should train than were their local authority counterparts. 
Local Private Total 
Authority 
(n) (%) (n) (n) 
Ovners/aanagers 13 11 14 12 11 
Social Services 39 4 5 7 6 
Education Service 13 - - 1 1 
A Combination 28 85 63 80 91 81 
None of these -- 1 1 1 1 
Total 33 100 79 100 112 100 
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Table 29 shows that a combination of all three agencies was 
the most popular. Interestingly, almost a quarter of local 
authority respondents favoured a combination of the home and 
social services, but none favoured home involvement with the 
education service. In contrast, a quarter of the private sector 
respondents favoured home involvement with local colleges, but 
they were far less enthusiastic on home involvement with social 
services. 
Table 30- Vhat combination. do you feuRl is anst 
-. 
&02? 
Local Private Total 
Authority 
(n) V1. ) (n) V1. ) (n) 
Hoike/social 
services 8 24 
Hoze/education 
service - - 
Hoze/social 
services/education 19 so 
Social services/ 
education service 2 6 
None of these 4 12 
Total 33 100 
13 16 21 19 
20 25 20 le 
32 41 si 45 
2 3 4 4 
12 15 16 14 
79 100 112 100 
lis 
Vhere respondents had indicated 'none of these', no comments 
were forthcoming as to an alternative, except for one private 
home owner who felt strongly that the Health Service should 
feature in a combination approach. 
The reluctance of some heads of home in the private sector 
to espouse training in social services departments may both 
reflect and reinforce an 'entrepreneurial' as against a 
I professional' approach to training. The profession of social 
work has recently been intimately linked with the organisation 
of social services. The rejection of social services 
departments, as a sole source of training suggests a rejection 
of at least some aspects of a social services identity. It may 
also reflect a preference for 'situational' training for care 
staff. Thus local authority respondents appear to favour social 
services input which has maintained 'professional' roots, while 
home owners may be more likely to favour training that is 
specifically linked to the individual home. For example one 
owner who had no social work or social care qualifications felt 
that training was very important, since it is, 
"A greater zeans to efficiency and good quality care" 
but adds. 
"It is important that privat homes do not become an 
extension of social services. ' 
and that staff, 
"Have a responsibility to their employers and those they care 
for. " 
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This owner had also had problems with staff leaving and 
moving around in packs' to homes that were paying the best 
wages at any one time, thus his attitude may be seen as one 
which sees training as encouraging loyalty from a 'para- 
Professional' group of staff rather than enhancing 
'Professional' status. 
As in the example just given, respondents' views also 
appeared to be influenced by the practical difficulties that 
home owners and officers-in-charge associate with getting their 
staff trained. Table 31 breaks dovn the responses on vhat these 
practical difficulties were and these were coded under six main 
headings. In several cases, multiple responses were given. 
Local Authority Private 
(n) M (n) (%) 
Lack of finance 13 22 16 is 
Covering duties 29 so 42 40 
Staff notivation 2 3 17 16 
Transport/travel 6 10 6 6 
Linking theory to 
practice - - 2 2 
Places available 3 5 - - 
None 5 9 22 21 
All responses 58 100 105 100 
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The responses given in Table 31 show a clear concern over 
issues such as staff cover and costs. As argued in Chapter 
Three, the high numbers of part-time staff is a factor that will 
affect the costs of training the workforce (for there will be 
more people to be trained than would be the case with a full- 
timeg%vorkforce, and if training is undertaken outside working 
hours, overtime may need to be paid). One local authority 
respondent stated, 
"Policy dictates training but funding is not available". 
emphasising the problem for managers who feel that training is 
important but that budgetary concerns often override this. These 
difficulties were to a large extent common to both sectors. A 
private sector respondent highlighted another financial concern 
surrounding the decision to send staff for training whereby, 
"If the employer pays for the training the employee could 
change employment at the end of the course. " 
This view once again highlights the preference for 
situational' training that would appear to lessen the risk of 
staff movement. This problem of trained staff moving on to the 
statutory sector or to better paid employment was one cited by 
home owners. Cover for staff was also a major concern, linked in 
part to financial considerations, but also to the amount of time 
that a staff member could be spared away from work and the 
availability of staff that could in fact be released from work. 
There is also the problem of supervising and supporting staff 
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who may be undertaking NVQ within the home. The attraction of 
the NVQ system, however, is that the units can be spread over a 
relatively long period and undertaken at times which fit in with 
the routine of the establishment, rather than on an academic 
year basis. 
Motivation, was also quoted as problematic alth6ugh this 
seemed to be a problem that was virtually confined to the 
Private sector. As one private sector respondent stated, 
"Previous set ideas, techniques and approach to the elderly 
are sometimes difficult to change. " 
similarly, and again in relation to the problems faced by a 
female workforce, another points out, 
*Host of our staff are part-time working mothers. They have 
no spare time and do not wish - on the whole - to give up 
time to train without being well remunerated. Care assisting 
is not a vocation to some staff. however kind and caring they 
may be. They take the job because the hours suit. Vhen the 
families grow up they will go back to being full time 
secretaries etc. ' 
This ccmxent reflects the findings of Villcocks et al (1). 
on reasons given by staff in their study, for starting to work 
with elderly people. They categorised these into three classes - 
altruism - convenience - experience - and although altruistic 
explanations dominated, just over a half cited convenience 
(hours suit, close to home, needing a job) as being influential. 
The issue of activation is also linked to the question of 
'identity' as looked at in Chapter Two. How far the care. 
assistant can identify with a caring 'profession' is seen as the 
main factor in levels of commitment and satisfaction with the 
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job. Thus there may be some resistance by staff to changes in 
their role through training, suggesting that those staff lacking 
a 'Professional identity' vill remain in a 'non-professional' 
role basing their self-respect on, for example, their experience 
and common sense rather than professional skills and 
qualifications. 
This question of 'identity' also relates perhaps to possible 
conflict for the care assistant who is essentially altruistic (a 
nice and naturally caring person), but is confronted with the 
dilemma of two different approaches to training, being 
I Professional' through the acquisition of 'high order' skills 
(producing care plans etc. ) and being practical (developing and 
improving the task-based skills applicable to needs of the 
home) A 'non-professional' approach to training could therefore 
be justified by an appeal to the essentially 'natural' and 
8 moral' requirements of this job. As a private home owner 
indicates, learning new skills and/or approaches to care could 
undermine a natural ability to do the job, since, 
'People are human beings, (they have) difficulty in using and 
adapting skills learnt on courses to everyday life in a 
hoxe-Communication 
... expathy-could 
be impaired by an 
overdose of new skills, goals or care plans etc. " 
The number of respondents however, who stated 'none', is 
quite high, especially in the private sector, implying that for 
these home owners, staff training presents no problems. Analysis 
of the private homes concerned did not clarify specific reasons 
why this should be so, but it is possible that training was not 
a high priority in these homes, since all but 2 of the home 
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owners had said they needed no further training themselves, 
compared with 45% of the sample as a whole, fifty per cent had 
no qualifications, compared with 27% of the sample as a whole 
and a third had trained their staff almost solely on an in-house 
basis. 
of Speci ic Traininci Areas. 
Having examined the overall importance heads of homes gave 
to training, the next stop vas to test the research hypothesis 
that attitudes to training differ between the local authority 
and private sectors and that the local authority sector 
maintains a preference for the 'professional' model, while the 
private sector maintains a preference for the 'entrepreneurial' 
model of training. 
The 'professional' model is based on professional social 
work values and attitudes and emphasises person-based skills 
such as communication, self-awareness, and assessment. The 
. entrepreneurial' model is based on a practical and medical 
skills approach with lays emphasis on the tasks that are 
carried out within a home, such as toileting, bathing, lifting 
and first aid. These two models reflect the training areas, 
currently included on courses for care staff and listed in 
Question 27 of the questionnaire. 
In order to establish the degree of importance that 
respondents attached to specific training areas, respondents 
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vere asked to rank them on a scale of 1 (Very Important) to 4 
(Not Relevant), in relation to respondents' own homes and the 
staff employed within them. 
The questionnaire lists fifty-three training area variables. 
Initially, a crude analysis vas undertaken by compiling tvo A 
Priori lists of forty nine 'Professional' and 'Entrepreneurial' 
variables (related to the 'professional' and 'entrepreneurial' 
training models) taken from the original list. The two lists 
were tested for validity on a panel of 'judges', 22 officers-in- 
charge and private home owners, not included in the survey, from 
the Humberside and North Yorkshire areas, who were asked to 
place these training variables into a 'Professional' column and 
a 'Pragmatic' ('Entrepreneurial') column. (Appendix VIII gives 
the Validity Test and outcome. Appendix IX lists the A Priori 
variables). 
Twenty-eight 'professional' variables were selected from the 
original variable list, which reflect the social vork/social 
care values and attitudes. Twenty-one 'Entrepreneurial' 
variables were selected which reflected an emphasis on 
practical, task-based skills. 
Two sets of variables were summed to give two scores each 
for each home. The minimum and maximum range between actual low 
scores (very important) and high scores (not relevant) was 29 to 
112 for 'professional' scores, and 19 to 76 for 
'entrepreneurial' scores. Table 32 gives the mean scores for the 
variables by sector, and it will be noted that low scores impl 
a keenne-ze in the 
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Table 32. Mean Scores an Professional and 
Entrepreneurial VAm-jahlomm. 
Local Authority Private Total 
(32 cases) (79 cases) (110 cases) 
Professional 37.75 44.04 42.41 
variables 
Entrepreneurial 25.97 26.29 26.20 
variables 
Missing cases 2 or 1.8% 
Table 32 shows local authority respondents are on average 
keener on the 'professional' aspects of training than the 
private sector respondents. A t-test showed that there is a 
significant difference in mean professional scores between 
sectors: t-value - 2.96; df - 108, p <. 004. 
By contrast respondents from the two sectors do not differ 
on the 'entrepreneurial' aspects of training and the t-test 
revealed no significant difference in mean scores betveen 
sectors. 
It had been expected that the differences between sectors 
would be reflected in and perhaps even partially explained by 
differences between those with different qualifications. Tables 
33 and 34 shov the mean scores by qualifications held. An 
analysis of variance was carried out to test whether the scores 
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are related to the qualifications held by respondents. (Appendix 
X gives the full Analysis of Variance results) 
Table 33. Mean 'Professional' Scores by 
Oualifications hold- by Sector. 
local Authority Private 
Xean Cases Xean Cases 
Social Vork/ 
Social Care 36.17 23 46.60 10 
Nursing 42.75 4 42.53 36 
Other/None 41.00 5 44.94 32 
Total 37.75 32 44.04 78 
Table 34- Mean 'Entre ---- almial' Scores by 
Oualifications held- bY Sector- 
Local Authority Private 
Mean Cases Mean Cases 
Social Vork/ 
Social Care 25.74 23 27.90 10 
Hursing 28.00 4 26.14 36 
Other /None 25.40 5 25.97 32 
Total 25.97 32 26.29 78 
The mean scores in Tables 33 and 34 suggest that respondents 
vith social vork/social care qualifications. vorking in the 
local authority sector are keener on the 'professional' 
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variables than their counterparts in the private sector. 
However, although the effect of sector is significant in the 
case of 'professional' variables (p-. 004), neither the main 
effects of qualifications ('professional' p-. 648, 
, 
'entrepreneurial' p-. 966) nor their two-way interaction 
('Professional' p-. 242, 'entrepreneurial' p-. 599) are 
significant. 
It was argued in Chapter Two that two major approaches to 
training exist and are likely to appeal to different groups of 
people who are influenced by underlying interests that affect 
their views on the nature and purpose of training. The aim of 
this first survey was to explore the attitudes and personal 
views of officers-in-charge and home owners. and test the 
hypothesis that the local authority and private sectors differ 
, 
in their preferences for a 'professional' and 'entrepreneurial' 
model of training. 
Both qualitative and quantitative data revealed a higher 
level of keenness by the local authority respondents on the 
importance of training, than those in the private sector. 
Written responses suggested that while the local authority 
retains a preference for social work 'higher order' skills and a 
wider, integrated approach to training, the private sector was 
concerned more with practical and pragmatic solutions to staff 
training. In keeping with these impressions, statistical 
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analysis shoved that the local authority heads of homes were 
keener on the 'professional' training areas, but that both 
sectors were equally keen on the 'entrepreneurial' training 
areas. There was some evidence that local authority respondents 
holding social vork/social care qualifications were more likely 
to prefer the 'professional' model but in these respects the 
qualifications of heads of homes seemed less important than the 
sector in vhich they worked. 
The survey suggested that, in general, private sector heads 
of homes appeared to favour 'situational' training, aimed at 
improving performance in a particular job in a particular 
establishment, supported by the fact that the private sector was 
three times more likely than local authority heads to want in- 
house training. A preference for this type of training and a 
reluctance by some heads of home to embrace social services 
training reinforces a pragmatic 'entrepreneurial' approach, 
which is consistent with the NVQ programme. The NVQ programme 
may also be attractive to heads of homes who have difficulty in 
releasing staff for training, and who are concerned about the 
costs of training a predominantly part-time workforce. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SURVEY TVO - CARE STAFF: A DESCRIPTION OF 
THE SAMPLE 
rhe poevious tfiro chapters loaked at the differences betreen 
haad-v of local authctrity ai2d private hcwas in thaix attitudes to 
t. raining and the factars that wiý, ht affect this. This chapter 
ama, wihes the dk-s-a-riptive data fxicw the secvwd surmay an carv 
staff in both sectors. The chapter loaks at factors which wav 
-inf luence attitudes to t2winiag such as whether a maArbar of 
staff is part-tiAe, aý e., previous experiencm previous _q 
eAp-lo, mers, the tasks they carrv out and the langth of tijve in 
Post. This inAtmation vill then be used in the fallonring 
chapter to test the h7pothesis that staff in differavit sectows 
a-re inclwed tovjxuýg differeat wcdels of t-raining, sme 
P-raierr-ing- a 'prafessional' xodgl az2d others an industrial, tasA- 
based '&ntxq-px=eurza. 1' moded of traznzj7-q and that thzs zs so 
q even af ter alloving iar thaswv Vnfluawcih, factors 
Between July and August 1992,409 questionnaires were 
delivered to 35 residential homes. selected randomly from the 
first survey sample. Each fourteen page questionnaire (Appendix 
XI) was placed in a separate envelope for, every member of staff 
at the homes and given to each officer-in-charge and private 
home owners to distribute to staff, the numbers of whom had been 
verified in advance by telephone. Stamped addressed envelopes 
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were enclosed, but it was also necessary to make arrangements to 
collect questionnaires personally, following telephone 
reminders, between September and November 1992. 
The Abývpomva Rate: 
Table 35. Respo 
Sector Sent 
nse by St 
No of 




Out Hoxes Response Returns 
(n) (n) (n) (n) (n) 
local 
Authority 170 10 71 58 
Private 239 25 110 4 52 
Total 409 35 181 4 224 
........... . ....... . .... . .......... ................... ... ..... .................... .................. .......................... I ....... ................................. .............. ........ ......... ... ....... ........... ................... ......... ................ 
............................ ....... .................................... ........... 
rmcluds 64 .: ........ . ...... ......... .................. ....... . ..... 
Total 345 32 181 4 224 
* Three private sector homes vere excluded from the 
sample and from all subsequent analysis due to extremely lov 
response rate (less than 10%). 
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Four questionnaires were treated as invalid due to being 
completed by ncn-care staff. The overall response rate, after 
excluding those homes which made no returns was 69%. 
Reasons for non-response may have been threefold. Firstly, 
private home owners and local authority managers may not have 
distributed all the questionnaires. For example, staff who were 
off sick, had taken holiday leave, or were not on duty at the 
time of distribution, particularly night staff, may have been 
left out of the distribution process. Secondly, staff may have 
received the questionnaires but may then have left, gone on 
holiday or sick leave and simply not remembered or lost interest 
in the questionnaire an return. Thirdly, the staff themselves 
may have lacked the motivation and knowledge of the subject 
area, as wall as the time to fill out the questionnaire. Hoser 
and Ralton (1) point to studies which found that the less 
educated, those in lower occupational categories and those 
uninterested in the subject of the survey have higher than 
average rates of non-response. Staff failing to reply for one of 
the last two reasons may have been influenced by communication 
between themselves and the managers and owners, who may, for 
example, have directly or indirectly implied that completion of 
the questionnaire was entirely voluntary/non-essential/to be 
done in own time. 
2. Deacriptimn rif the Sample 
In order to provide a background to the views of the care 
staff on training. it was necessary to collect data that would 
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provide a description of the sample being used. It was argued in 
Chapter Two, that a predominantly part-time female workforce is 
subject to poor 'career' progression, whereby they are unlikely 
to become 'professionalised' but rather progress from a 
I proletarian' work role to that of a 'para-professional', which 
may imply a need for and justification for training of a 
particular type. In order to appraise this argument, it is 
necessary to know how many staff are female, part-time and so 
on, and relate these data to their attitude to training. This 
information, appears not to be available to those organisations, 
for example CCETSV, who are concerned with the training and 
education of social workers and others in the field of care. It 
is vital if we are to analyse and predict the training needs of 
staff in both sectors. 
No other recent studies have included figures on the length 
of time that staff have been in post or have worked in the 
caring sector, or have broken down the previous occupations and 
employers of staff. The study provides this information and, in 
particular, otherwise unknown data on the training and 
qualifications of those staff, their views on the usefulness and 
relevance of training in general and in relation to specific 
training areas. 
a) Basic charactoristics of the Caro Staff 
The vorkforce vas, as expected, predominantly female, 
although seven male care staff were employed in the local 
authority sector. In order to gain an overall impression of the 
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staff characteristics, Tables 36 to 42 break down the age, 
length of time staff have been in post, length of time employed 
in the caring sector, occupational status, previous occupations 
and previous employers of those staff, and the tasks undertaken 
by staff. This information can be used to outline implications 
for training within each sector and later used in an analysis of 
preferences for training. 
Table 36. A cTs- length of Tin i n Post and ln nqth of 
Tine Staff have Vorked in 
Local 





(n) M (n) (. 11-1) (n) (101-1) 
AGE 
Under 20 6 13 10 18 0 
20 - 39 28 28 59 47 87 39 
40 - 59 66 66 51 41 116 52 
60 + 11 2 1 3 1 
Total 99 100 125 100 224 100 
LENGTH OF 
TIME IN POST 
Under 1 year 9 9 29 23 38 17 
1 to 5 years 37 37 72 so 109 49 
6 years + 53 S4 24 19 77 34 





Under 1 year 
1 to 5 years 










(n) M (n) (%) 
10 0 12 5 
66 53 08 39 
49 39 126 56 
125 100 224 100 
These three sets of figures highlight some important 
differences between the two sectors. In the local authority 
sample, care staff tended to be from the older age group, and 
also to have worked longer in their present post and in the care 
sector. Staff in the private sector are younger, and have worked 
less years at their present job as well as having less 
experience in caring. This situation probably arises because the 
private sector is a relatively new employer whose staff are 
unlikely to have been in the home very long. This, together with 
the fact that the sector may be particularly concerned to 
attract less expensive staff, may help to explain the 
differences in age and length of time in post. 
These differences in the sample do not in themselves suggest 
that staff who differ on these variables have different 
attitudes to training, but it is expected that later analysis 
will show whether these factors, or others, are of significance 
or not. The evidence may well have implications for training. 
Staff who have been in post a long time and who have no 
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qualifications, as well as younger staff with little experience, 
may be attracted to the NVQ model of training which can be 
utilised on an in-house basis and is aimed at staff who have 
several years of experience but no formal training or 
qualifications. Thus later analysis looks at the length of time U 
care staff have been employed at an establishment, since this 
may influence the type of training that is vanted. 
2. b) CL-cupational Status of the Caxv Staff 
Table 37 is a breakdown of full and part-time staff in the 
sample. The seven male employees in the private sector vere all 
full-time, but the main issue is that, as suggested by the first 
survey, large numbers of part-time female staff are employed in 
both sectors, and particularly in the local authority sector. 
Table 37. Full and pa rt-time Care Staff- by Rectcut 
Local Authority Private 
(n) M (n) M 
Fu 11 Time 22 22 40 38 
Part Time 77 70 77 62 
Total 99 100 125 100 
The implication of large numbers of part-time care staff is, 
as argued in Chapter Two, that these staff are likely to receive 
task-based training befitting their role as 'para-professionals' 
which may affect career progression. It may be expected that 
part-time staff also work an a short-term basis, in which case, 
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length of time in post may also be of importance to the type of 
training that care staff are likely to want and receive. Initial 
analysis however, revealed in Table 38 that the percentage of 
staff who have been in post for five years or more is slightly 
higher for part-time staff. 
Table 30. lencith of Tilke in Post by Full Sind Part- 
Full tize Part tiike 
Under 12 Ronths 
One to Five years 
Five years + 
Total 
(n) Vl-) (n) M 
14 20 24 16 





The occupational status of care staff also differed between 
the sectors. In the local authority homes, respondents were 
predominantly care assistants (97%), but in the private sector, 
26% stated that they were senior care assistants. As suggested 
in the previous chapter, some home owners may employ qualified 
staff that can run the home in the absence of the owner, even 
though they may be unable to afford the level of line management 
found in local authority homes. 
Information on previous occupations is a neglected area in 
training statistics, yet it is relevant to an examination of the 
skills and attitudes that staff may bring with them. Later 
analysis seeks to determine vhether care staff vith a social 
vork or social care background or nursing background are likely 
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to prefer one model of training to another, and if so whether 
this explains differences in the preferences of staff in 
different sectors. Tables 39 and 40 break down previous 
occupations and previous employers of staff in the sample. 
local Authority Private 
(n) 01. ) (n) M 
Social vOrk/care 17 17 23 19 
Nursing/Health 16 16 19 is 
Other 66 67 00 66 
Total 99 100 122 100 
* includes other professions (e. g. teacher), housewife, 
school leaver/student, and other non-profession. (3 cases 
missing) 
Table 40 P i E l r fC S t ff - rv o us mp oye 
L. A. Staff 
o a re a 
Private St aff 
EMPLOYER (n) P-1) (n) 011) 
Local Authority 29 30 19 16 
Private Sector 80 27 22 
Health Service 13 13 10 a 
Other - 33 33 39 32 
Not Employed 16 16 27 22 
Total 99 100 122 100 
0 Includes self-employed. private industry, voluntary 
sector. (3 cases xissing) 
x2 - 29. S7, df - S. p<. 001 
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As can be seen from Table 39, previous occupations appear to 
be split almost equally between the two sectors, with the 
exception that staff in the private sector were relatively 
unlikely to have moved from the local authority sector or the 
health service (only 24% had come from these sectors as against 
43% in the local authority sector). As with the data on previous 
employers of home owners, the implication is that employers 
cannot rely on the local authority or health service for 
training staff in the private sector. 
Similar conclusions were suggested by an analysis comparing 
part-time and full-time staff. In the private sector, as many of 
the part-time staff (15%) had been housevives as had been in 
health or social services. Some of these may have been taking a 
career break and having worked previously in health or social 
services were taking the opportunity to return to work in a 
similar field but on a part-time basis. 
2.0 Tasks audetrtaken b7 Ca-ra Staff 
It was expected that the type of tasks carried out by staff 
would influence the type of training that they vanted. As 
suggested earlier, basic routine tasks can be carried out by a 
I proletarian' workforce, and training may be used to enhance 
those tasks rather than 'professionalise' the residential 
worker. For these reasons a checklist similar to that devised by 
Imber (2) was used to ask staff whether or not certain tasks 
were carried out as part of their regular duties. 
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Whilst this list may not be fully comprehensive in terms of 
staff activity in homes for the elderly, it was important to 
establish whether certain tasks are carried out frequently and 
whether an emphasis on certain tasks differs between sectors. It 
was expected that emphasis on practical tasks would signify a 
preference for an 'entrepreneurial' model and an emphasis on 
social tasks would signify a preference for a 'professional' 
model. Later analysis will look at how these. tasks relate to the 
training models and levels of keenness, indicated by the 
professional' and 'entrepreneurial' scores by staff on 
training. 
Tables 41a to 41c group the tasks together into Practical 
tasks, Social tasks and Domestic tasks, giving a clearer picture 
of the regularity of duties done by care staff. Senior care 
assistants are omitted from the'data since their duties may 
include a larger amount of administration and less practical 
care work. Percentages are based on the total number of care 
assistants in each sector. 
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Table 41a. P-mr-ti-al Tasks Undertaken by Care-Slail 
L. A. Private 
(n - 97) (n - 77) 
PRACTICAL TASKS MM 
Vash clothes/bed linen 96 07 
Dress residents 97 93 
Help vith feeding/serve 
food/zake drinks 97 100 
Make/change beds 97 86 
Toilet residents 98 93 
Sluicing 94 66 
Vashing/bathing/putting 
residents to bed 96 91 
Change dressings 56 54 
Adainister drugs 30 70 
Papervork 29 22 
A ve-rage pexcen tag& 7-9Z 79Z 
Practical tasks appear to have been carried out by the 
majority of staff in both sectors. Paperwork was a task least 
likely to be carried out by care assistants. The main difference 
between the two sectors relates to the administration of drugs 
where care staff in the private sector were over twice as likely 
to be involved as they were in the local authority homes. 
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41b. Social Tasks Undertaken by Care-Staf-f- 
L. A. Private 
SOCIAL TASKS V-1) 
Pead/vrite for residents 65 45 
Encourage residents to 
do things for theRselves 97 
Take residents for valks 62 
Play gazes with residents 
e. g. cards/bingo/music 62 
Shop for residents 72 
Dealing with visitors 69 







A verage Pezven tag& 72--*' 462A., 
In relation to social tasks. the average individual 
percentage is higher in the local authority sector, whose staff 
appear to be more concerned with the residents' social life 
within the home. Concern with social life may reflect what 
Miller and Gvynne describe as a 'horticultural' model vhereby 
residents are allowed to 'grow' rather than remain 'in storage' 
(3). and is perhaps a central feature of an approach that treats 
residents on a 'holistic' basis rather than focusing only on 
physical needs as and when they arise. It may be argued that the 
social work 'professional' model is more likely to encompass 
this approach in its training than a task-based competence 
model. 
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41c. Domestic Tasks Undertaken by Care Staff 
L. A. Private 
DOMESTIC TASKS 
Preparing or Cooking 
Food 45 69 
Cleaning/Polishing/ 
Dusting 63 66 
Tidying up 97 92 
Mending/Darning/Tagging 07 56 
Vashing/Drying up 86 92 
Laying Tables/Clearing 
avay 97 92 
A varage Farcen tag& 76T. 
Domestic tasks appear to be undertaken by all staff in both 
sectors, except for cooking vhich is a specialised job, and 
mending, a job usually assigned to the night staff. Of these 
tasks, cooking and preparation of food was significantly more 
likely to be undertaken by staff in the private sector, (x2 
14.2S, df-1, p>. 001), indicating that private homes are not 
always able to employ cooks and that staff are expected to help 
with kitchen tasks, often alongside the owner who would take 
this role on. As Imber also points out the term is ambiguous - 
preparing or cooking food covers a wide range of activities and 
some preparation of food will go on outside the normal hours of 
domestic staff, particularly in the case of an evening 
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meal/supper. (4) By contrast, mending was significantly more 
likely to be undertaken in the local authority sector, x2 
19.63, df-l. *p>. 001, indicating that this task is not only 
assigned to night staff who were excluded from the analyses. 
As indicated earlier, a real concern are the large numbers, 
particularly in the private sector, of staff vho say they change 
dressings and administer drugs, two tasks which require nursing 
skills. Since, as later data on qualifications shows, the 
numbers of care staff with actual nursing qualifications is 5 in 
the local authority, and 11 in the private sector, there remains 
a considerable number of care staff who undertake these tasks 
without the appropriate training. Table 42 breaks down the 
numbers of care staff who say they administer drugs. 
local Authority Private 
(n) M (n) M 
Care Staff 32 32 54 43 
Senior Staff - - 33 26 
Other 2 2 12 10 
Do not adainister 
drugs 65 66 26 21 
Total 99 100 12S 100 
* Includes deputy ikatron, deputy officer-in-charge 
An overall comparison between the sectors shows that a third 
of all local authority staff and 79% of all private sector 
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staff, including senior staff and deputy matrons say they 
administer drugs. 
Staff were also asked to state whether they did any other 
routine jobs not included in the tasks list. The majority of 
tasks mentioned were practical rather than social and included 
such tasks as ironing, banking money and making hospital and GP 
appointments. Communication skills were also required since many 
staff mentioned taking messages and using the telephone. 
2. d) Reasrws for raking the Jctb 
It was expected, for reasons outlined in Chapter Two, that 
staff attitudes to training would relate to the reasons for 
which they undertake the job. Respondents were asked to state 
their reasons for doing the job. The responses were grouped into 
'Professional' responses that were altruistic in nature, such as 
a desire to work vith the elderly and improving the residents' 
quality of life, and 'practical' responses which indicated 
reasons of convenience and practicality such as financial 
considerations and hours that suited. Table 43 breaks down the 
responses by sector. 
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Table 43. Reaso n fnir doinc 
local 
r the iob 
Private Total 
Authority 
(n) (%) (n) (n) 
Professional 43 43 52 42 95 42 
Practical 33 1 - 4 2 
Combination 22 6 S 0 4 
No reason given 51 52 66 53 117 52 
Total 99 100 126 100 224 100 
As is quite clear, the majority of staff who gave answers 
stated that their reason for doing the job was altruistic rather 
than practical, although these figures may be suspect given that 
staff may have felt that the answers given were the 'correct' 
ones. Horeover, over half of the staff did not reply, indicating 
either uncertainty or unwillingness to give a reason.. 
2. e) Kraining and Oualifica tions of Caxe Staff 
As indicated in Chapter Two, data on training is sparse and 
inconsistent and very little is known about the training and 
qualifications that care staff have, particularly in the private 
sector. The importance of this information cannot be 
overestimated if an analysis of training needs is to be 
undertaken. Care staff were, therefore, asked to state whether 
or not they had received any health or social care training. 
The term 'training' is open to interpretation. In the 
private sector a number of respondents said 'no', but further 
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investigation, involving checking each of the questionnaires, 
shoved that several had in fact received in-house or college 
training in such areas as first aid and basic care. This 
training was not specified. but was probably practical in nature 
and varied according to the routine of the home. These responses 
were therefore placed under 'other training' and excluded from 
Table 44 which breaks down the numbers of staff who said they 
received social or health care training by age and sector, as a 
percentage of all staff in the sample. 
Health ar 'Training'- by Acre and Sector 
Local Authority Private 
'Training' 'Training' 
1 So me, Inone, a Sone, a nonel 
(n) (*/. ) (n) M (n) M (n) M 
Under 40 26 31 6 43 43 56 27 57 
Over 40 59 69 8 57 34 44 20 43 
Total as 100 14 100 77 100 47 100 
Overall, 72% (n-162) of staff said that they had received 
social or health care 'training'. The percentages of staff that 
have received 'training', are higher than those given by the 
officers-in-charge and home owners, but this survey was carried 
out almost a year later and the pressure on homes to get their 
staff trained appeared to be growing. The main difference 
between the sectors lies in the high proportion (38%) of private 
sector staff who have received no social or health care 
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'training'. The total percentage of staff who said they had 
received 'no training' in social or health care is much lower in 
the local authority sector (14%), and lower than was found in 
the first survey. 
A comparison of 'trained' and 'untrained' staff by age 
revealed that those who had been trained were older on average 
than those who were not. Later analysis examines whether staff 
are more likely to receive training the longer they remain in 
post. 
Table 45- Ful and P art-time Staf f vh o hav 
Social or Health Car e 'Traininq'. b Secto r 
Local Authority Pri vate 
f /tilke P/tilke f /tilke p/tize 
(n) (;., ) (n) (%) (n) (:,. ) (n) (*/. ) 
'Trained' 64 02 21 100 45 59 32 67 
'Untrained' 14 10 -- 31 41 16 33 
Total 78 100 21 100 76 100 40 100 
In each sector full time staff were less likely to have 
received some 'training' than part-time staff. This difference 
is particularly marked in the local authority. The fact that all 
local authority part-time staff had received some 'training' 
may reflect availability of budget to pay them for training out 
of their usual working hours. The popularity of in-house 
training appears to be borne out in Table 46, where two-thirds 
of private sector staff say they have received in-house 
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training. Care staff were asked whether they had had In-house, 
social services, college or health'service training at any time 
Table 46 is a breakdown of where staff said they had received 
'training'. as a percentage of all 'trained' staff. It should be 
noted that the figures are not exclusive since many staff had 
undertaken training in more than one place. 
0 -r_ - -1 - -* --I 
Local Authority Private 
(n-85) (n-77 ) 
(n) 0.1) (n) 
In-House 46 54 52 '67 
Social Services 60 go 6 9 
College so 59 36 47 
Health Service 23 27 20 26 
A much higher proportion of local authority staff have 
undertaken social services training than have staff from the 
private sector. These figures reinforce the figures supplied by 
home owners who may find such training too costly and time- 
consuming, and be more inclined to in-house training which can 
be constructed to meet the requirements and regime of individual 
homes. 
Closer examination of returns from staff who had attended 
college shows that 47% of local authority staff. had undertaken 
a ten-week Social Services approved course, 'Caring for 
Clients'. This includes ten members of staff who undertook this 
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training before their present employment. Many of the private 
sector staff who attended college (18%) had undertaken nurse or 
hospital based training and may have had their college training 
while in the health service. Thus the influence from employers 
appears to remain a factor in where staff undertake their 
training. 
Staff who had received training were asked to state what 
that training had focused on. It was expected that local 
authority sector figures would be focus mainly on client needs, 
and that private sector figures would show an emphasis on 
practical skills. 
Table 47. Focus Mf 'Traininct' 
Local Authority Private 
(n) (n) 
Mainly Practical 
Skills 2 2 13 10 
Mainly Client 
Needs 20 20 5 4 
Mainly your role 
with other people - - 3 2 
A Coubination 60 61 56 46 
Received no 
training 14 14 47 38 
Missing 3 3 1 - 
Total 99 100 125 100 
iso 
As expected, where staff were able to state a clear focus, 
that focus was client centred for local authority staff, 
practical skills for staff in the private sector. However, the 
figures for a combination of types of training are high in both 
sectors, indicating that elements of both 'professional' and 
'entrepreneurial' models of training are considered to be of 
importance in both sectors. 
The problem of financial considerations. stated earlier by 
the employers, is highlighted in Table 48 where training costs 
appear to fall primarily to the local authority and the home 
owners. However, local authorities have, to date, budgeted for 
training, but individual home owners now have to finance 
training from their income, following the removal of a short- 
lived allowance from the Manpower Services Commission for this 
purpose. 
Table 48- fho Paid f or Y our 'Traini ng'? 
Local Authority Private 
(n) M (n) (%) 
Social Services 71 72 2 2 
Home Ovner - - 47 30 
Myself 1 1 3 2 
Combination 1 1 9 7 
Government (YTS) 1 1 10 8 
Education authority 1 1 8 7 
Health authority 7 7 9 7 
Not applicable 16 16 35 29 
Total 99 100 122 100 
isi 
As vould be expected the majority of local authority staff 
had their training paid for by social services, although some 
had come to the sector from the health authority. The picture is 
more diverse in the private sector where 14% had received 
training by way of a YTS scheme or a local education authority 
grant. Two senior staff had previously worked for the local 
authority. 
Care staff were then asked to state what qualifications they 
held as a result of training received, from a given list of 
recognised courses in health and social care. Table 49 groups 
the qualifications into Social vork-(CSS. CQSV). Social Cax- 
(City and Guilds 325 series, City and Guilds 356 series, Family 
and Community Care, BTEC in social cars, PCSC, In-Service 
Certificate in Social Care, and Caring for Clients); Nursing 
(SRN, SEN, RMN); NVO levels 2 and 3 in Direct and Social Care 
and Other (First Aid and Health and Hygiene certificates where 
these vere the only qualifications). The data was intended to be 
compared with the qualifications held by Officers-in-charge and 
Rome owners. As will be apparent from the earlier discussion of 
statistics on training in Chapter Two, this set of data on the 
actual qualifications held by staff in English residential homes 

































Local authority care staff who held a qualification had, in 
the main, completed a 10 or 13 week 'Caring for Clients' course 
at a further education college, which is a basic induction 
course, aimed at care assistants working in all residential 
areas and home helps. It was used as a basis for the In-Service 
Certificate in Social Care, which in turn could lead to 
acceptance on to a CSS or CQSV course. A comparison of the 
qualifications held by officers-in-charge and home owners (Table 
2S) and the qualifications of their staff in the first survey 
(Tables 16 to 18) shows a similar trend in that staff in the 
local authority were more likely than those in the private 
sector to have caring qualifications, whereas the reverse was 
true for nursing ones. 
Care staff holding NVQ qualifications appear only in the 





training whereby pressure is being placed upon home owners by 
inspection units to provide training for their staff. As I have 
pointed out in Chapter Two, the new climate of 'enterprise' 
lends support to the task-based model within the workplace that 
NVQ represents. This model is also likely to appeal to the more 
business-minded home owners who, as stated earlier can train 
their staff on an in-house basis and at a pace more suited to 
their establishment. 
The descriptive data in this chapter set out to examine 
differences betveen care staff in local authority and private 
sector homes in their ages, part and full-time employment, 
length of time in post, tasks undertaken. previous occupations, 
previous employers, the nature, location and sander of the 
training received and qualifications held. The response rate vas 
satisfactory for a postal survey but reasons for non-response 
may have included staff being unable to complete the 
questionnaires due to sick leave, holidays and not being given 
the time at vork to do so. 
The survey revealed a large part-time vorkforce in both 
sectors, but proportionately higher in the local authority 
homes. Staff in the private sector were, in general, younger, 
with less work experience than their local authority 
counterparts. Local authority staff tended to be older with many 
more years of experience in one establishment. Private staff 
were less likely to have come from the local authority and this 
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implies that private homes are not able to rely on the local 
authority or health sectors for training their staff. A high 
percentage of training, particularly in the private sector, 
takes place on an in-house basis. 
The numbers of staff who said they had received training was 
high in both sectors, but the survey revealed that a higher 
proportion of private than local authority sector staff had no 
health or social care training. Similarly, whereas all local 
authority part-time staff had received some training, this was 
true of only 67% of the private sector part-time staff, a fact 
which may reflect a difference in budgeting arrangements between 
the two sectors. Differences between the sectors were reflected 
in the source of training -a high proportion of local authority 
staff had received social services training in total contrast to 
the very few who had from the private sector - and in the means 
of finance with home owners financing a sizeable proportion of 
the training in the private sector. There were differences also 
in qualifications. In the private sector, tvice as many as in 
the local authority had no qualifications. Local authority staff 
were more likely to hold a caring qualification vhereas the 
private sector staff were more likely to hold nursing ones. 
In contrast to these differences in training and 
qualifications, there were considerable similarities between the 
sectors in the tasks which care assistants apparently undertook. 
There was a slight tendency for local authority staff to carry 
out more 'social' tasks with residents, but practical tasks were 
carried out by the majority of staff in both sectors. It was of 
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concern that a large proportion of staff, particularly in the 
private sector said they administered drugs, and in this respect 
there was a significant difference between the sectors. 
The picture then is one of two staff groups with similar 
tasks but very different training and qualifications. Some of 
the tasks they undertake (for example, changing dressings and 
administering drugs) call for technical expertise, and all of 
them require understanding for a highly dependent clientele. If 
the necessary understanding and expertise is to be imparted, 
this will require training and the training gap is probably 
particularly large in the private sector. Given the problems of 
funding care in this sector and the attitudes of home owners, 
the most plausible candidate for meeting this gap involves NVQ. 
Ve need to look next at whether this is the type of training 
that care staff want. 
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CHAPTER SIX: VHAT ARE THE VIEVS OF CARE STAFF ON 
TRAINING? 
The pr-emicus r-baptar documented hacýfcgxoziwd factors that are 
IiAely to influence staff keenness on training. rhis r-bapter 
sats out to awamina thoome factars as theýy way af ba fac t Sic 
attitudes to training and lemls of keenness on the 
'Rzofessional ' and 'antnem-evourial ' azwws Yh both ý-mc-k7toum As 
adth the heads of homes, ve. nei-ed to A-nov hov ihpartant care 
sta., "f feel txaining to he and vhy and vhathev theix attitudes 
are. associated vith those of their head of home. ke neaY to knoir 
in vhat ways trwining can help staff as they Awrceive it and 
arh. zch spe-cific areas of tramzAg thev conszdared to be 
YmAxwtant. T120 anajywisý VYJJ Irsw a mariety of statistical 
mathods andbe szr . pparted. 
bv the qualitati; w data. This chapter 
liz? A-s the fixst tvo survsý7s in datau-min,. ing mhathatr the attitudes 
of heads of homes influence staff attitudes to trainIqq. 
1. The IRAsin Attitudes Of rare Staff to Trainin-q 
zAPCLrta. VC& Of tx-a-zn-zM_q 
The first step in determining the level of keenness by care 
staff on training was to ask them hov important they felt 
training to be. Questions were asked on the importance of 
training, vhere training should take place, and by whom should 
training be given and were cross tabulated with whether staff 
vere full-time or part-time, previous occupations, age, and 
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length of time in post. Table 50 is a breakdown by all staff, 
'trained' or not, as to whether they felt training to be Very 
Important, Important, Not Very Important or Not Important at 
all. 
Table 50. Hov Im2ortant is Traininq2_ 
Local Authority 
(n) M 
Very Important 67 60 
Immortant 26 26 
Not Very Important 











Analysis of Tables 51 and 52 reveals an interesting 
relationship between keenness on training and experience of it. 
In the local authority sector, ten out of the fourteen staff 
(71%) who had not been trained but less than a quarter of the 
others, judged that training was less than 'very important'. The 
same association was apparent in the private sector but was much 
less apparent, 30 out of the 47 who vere not trained in this 
sector nevertheless judged training to be 'very important'. So 
those in the private sector have a keenness for training which 
has not been satisfied. 
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Table 51. Attitudes to Training by local Authority 
Care Staff vith 'gone Traininq' or No Trai " 
'Soxe Training' No Training 
Attitude to (n) M (n) M 
Training: 
Very Important 63 75 4 29 
Important 18 21 8 57 
Not Very Important 2217 
Not Important At All 2217 
Table 52. Attitudes to Training-by Private Care Staff 
vith 'Soxe Trainincy' or No Training 
'Sone Training' No Training 





Not Very Iaportant 
Not Important At All 
61 79 30 64 
is 20 16 34 
1 1 1 2 
Since the numbers of part time staff may be of significance, 
a comparison, shown in Table 53, was made on the importance 
given to training by full and part-time staff. This showed that 
part-time staff are marginally less keen on training than full- 
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time staff but the differences are not significant vhen tested 
by chi square. 
Table 53. Comparison of F ull and P art-tim e staff on 
the laRgrtance of Traininc 
Full 
r 
Time Part tine 
(n) M (n) M 
Very Important 54 77 105 68 
Other 16 23 49 32 
Total 70 100 154 100 
Full time staff are keener (just) on training than part-time 
staff. Thus there is weak support for the hypothesis. A rather 
more sensitive test which treated 'Importance given to Training' 
as a variable with four values, did show a significant 
difference between full and part-time staff in the predicted 
direction, although the difference was small (see Table S4). 
Table 54. One-Vay Analysis of Variance on Importance 
of Training by Full and Part-tine Stdff. 
Staff (n) Mean 
Full tiae 70 1.23 
Part-tize 164 1.39 
Total 224 1.34 
Analysis of Variance F-3.60, df - 1,222, P<. 06 
(one-tailed) 
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Given that full-time staff were only marginally keener than 
part-time staff on training, it was important to see whether 
length of time in post, might be a factor in influencing 
keenness towards training, but initial analysis in Table SS did 
not bear this out. Later analysis looks at length of time in 
post and keenness on specific training areas. 
Table 55. lencith of time in pu mt b y Responm e-sm 








xonthe years 5 years 
(n) (%) (n) (%) (n) (%) (n) 
Very Ixportant 25 66 84 77 50 66 159 71 
Other response 13 34 25 23 27 35 65 29 
Total 38 100 109 100 77 100 224 100 
Fkrthar Tx-ajnJhg 
Care staff were then asked to state what further training, 
if any, they felt would be of benefit to them. The responses 
were grouped into three main categories, Social work/social care 
related training - where staff mentioned. training that related 
directly to the care of residents; Practical training - where 
staff vanted training in areas such as lifting and handling, 
fire prevention, first aid, food hygiene and management skills, 
and Nursing and Health related training - vhere staff mentioned 
use of drugs and medication, care of the dying and physical and 
mental disorders. Care of the dying/terminally ill was placed in 
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this category since skills such as relieving pain and pressure 
sores may play a considerable part in the work staff do. The 
'validity' check by a panel of 'judges', mentioned in Chapter 
Four appeared to support this view, whereby the outcome was 15: 7 
in favour of placing this area of training into the 
entrepreneurial' list. 
In line with the A Priori lists used in the first survey, 
these categories were designated as 'professional' (social 
vork/social care and CQSV and CSS courses) and 'entrepreneurial' 
(practical and health related training and NVQ courses) models 
of care. The category of Non-specific included staff who said 
I any' training. 
Table 56. Preferenne 
Local 




(n) M (n) M 
Professional 14 14 7 6 
Entrepreneurial 26 26 35 28 
Combination 5 5 - - 
Non-specific 9 9 6 S 
None/no response 46 46 77 61 
Total 99 100 125 100 
As can be seen from Table 56, staff in the private sector 
were significantly less likely to want further training than 
local authority staff (x2 - 5.81, df - 1, p (. 01). Among those 
who wanted further training, staff in the private sector were 
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more likely than local authority staff to vant 'entrepreneurial' 
training (x2 - 6.49, df - 1, p (. 01). 
The large percentage of staff in both sectors who felt that 
further training was not needed may be due to a belief on the 
part of some staff that any 'training' they had received was 
enough. Indeed, there is perhaps an 'anti-professional' attitude 
among some staff who feel that 'professional' training is not 
necessary in relation to the realities of their jobs. These 
staff may tend to be of the opinion that to be a good carer, 
innate personal qualities are more important than learnt skills, 
a view summed up by one respondent who stated, 
"I think the training I've had is quite sufficient for the 
job that I do, even though I think that a lot of what you do 
is based on common sense anyway. * 
It is possible that those staff who said that they had 
received 'no training', felt that they could not answer the 
section on further training. Table 57 looks at the relationship 
between staff who have received 'some training' or not and 
whether these staff wanted further training or not. 
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Table S7- Relati onship be tvean 'Tra ined' and 
'Untra ined' Staff and Furt bF-r TT-aini nq (Base 
perce ntage - All staff -2 22 -) 
Vant Further Do not vant 




-2 cases missing 
No response 
(n) M (n) M 
92 91 71 59 
9 9 so 41 
101 100 121 100 
The relationship between 'untrained' staff and not wanting 
further training is highly significant (x2 - 29.64, df - 2, 
p<. 001). 33% of the staff in the local authority sector, and 28% 
of those in the private sector who gave no response or said 
'none' to further training were night staff, whose roles are 
limited in comparison to day staff. These staff made up only 25% 
of the sample as a whole and there appears to be a feeling among 
some of them that much of the training offered is of little 
relevance to then or that they would have little opportunity to 
utilise it. As one night worker commented, 
*I have said that I have done First Aid and Food care. What 
other things is (sic) there for night staff? " 
Similarly, one night worker who wanted no further training 
commented, 
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"You train as you go along ..... 
I think if the manager is a 
trained nurse that is sufficient to train as a care 
assistant. ' 
Table 58 looks at the relationship between night staff and 
other staff and whether thev want further training or not. 
Tahle SO- Relationship betveen Hight staff and 
Further Training (Base Percentage - All staff - 222n 
Vant Further Other Response 
Training 
(n) 
Night Staff 25 
Other staff 77 
Total 102 
*1 case xissing 
x2 - 0.84, df - 1. p> . 50 
M (n) (Y. ) 
25 36 30 
75 os 70 
100 121 100 
The chi square test was not significant on the difference 
between night staff and other staff in regard to further 
training. 
Despite the differences between sectors. where staff gave a 
positive response to further training, the responses most 
frequently given were those relating to dealing with aggressive 
and violent residents, and health related skills such as First 
Aid. basic nurse training and use of drugs. Four members of 
staff from each sector felt that more knowledge of drugs and 
medication was necessary. but perhaps because they are left to 
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cope with residents who may refuse medication or ask questions 
they cannot answer, as suggested by one respondent who states, 
'To learn more about drugs, side effects etc. As officers 
give out medication/drugs, (the) care assistant may know some 
drugs but not all. " 
Following the question of how important staff felt training 
to be, an open ended question asked staff to say why they felt 
training was important or not. Two quotations from the local 
authority sector exemplify the view that training can enhance 
I professional' standards. whereby. 
"The training does not make you a better carer but it can 
enhance the knowledge that you already have and give you a 
better understanding. * 
and, 
"Caring is a profession, we need to be trained to a 
professional standard to meet our clients' needs. " 
Other 'Professional' responses underpin a view of the 
importance of training being a combination of knowledge and 
natural ability. for example. 
"(Training should be) a combination of learning through 
observation and practice as vell as natural aptitude. ' 
The majority of 'professional' responses referred to 
training as being necessary for the well-being of residents, for 
example, 
"Training of staff can only be of benefit to the clients they 
are working with, by giving then a better understanding of 
their needs. " 
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'Entrepreneurial' responses included those in which staff 
referred to the nature of the job and the need to be in control 
and able to do the job 'properly'. Responses included, 
"To know what you are doing and doing it properly"; 
"There are right ways to do everything, lifting, bathing etc, 
this is beneficial to the residents. " 
"It shows what you can and can't do. ' 
OBecause you need to notice things like bed sores etc. " 
"Make sure you carry out you job safely and properly. * 
and. more pragmatically, 
"Because we are being paid to look after people. ' 
These responses do not preclude a caring 'professional' 
attitude but reinforce a view that for some staff training is a 
means to supplementing their basic caring approach with 
practical skills. Some respondents gave a combination of the two 
models, whereby the quality and efficiency were of equal 
importance, for example, 
*To ensure the best care for residents and smooth running of 
the home. * 
and, 
"To improve standards of care and to ensure all staff do 
equal work. " 
indicating a recognition by staff that teamvork is also 
important in their vork vith the elderly. Hore difficult to 
categorise were the responses which were vague or ambiguous or 
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apparently not in favour of training, One example of staff 
viewing training as unnecessary was one local authority care 
assistant who rated the importance of training as Not Important 
at all, commenting, 
'I've been doing this job for six years without training. 
Just common sense. " 
Overall. the responses generated a paradox for they appeared 
to demonstrate a higher commitment to a 'professional' model of 
care among staff in the private sector than is indicated in the 
responses on further training, which implied a preference for an 
I entrepreneurial' approach to training. Responses (Table 59) 
were classified into 'professional' and 'entrepreneurial' views, 
that is, an emphasis on knowledge and improving the quality of 
care, or an emphasis on getting the job done and on health and 
safety. or a combination of the two. Responses which tended to 
be negative or could not be categorised as 'professional' or 
I entrepreneurial' were given the label of 'neither'. 
T, qbI F: t S9 - 
Staf fV i ewz nn vhj Traini na i -m Timn n-rtAnt 
or not 
Response local Authority Private 
(n) (%) (n) 
Professional 41 41 so 40 
Entrepreneurial 21 21 25 20 
Conbination 8 8 18 14 
Neither 7 7 1 1 
No response 22 22 31 25 
Total 99 100 125 100 
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A clear majority of the respondents were positive in their 
views on the importance of training and most viewed training as 
providing a 'professional' or combination approach to care. A 
higher percentage of combination responses in the private sector 
may indicate an increased awareness that both approaches to 
training are of value, whereas local authority staff are perhaps 
encouraged to concentrate more on social work based values. 
This emphasis on the need to integrate practical skills with 
a professional approach may explain the apparent paradox that 
although private sector staff were more likely than local 
authority ones to want training on practical topics, they were 
equally likely to emphasise 'professional' reasons for being 
trained. There may in effect be no paradox. Private sector staff 
want practical training (for example in lifting). However, they 
want to be able to combine these practical tasks with an 
understanding of their client's needs, and in a way that 
enhances their own sense of professional competence. 
x6ca tiCU2 of t--aYVY'"g' 
As in the first survey, care staff were also asked to say 
where training should take place and by whom it should be 
provided. 
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(n) (n) (%) (n) (%) 
In-House 20 20 38 30 58 26 
At College 7 7 3 2 10 4 
Coabination 72 73 84 68 156 70 
Total 99 100 126 100 224 100 
Table 60 shows a preference for in-house training by the 
private sector staff over the local authority, similar to that 
shown by home owners (Table 28). The preference is highly 
significant (x2 = 18.77, df = 2. p(. 001). 
In-house training may be given as a preference due to the 
limited access to external training by the private sector. 
However, it may also reflect a more situation-specific, less 
professional approach in the private sector, as suggested in 
Chapter Two. As shown in Table'61, part-time staff are 
significantly more likely to prefer in-house training than are 
full-time staff (x2 - 1S. 1, df = 2, p< . 001). 
Table 61- Relationship betyeen Full and Part-time 
Staff and Vhere Training should take 121acQ 
Full tine staff Part tine staff 
(n) (0/1) (n) 
In-house 13 18 45 29 
College 2305 
Coabination 55 79 101 66 
Total 70 100 154 100 
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As with the officers-in-charge and home owners, a 
combination of on-the-job and off-the-job training is strongly 
favoured by both sectors, although college training by itself is 
not. This may indicate that while in-house training is important 
to staff, a combination approach, possibly with accreditation 
through NVQ is, in their eyes, the most beneficial. 
As with the employers' sample, staff in the private sector 
were more likely than those in the local authority one to favour 
in-house training on its own. Table 62 shows the preferences in 
the different sectors for in-house (establishment) training, 
social services or education service training, or a combination. 





Establishment 7 7 
Social Services 32 32 
Education service 1 1 
Combination 59 60 
Total 99 100 
Private Total 
(n) (%) (n) (%) 
24 19 31 14 
6 5 38 17 
1 1 2 1 
93 75 152 68 
124 100 223 100 
- No of missing cases -1 
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As can be seen, local authority staff preferred social 
services over management training and the education service. 
Only 19% of private sector staff stated a preference for 
establishment involvement on its own but they were considerable 
keener on this than on the use of social services and education 
an their own. As with the location in which training takes 
place, the preferences as to who should train are very much 
towards a combination approach. Those staff that indicated a 
preference for a combination of agencies were then asked to 
state which combination was the most appropriate. 
Table 63 shows a large preference for establishments being 
involved in the training. From a total sample figure of 224 
staff, 62% of staff from both sectors include the establishment 
in their choice of combination. The percentage is larger in the 
private sector (69%) than in the local authority sector (54%). 
The preference for establishments may also reflect a feeling by 
staff that training should be relevant to the requirements of 
individual homes and that officers-in-charge and home owners can 
or should influence such training. 
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Table 63. Vhat Combination do you feel is the Most 
Appropriate? 
-(Froik all staff who preferred a 
combination (n - 152) 
local Authority Private 
(n) (%) (n) (%) 
Establishikent/Social 
services 29 49 34 37 
Establishaent/ 
Education service 1 2 17 10 
Establishxent/Social 
services/Education 24 41 3S 38 
Social Services/ 
Education service 0 4 4 
None of these - 3 3 
Total 59 100 93 100 
Aractdcal Rifficul tiav 
This preference for establishments may also be linked to 
practical difficulties that home owners and officers-in-charge 
in the first survey reported, and care staff were also asked to 
state what in their view were the main problems associated with 
day release training. Table 64 is a breakdown of the responses 
to a given list. Where respondents gave more than one response, 
'combination' was used. 
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Table 64. Practi A] DifficultiQ2 AeSocisitud Vith Dal 
Release Traininq. 
Local Private Total 
Authority 
(n) 01. ) (n) M (n) 0'. ) 
Transport 16 16 86 24 10 
Family 
coxmitiRents 11 11 18 14 29 13 
Cost 4 4 11 9 is 7 
Relief cover 22 22 9 7 31 14 
Coubination 25 26 44 36 69 31 
None 21 21 35 20 56 25 
Total 99 100 126 100 224 100 
The fact that the largest percentages were for a combination 
indicates that staff were not able to pinpoint one factor but 
that several factors were problematic, thus reflecting lower 
figures for specific problems than might otherwise have been the 
case. Transport is a problem for many staff, especially in rural 
areas where many of the homes surveyed are in areas not veil 
served by public transport. Care staff also tend to find 
employment close to home, particularly because of shift work 
hours, but colleges in Humberside are in towns such as Grimsby, 
Scunthorpe, Hull, Bridlington, Driffield and Beverley, and the 
social services training unit was at the time of the surveys, 
situated in Hessle, a suburb of Hull, thus making travel to 
colleges and other training establishments time-consuming and 
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costly. This may also be a reason why the involvement of 
establishments in training, tends to indicate a preference for 
in-house training by a number of staff and employers. Relief 
cover was a particular problem to local authority staff. 
However, approximately a quarter of staff in both sectors either 
gave no response or said that the problems listed were not 
applicable to them. These responses were postooded as 'none'. 
Care staff who had received training were asked to say 
whether they felt that their training had been relevant and/or 
useful to the job they were doing at their establishment. The 
data in Table 6S here includes those staff that said 'no' to 
social care or health care training, but in fact had received 
in-house or college training which had not been specified. Thus 
the overall numbers are higher than those in Table 44. Further 
views were sought in questions 29 and 30, which asked staff to 
give personal views on any other ways in which training had or 
had not helped them in their job. 
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Table 6S- Do you feel th at Your Trai ning- if any- has 
been Relevant an d /or Us eful to the Job th at you do 
in your Establis haent? 
Local Authority Private 
(n) I*/. ) (n) ( %, ) 
Useful/Relevant 75 75 96 79 
Not useful/relevant 4 4 2 2 
Not sure 5 5 1 1 
Not applicable 14 14 22 18 
Total 90 100 121 100 
Although the outcome is perhaps to be expected, there is a 
very small percentage who felt that their training was not 
useful or relevant or were not sure. The reasons for this are 
dealt with later in terms of negative responses to question 30 
on ways in which training had not helped them. Question 2B of 
the questionnaire asked staff to say in what ways training had 
helped them, from a list of statements associated with the 
benefits of training. Table 66 gives the responses where staff 
replied that it had. The statements are placed into the 
categories of 'professional' and 'entrepreneurial' (indicated by 
P and E in brackets). Average percentages were calculated for 
the total of the 'professional' and 'entrepreneurial' 
categories. 
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L. A. Private 
(n-04) (n-77) 
See Clients Differently (P) 73 67 
Become more self-avare (P) 77 74 
Lift and handle clients (E) 79 77 
Deal/other professionals (P) 49 60 
Understand clients' problens(P) 79 80 
Become more assertive (P) 69 67 
Help clients with aids/ 
appliances (E) 79 75 
Vork in a team (P) 77 78 
Understand more about 
clients' families (P) 59 58 
Develop high standards (P) 73 75 
Ixprove record keeping (E) 48 51 
Take more responsibility (P) 64 67 
Comaunicate with clients (P) 80 77 
Develop confidence (P) 76 77 
Vork with terainally ill (E) 60 57 
Develop good working 
relationships (P) 75 76 
The average percentages for the 'professional' category are 
identical for both sectors, with both sectors achieving 71*/. by 
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staff who felt that training had helped with the 'professional' 
areas of care, and similar for the 'entrepreneurial' category in 
that the local authority sector achieved 66%, and the private 
sector achieved 6S%. This suggests that staff found both models 
of training to be of use within their establishments. It also 
reinforces the suggestion made earlier that although staff in 
the private sector may want training that focuses on practical 
issues, they want it to do this in such a way that they will 
gain in understanding as well as in practical skills. 
The overall written responses to the questions on other vays 
in which training had helped in the job and whether there were 
any aspects of training that had not helped in the job, was low, 
26% from both sectors. This may be because staff could not think 
of anything to add, or had too little time to spend on the 
questionnaire. However the responses to question 29 on what 
other ways training had helped staff follow a similar pattern to 
those in Table 66, in that staff gave predominantly 
'professional' responses' that related to interaction with the 
resident, for example, 
"To listen and learn from the resident ... all 
deserve fair and 
equal choices... it's their home not yours. " 
"(Training) made me feel more caring and thoughtful of 
residents ... also made as very interested in their problems. " 
H Training has given me more awareness of clients' needs. * 
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Many of the responses from the local authority sector vere 
more in-depth and one member of staff, critical of some 
established practices, comments, 
"It (training) makes clear that some basic background 
training should be given to all care staff, not in-house-on- 
job, as having done (the ) Caring for Clients (course), it is 
obvious that negative attitudes are passed on to new staff by 
older established members. " 
A number of respondents. however, may have been critical of 
courses, not because they had built up practices that certain 
courses maintain are less than good. but because they did not 
want what the courses offered. The key points to emerge from 
these respondents were that many courses were repetitious or 
were not tailored to the needs of individual homes and that 
certain parts of the courses were irrelevant. One argued. for 
example, that, 
"Many courses repetitious. More information could be put at 
our disposal with more thought for job description, 
i. e ...... more individualityl (sic)" 
Others felt that the child care sections in the City and 
Guilds 325-1 course and on the In-service course in social care, 
were not of relevance. 
Some staff appear to feel that certain courses are a waste 
of time and that 'common sense' or 'experience' is all that 
residential staff need. Two respondents, for example, had 
attended a Caring for Clients course. One commented, 
"Caring for clients all common sense. Things I already know. 
Nothing really new. " 
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and the other wrote, 
"Caring for clients, I found boring. Ve could have told them 
some things. ' 
These reactions may have been as much to do with the quality 
of teaching as with the content of the course. although the 
course had been running for some years and was rather 'set' in 
terms of the nature of the input. However. they highlight a 
problem that arises when care staff are sent on courses, often 
unwillingly. which they see as irrelevant and time wasting. A 
further criticism of established training courses is also tied 
up with the 'common sense' view, whereby courses are not 
'practical' enough, with emphasis being placed on 
discussion/workshops etc. One respondent made the point that as 
far as she was concerned, 
"A lot of time is wasted by meetings, i. e. most answers at 
these meetings are irrelevant and not practical with our 
residents, thus time and money wasted. n 
These comments are also related to the basic dilemma of 
whether a good member of staff is first and foremost a good 
person, and whether 'professional values' can be 'taught' or are 
essentially the property of good people. Thus some members of 
staff may feel that training is irrelevant since they regard 
acommon sense'. 'experience' and an ability to care are of 
greater importance than the content of standardised courses. 
However. the general impression given is encouraging in 
relation to staff views on training. The next step was to look 
at staff views an the importance of specific training areas and 
compare these views with those of the home owners and officers- 
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in-charge, again vith the research hypothesis in mind that 
differences occur betveen the local authority and private 
sector. 
3. Vhich Specific Areas of Training are seen as 
Iaportant and by Vhom? 
The personal views of staff suggests that most are keen on 
training. Vhich areas, however, do they see as most important 
and how do their views compare in this respect to those of their 
employers? The ratings of individual training areas were used to 
give 'Professional' and 'Entrepreneurial' scores reflecting 
keenness on different areas of training. The scoring was done on 
exactly the same basis as had been used in the survey of heads 
of home. The results from the two surveys could therefore be 
compared. 
The most unpopular training areas (those which scored above 
2.00, on average in either sector) in the private sector and 
apart from human biology, were those areas classified as 
'Professional'. AIDS/HIV awareness is not included in the 
following Tables as it was quite popular with local authority 
staff and OIC's. However private sector scores were 1.85 for 
staff and 2.19 for owners (a fact which may reflect the very low 
prevalence of HIVAIDS in residents). The scores from employers 
were very similar to those of the staff, with private owners in 
particular expressing similar views on areas of training to 
those of private sector staff. The only apparent difference was 
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in the local authority sector vhere heads of homes vere 
noticeably keener on admission procedures and care plans than 
their staff, the reverse being true for basic sociology and 
basic psychology. Table 67 gives a breakdovn of the least 
popular scores in both sectors. A full list of the mean scores 
is in Appendix XII. 
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Table 67. least Pomular Training Areas- by Sector- by. 
Mean Score 
Training Area Local Authority Private 
Staff OIC's 
Adaission Procedures 1.96 1.40 
Assertion techniques 1.83 1.89 
Basic Sociology 1.76 
Basic Psychology 1.66 
Assessments 1.70 
Hunan Biology 1.80 
Care Plans 1.69 
Roles/health service 1.04 
Legal Aspects of care 1.76 
Roles of other 
professionals 1.79 
Reminiscence therapy 1.81 
Reality Orientation 1.72 
Report vriting 1.67 
Sexuality and old age 1.73 






























The most popular training areas, that is, those with the 
lowest mean scores in both sectors, are in Table 69. 
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Table 69. Most Popular Trai ning Areas- by Gecj& mý 
by Mean Scores 
Local Authority Private 
Staff OIC's Staff Ovners 
Dignity/respect 1.08 1.11 1.16 1.09 
Fire Prevention 1.09 1.11 1.10 1.00 
Comaunicating/elderly 1.12 1.11 1.12 1.13 
Care of the Dying 1.13 1.30 1.14 1.10 
Health and Safety 1.16 1.30 1.14 1.18 
Falls 1.16 1.56 1.1s 1.09 
Lifting and Handling 1.19 1.00 1.18 1.23 
Dexentia 1.21 1.22 1.26 1.27 
Attitudes to ageing 1.24 1.11 1.29 1.10 
Confidentiality 1.24 1.11 1.25 1.27 
Loss and bereavexent 1.25 1.60 1.20 1.36 
Eaergency First kid 1.25 2.00 1.17 1.22 
Training areas which were more popular in the local 
authority sector than in the private sector included Teamwork, 
Coping with Aggression, Communication skills, Coping with 
Stress, Impact of Moving, Self-awareness, Vorking with the blind 
and deaf, Toileting and mobility aids. Training areas that were 
more popular in the private sector than in the local authority 
area included Emergency First Aid, Hygiene Practice, and Use of 
Common Drugs. 
. The remaining training areas scored just above the overall 
mean for staff, indicating a slightly below average keenness. 
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These were Nutritional needs, Feeding, Physical handicaps and 
Basic nursing skills ('Entrepreneurial') and Group living, 
Dealing with relatives and General Counselling ('Professional'). 
Staff in both sectors showed a high level, that is scoring 
below a mean of 1.50, of keenness on a quarter of all the 
training areas. Comparisons with the mean scores of employers 
show a general agreement with their staff on the importance of 
certain training areas, but OIC's were far less enthusiastic 
than their staff about those areas that require specialist 
skills such as Use of common drugs and Emergency First Aid, 
indicating perhaps that these skills are seen as the domain of 
nursing staff. Teamwork, Attitudes to ageing, Lifting and 
Handling, Confidentiality and Bathing were given greater 
preference by employers than their staff, suggesting perhaps 
that employers see these attributes and skills as being at the 
'front line' of care and primary tasks in the care of the 
elderly. 
Preferences by the local authority staff shov an almost 
equal split between 'professional' and 'entrepreneurial' areas, 
indicating again a need for both types of training, which is 
summed up by one member of staff vho states, 
"Attitudes. understanding. awareness. kindness. lifting and 
handling, are all necessary for this type of work. " 
Certain areas were mentioned in writing by care staff on 
several occasions, in particular dementia, which care staff felt 
they needed more information on and training in. as veil coping 
with aggression and violence, bereavement and teamwork. Although 
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Admissions procedure appears to be unpopular as a topic for 
training, one member of staff felt that knowing more about 
residents, prior to their move into residential care would help 
them to 
*Understand the trauma clients feel an admission" 
Training vas seen as a means to improve skills and have more 
understanding of specific problems. particularly in the use of 
drugs, as indicated earlier, since, 
"Skills are required that are not obtainable through any 
other means. " 
and, 
*There are right vays to do everything. lifting. bathing 
etc., this is beneficial to the resident. " 
Some staff vere more concerned vith the health needs of 
residents, and several vere concerned about the need to learn 
basic nursing skills. Specifically. one member of staff pointed 
out, 
"I am assuming that common ailments found in the elderly, 
e. g. diabetes, bovel management, poor circulation, ulcers, 
fluid retention, breathlessness due to various causes, are 
explained and understood under several care of the elderly 
courses. If not, I think that education in this area is 
imperative to make accurate continual assessment and gain 
optimum health for the residents. * 
Safety vas also important in that, 
"(It would) minimise the risk of injury to staff or 
residents. " 
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4. Reennees on 'Profeesional' and 'Entrepreneurial' 
Areas of Traininga Staff and Head nf Hnses 
Analysis of the scores for particular areas of training may 
obscure the key question of whether care staff are more or less 
keen on training than their heads of home, and whether any 
differences are more apparent in the 'professional' or 
I entrepreneurial' areas of care. As in the first survey, four 
training areas from the original list in the questionnaire, were 
omitted from the analysis concerned with this question; mental 
illness and mental handicap, basic sociology and basic 
psychology, as these were considered to be too specialist in 
nature and tended to attract high scores, that is, they were not 
considered important or relevant, and tended to skew the data. 
Mean scores were calculated for each of the remaining 49 
training areas for both staff and heads of home. 
The overall population mean for all training variables by 
all home owners and OIC's from the first survey was 1.55 with a 
range of 1.05 to 2. S4. indicating a high level of keenness on 
training, that is just above the half-way point between Very 
Important and Important. Table 69 gives a breakdown of the mean 
scores for all home owners and OIC's, the second survey home 
owners and OIC's and the second survey care staff, on all 
grouped 'professional' and 'entrepreneurial' training areas. Ten 
members of staff were treated as 'missing' due to not having 
completed the list. 
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Table 69. Mean Scores for All Traininq Areas 
All OIC'v3/ Saxple OIC's/ Care Staff 
Ovners Ovners 
Total L. A. P. Tot. L. A. P. Tot. 
All 
(n=49) 1.55 1.57 1.60 1.59 1.43 1.51 1.47 
Professional 
(n-20) 1.63 1.56 1.73 1.6S 1.49 1.60 1. S9 
Entrepreneurial 
(n-21) 1.45 1. S6 1.44 1.60 1.30 1.41 1.39 
Table 69 shows that the mean scores for the sample of OIC's 
and home owners in the second survey are similar in respect of 
their scores to those of all employers in the first survey. It 
also suggests that care staff in both sectors are keener than 
their heads of home (a difference which is not significant). A 
one-way analysis of variance (see Table 70), showed local 
authority care staff to be keener on the 'professional' training 
areas than private sector care staff but that both sectors have 
similar preferences for the 'entrepreneurial' training areas. 
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Table 70. One-vay Analysis of Variance on Reenness 
by Staff on 'Professional' and 'Entrepreneurial' 
Traini cT areas- by Sector 
a) Dependent Variable: Professional score 
By level of: Sector 
n Mean 
Local Authority 96 41.78 
Private 113 45.03 
F-3.66, df = 1,206, p- . 0572 
b) Dependent Variable: Entrepreneurial score 
By level of Sector 
n Mean 
Local Authority 95 28.18 
Private 113 29.02 
F= . 4904, df - 1.206, p= . 
4845 
S. Vhat Backciround Factors are Related to eenness 
on 'Professional' and 'Entrepreneurial' Areas-ot 
TrainincL?. 
The next step was to look at what factors influence the 
professional' and 'entrepreneurial' scores, in particular 
whether there is a relationship between sector and these scores 
and if so whether factors such as the length of time in post, 
full or part-time status, the tasks carried out by care staff, 
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previous occupation, previous employment, and age explains this 
association. 
In Chapter Two, it was suggested that a desire for training 
may be linked to the notion of 'career' and earlier in this 
chapter, that length of time in post may relate to keenness on 
training. An analysis of variance, shown in Table 71 a) and b), 
showed a significant main effect of time in post on 
I professional' scores. The relationship between time in post and 
the 'Entrepreneurial' scores was in the same direction but not 
significant. 
Table 71. One-way An. -qlysia of Variance on enqth of 
lize in Post and Keenness on 'Proft--RRinnal' and 
'EntrearFqnF-iuria1' Trainincr Areas 
a) Dependent Variable: Professional score 
By levels of: Time in Post 
n Mean 
Under 12 months 33 31.42 
1 to 5 years 101 28.44 
6 years + 74 27.66 
F=3.77, df = 2.205. p =. 02 
b) Dependent Variable: Entrepreneurial Score 
By Levels of: Tize in Post 
n Mean 
Under 12 months 33 49.82 
1 to G years 102 44.14 
5 years + 73 41.12 
F-2.27, df - 2,206, p- . 1062 
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It seems likely therefore, that staff vho remain longer in 
post are likely to have a preference for 'professional' 
training. A tvo-vay analysis of variance vas carried out to see 
if sector explained the effect of length of time in post. The 
outcome is given in Tables 72 a) and b). 
Post and Sector- and Keenness on-'Professional' and 
'Entrepreneurial' Training Areas. 
a) Dependent Variable: Professional Score 
L. A. Private 
n Mean n Mean 
Under 12 nonths 8 50.50 25 49.60 
1 to 6 years 37 41.70 65 45.52 
5 years + so 40.44 23 42.61 
Time in post: F 3.74, df - 2, p= . 025 
Sector: F 1.35, df = 1. p= . 246 
b) Dependent Variable: Entrep: 
L. A. 
n Mean 
Under 12 months 0 33.13 
1 to 5 years 36 27.76' 







Time in post: F=2.24. df - 2. p= . 109 
Sector: F- . 024, df = 1. P- . 079 
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Earlier (Table 69) it was shown that local authority staff 
were keener on the 'professional' training areas suggesting that 
sector have significant input on attitudes to training. However, 
when length of time in post is taken into account the 
significance disappears. Table 72 implies that the longer staff 
remain in post the keener they are on training, particularly 
'professional' training. Time in post appears to be more 
important than sector in its impact on attitudes to training. 
Similar analyses were carried out to look for the 
relationship between previous occupation, previous employment, 
and age on the one hand and attitudes to training on the other. 
These analyses produced no significant results. 
Analysis, in Table 73 a) and b), of full and part-time staff 
and keenness on training, by sector, suggests that full-time 
staff are keener on 'professional' training than part-time staff 
and that after allowing for this local authority staff are 
keener than private sector staff. 
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Table 73. Analysis of Variance on Full and Part-time 
Staff- and Sector. and Keenness on 'Professional' 
and 'Entrepreneurial' Training Areas 
a) Dependent variable: Professional Score 
By levels of: Full and Part tize 
Sector 
L. A. Private 
n Mean n Mean 
Full tixe 22 36.19 42 43.98 
Part tize 73 43.47 71 46.99 
Full/Part-time: F-3.05, df - 1. p- . 
092 
Sector: F-4.91, df - 1. p= . 
028 
b) Dependent variable: Entrepreneurial Score 
By levels of: Full and Part-tize 
Sector 
L. A. Private 
n Mean n Kean 
Full tine 22 25.91 42 27.95 
Part time 73 29.06 71 29.6!; 
Full and Part-tixe: F-2.41, df - 1. p- . 122 
Sector: F-0.90, df - 1, p- . 346 
The fact that sector was significant in allowing for full 
and part-time staff, but not for time in post suggests that the 
analysis might be being confused by high numbers of senior care 
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staff in the private sector. If the analysis is done only on 
care assistants and senior care staff are omitted, sector is 
significantly related to 'professional' keenness (p <. 01) even 
if time in post and full and part-time staff are both taken into 
account. On balance therefore it seems that private sector care 
staff, like private sector heads of home, are less keen on 
@professional' training than local authority staff. 
These conclusions need to be related to the work that the 
staff do. In Chapter Two, it was argued that the role of the 
residential worker fits that of the 'para-professional' whose 
training can enhance the status of a home without undermining 
the authority of the employer. Training for the 'para- 
professional', possibly under the HVQ system, is also relatively 
cheap to provide. It was therefore argued that, staff, whose 
'career' prospects are limited, would seek a para-professional 
status and be likely to want training that maintains an emphasis 
on practical skills. 
For these reasons, a count was made for the number of times 
a member of staff carried out a domestic, social and practical 
task. High task scores, signifying that a member of staff 
undertook fifty per cent or over of tasks in each grouping were 
then cross tabulated with attitudes to training. 'High' 
professional scores were treated as those less than or equal to 
a professional score of 55, 'low' professional scores as those 
greater than or equal to a professional score of S6; 'high' 
entrepreneurial scores as those less than or equal to an 
entrepreneurial score of 40 and 'low' entrepreneurial scores as 
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those greater than or equal to 41. As Tables 74 a) and b) show a 
strong relationship existed between social tasks and 
'professional' scores and practical tasks and 'entrepreneurial' 
scores, indicating that a high number of social tasks are 
associated with 'professional' training and a high number of 
practical tasks are associated with 'entrepreneurial' training. 
There was no relationship between either of the training area 
scores and domestic tasks. 
A weaker relationship existed between practical tasks and 
professional' scores. Thus staff who score highly on practical 
tasks have similar preferences for both models of training. 
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Table 74. Comparigon betw een Tasks narried out anti 
Keenness on Tra* *, 
a) Social Tasks and Keenn ess on 'Pr ofession al' 
Traininq 
*High' Prof. 'Low' Prof. 
Score Score 
(n) (n) 
High Social Tasks 132 77 17 52 
Low Social Tasks 40 23 16 40 
Total 172 100 33 100 
x2. = 8.89, df - 1, p- . 003 
b) Pra tit--ml lacAs And Keenness on 'Entrepreneurial' 
Trainincr 
High Practical Tasks 








x2 - 11.24, df - 1, p- . 001 
'Lov' Entrep. 
Scare 




Overall, the implication is that keenness on training rises 
with the number of tasks staff carry out, and that the more 
tasks that staff carry out the more training is wanted. 
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6. Is there a Relationship betveen the Attitudes of 
Heads of Homes to Training and the Attitudes of their 
Staff? 
The final step was to examine whether the attitudes of staff 
to training were related to the attitudes of their employers. 
Each home in the sample was given a mean score for all staff in 
the home which was related with the mean score of their 
employer, taken from the first survey. The mean scores for 
employers vere from their views on training on specific training 
areas for their staff. "Professional' and 'entrepreneurial' 
scores were calculated once again from the A Priori lists. A 
full list of the mean scores for each home is in Appendix XIII-. 
A correlation analysis (Table 76) of the scores revealed 
that there is no significant relationship betveen the mean 
scores of local authority staff in a home and that of their 
OIC's (indeed the relationship is, if anything, negative), but 
that there is some relationship betveen private sector staff and 
their home ovners. 
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Table 75. Correl ation Anal ysis of Kee nness betyeen 
local I-th rity and t e-Sec-tor St aff and Headfa nf 
Hoxes on 'Profes 
Traininq A-rnA. -z 
sional' an d 'Entrepre neurial' 
'Professional' 'Entrepreneurial' 
Correlation Sig. Correlation Sig. 
Local Authority -. 3226 
(n = 9) 
Private Sector . 2747 
. 397 -. 4536 . 220 ý- 
. 216 . 6200 . 012 
22) 
Vith regard to influence by OIC's and home owners, the 
correlation analysis appears to suggest that private owners are 
more likely to influence staff views on training, than OIC's. 
7. SUMMARY 
This chapter set out to examine hov important care staff 
felt training to be and vhat aspects of 'training' that staff 
had received had been of help in their job. The chapter also set 
out to examine the background factors which may affect basic 
attitudes to training and levels of keenness on the 
'professional' and 'entrepreneurial' training areas in both 
sectors. 
As with the heads of home, it was important to establish how 
important staff felt training to be. A high proportion of staff 
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in both sectors were keen on training and this applied to a 
large number of staff who had not themselves been 'trained'. 
However, the data suggested that staff, both 'trained' and 
'untrained' were less keen on further training, and this 
particularly so among those in the private sector. Vhere the 
private sector staff did express a desire for further training 
it was more likely to be for training in the 'entrepreneurial' 
areas. The implication is that staff want to be trained but that 
training for some staff was seen as a means to supplement a 
basic caring approach with practical skills. Private sector 
staff in particular wanted practical skill training but combined 
with 'professional' understanding of residents needs which would 
enhance their professional competence. 
As with the heads of home, the data suggested that care 
staff, particularly in the) private sector, were in favour of in- 
house training. Part-time staff were significantly keener on on- 
the-job training than full-time staff. Staff in both sectors 
were keen on a combination of approaches to training, and 
private sector staff in particular wanted their individual 
establishments to be involved in the training process. The 
implication is that an emphasis on in-house training is linked 
to the practical problems encountered by staff who are unable to 
attend external courses due to difficulties in homes providing 
relief cover, travel arrangements and cost. 
Staff who had been 'trained' were, in general, positive 
about the ways in which training had helped them. For some staff 
however, courses they had attended were not what they wanted and 
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it was apparent that some staff were of the opinion that common 
sense vas more important than training. 
An analysis of keenness on specific training areas indicated 
that staff in both sectors wanted both 'professional' and 
'entrepreneurial' training areas, reinforcing the need by staff 
for training that provides practical skills with a vider, 
professional level of understanding. Overall, local authority 
staff were keener on 'professional' areas. but both sectors had 
similar preferences for the 'entrepreneurial' areas. 
It was found that certain background factors are likely to 
affect basic attitudes to training. Staff in the local authority 
sector, staff who were working full-time, and staff who had been 
longer in post were all keener than their counterparts on 
'professional' training. Overall, the data suggested that 
keenneiss on training rises vith the number of tasks that staff 
carry out. 
Finally, analysis of the relationship betveen the attitudes 
of heads of home and their staff suggested that private home 
owners are more likely to influence attitudes to staff training 
than their local authority counterparts. 
The overall picture is that staff want training that 
combines practical skills and an understanding of residents 
needs but does not ignore the basic, natural skills of a caring 
person. This then is the staff view. Ve need to look next at 
whether training has an impact on the quality of residents 
lives, and whether residents have a preference for trained or 
untrained staff. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: VHAT IMPACT DOES TRAINING HAVE ON THE 
QUALITY OF CARE? 
THE VIEVS OF STAFF AND RESIDENTS 
T . 12a j: uwvious four chaptars oxplcuwd the attitudes tovards 
t. raining of OIC's, howe aawez-s and staff. Alamever, as pointed 
out in Chaptar Tvo, little iskuoww about the affect that 
txaining his on staff, and hence resideats, and vl2ether ar not 
it p2v; duces 'better' carars. This chapter desaribeRv a third 
sarm-3, vhia-b aimed to determine vhat staff felt verw the 
att. ributes of a gcod carar and vhathi! w they felt tz-aining helped 
to de;, elop these. 
.4 second A-esty aiw of the samey vas to detamwihe vhat 
qualities residents wast pxefarxed in staff and vhether they 
p2wfeur t-r-ained or untraina-kY staff. Aasýid&vts vare intemievmY 
and asked a. Lout their corn care needs, to comment on vhat they 
liked ar disliked about staff at the hma, and to say vhat they 
felt zakes a good care assistant. Residents areve also asked to 
describe tvo memhers of staff vho had heezz selacted cur the basis 
that one aras trained and ove untrained. 
Early analywis shomed that theze vas ganezal agzeaNant 
be-t4wen staff and 2-csidents on vhat makes a gcvd ca-re assistant, 
but that most staff took the? viair that vAile tmininq, vas usaful 
it did not in itself altetr ar c-bange. attitudes to care of the 
apIdeurly. Initial analjzsis suggested that rwsid&nts purafetrxe; d 
trained staff to uzitrained staff, and that trained staff tended 
_q 
to have beew in post longetr. Subsequevit 2w xisssion analywis 
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vhich tck2k- accozzat of both txainijýý and Jan-; rth of time in jvtnvt 
. indzc. 7t&. d that the 
influence of trainmg an p2wiezwnce vas 
n&g. l. igible - indaed, -if a.,.? ythij7,; r xesid&w ts 
p2-&f&2-2wd un trdinaky 
to trained staff. O; wxall the data suggested that 2-c-sidents a2le 
moze conce2wed that staff ssbould he natuxall`7 
Arind, 
undetrstandijZq and patient, rather than that the7 should be 
skilled, &ffiCiO22t OMPIOYWeS. 
1. Introduction 
In Chapter Two, it was pointed out that little has been done 
to incorporate consumers views in the evaluation of training and 
new initiatives. Since the Vagner Report voiced concern over the 
lack of evidence as to whether training could substantially 
improve the lives of residents, this omission appears to be 
serious. The Caring in Homes Initiative did however, highlight 
the importance of consumer views, and it is with this in mind 
that the third survey in this study sets out to determine the 
views of the residents on what makes a good care assistant and 
whether residents prefer trained or untrained staff. 
I. a) Rapart cw L13ta Collecticm of Survev Mxwe 
Between November 1993 and March 1994, twelve randomly 
selected private residential homes from the previous survey vere 
visited and a total of 43 residents and 22 staff were 
interviewed. It was decided to use only private homes in the 
survey as almost half of the local authority homes in the 
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original sample were being transferred to independent ownership, 
and it was felt that the uncertainty felt by heads of homes and 
their staff in this sector would make access difficult. 
Each home was asked to select four non-confused residents 
and two members of staff who worked regularly with the 
residents, one vho had received training and one who had not. It 
was felt that by using just two members of staff, it would be 
easier for residents to answer questions about them. I was given 
the first names of the two members of staff in order to assist 
the residents vhen talking about them. 
Two questionnaires were compiled (Appendices XIV and XV), 
one for staff and one for residents. I interviewed the residents 
before meeting the staff concerned so that I did not know, 
unless the resident told me, which occurred in just four cases, 
which was trained and which was not. Vhere possible residents 
were interviewed in their rooms or in a quiet part of the home 
and in every case, permission was given by the resident to tape 
the interviews for further analysis of the qualitative 
responses. Two homes were only able to supply two residents and 
one home just three. A total of two staff questionnaires (both 
involving trained staff) were not returned. One of these staff 
left her establishment shortly after the survey was completed. 
I.. b) Intervieving elderly people in a residantial 
hoire. 
A useful guide to the issues surrounding interviews with 
elderly people in residential homes is given in the Appendix to 
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a Scottish survey on the costs and qualities of residential 
homes (1). The main obstacles to successful interviewing are 
summarised and referenced as follows: 
i) T-evels of frailty (Willcocks et al, 1987; Vilkin and 
Hughes, 1987): Elderly people may be deaf or visually impaired 
and they may be unable to hear the interviewer or read any 
questions presented to them. In one case I needed the assistance 
of a relative as the resident concerned was profoundly deaf but 
was able to answer my questions by way of sign language and the 
use of pre-prepared large print question cards. 
ii) Atmosphere and physical location: At one home I was 
offered the dining room but this was unsuitable, as staff needed 
to be in and out to prepare for the next meal and there was the 
occasional interruption by confused residents. I was also aware 
that some residents who were not being interviewed felt they 
were missing something, and this was likely to cause problems 
after I left. 
iii) Reasons for residents beincz in the hoxee Reasons for 
admission were often not available. During one interview I found 
that the resident had been taken for a "short stay" by a 
relative, only to find that she would never return to her home. 
Other residents wished to confide that they were resident due to 
loss of spouse and/or lack of family support. Vhile I do not 
feel this affected the ansvers given to me, it can make the 
interview a distressing one. 
iv) Resident's desire tc"31ease-- Vhile owners and staff 
appeared to know which residents would be most co-operative, I 
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felt that some residents were perhaps being co-operative in 
return, in order to please the staff. However I did feel that 
most of the residents were quite pleased to have an opportunity 
to talk to an 'outsider', but the resident does need total 
reassurance of confidentiality. 
v) Reluctance to cosplain -- 
Perhaps the most common f inding 
by researchers in the field of residential care of the elderly, 
is the reluctance by residents to complain. To the questions on 
what residents did not like about staff, very few had anything 
to say. Several interviews required repeated encouragement on 
total confidentiality, in order to glean honest opinions from 
residents. Bland et al, 1992, suggest several reasons for this, 
from the 'security of tenure' factor, to the 'gratitude' factor, 
a lessening of anger as the length of time at the home 
progresses, as well as residents' previous living experience. As 
Power et al, 19B2, have shown, personality, social class and 
financial considerations can affect elderly people's 
satisfaction vith life in the home. I therefore included a 
variable which indicated social class on the data base, and in 
the case of one male resident, it became clear that he was 
disaffected with staff (and indeed with fellow residents) who 
did not match his intellectual ability. 
2. Description of the Saxpla 
In order to provide evidence of whether training has an 
impact on residents' lives, the focus needed to be on a direct 
assessment of residents views of trained and untrained staff 
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within the home, an area not previously examined. In order to 
gain an overview of the sample, the characteristics of the 
residents and staff were established prior to quantifying the 
information into scores that could be used as a basis for an 
analysis on the impact of training. The residents were allocated 
scores based on their characteristics such as length of time in 
the home, age, class and levels of disability, which, it was 
expected, would influence their preferences for trained or 
untrained staff. As described below, these preferences were also 
quantified. 
2. a) The xesidents and their personal scares 
Residents were predominantly female, only three being male 
from the total of forty-three. The mean age of residents was 84 
years, the range being from 64 to 101 years. The most common 
length of time that residents had lived at their homes was 
between one to three years (42%), with those resident less than 
twelve months accounting for 19%, and those being resident over 
five years 14%. 
Female residents were asked to give their spouse's 
occupation, if married, in order to classify each residents' 
social class. (Appendix XVI gives a full list of the occupations 
of residents and their spouses). 
Table 76 gives the breakdown of social class of all 
residents. 
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(n) (n) (n) M 
Professional 1 1 2 5 
Interzediate - 6 6 14 
Skilled ikanual 1 is 16 37 
Skilled non-manual - 5 5 12 
Partly skilled 1 6 6 14 
Unskilled - 3 3 6 
Other - 5 S 12 
Total 3 40 43 100 
The high numbers of skilled manual occupations is perhaps 
not surprising since all the homes involved in the survey, 
except one, were centred in and around Hull, and those 
occupations were primarily trades based. All the residents I 
spoke to came from the area and had selected homes closest to 
their most recent neighbourhood. 
Residents were also given a sociabiJity sczzre (high, medium 
and low) based on how far they preferred to be in the company of 
other residents, and a staflf attitude sczxre (positive, medium 
or negative) taken from questions on whether they liked to be 
looked after by and to associate with staff. Out of the 70% 
(n=30) of residents that spent most of their day in the company 
of other residents, that is, in the lounge or other public 
areas, just over a quarter (27%, n-9) said that they vould like 
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to spend more time alone. Of these, five respondents were from 
social classes I and II. Their reasons varied from the 
intellectual, as one resident stated, 
"Most of the residents are half-wits ... some of then are so 
stupid. " 
to others who like their own company in their own rooms, or 
had regular family visits. The majority however, appeared to be 
content in the company of others, although one resident, who 
stated that she would like more privacy admitted that, 
"I can't get upstairs. There's nothing much I can do. " 
A crude help score (high, medium and low) was calculated 
from Question Two which asked residents about the level of 
difficulty they had with a list of normal activities. However. 
the responses needed to be treated with some caution since 
residents are often loathe to admit to inability to function in 
some areas. It is, as Bland et al (2) point out, important to 
stress that there are no 'right' answers and that responses 
remain confidential and will not be disclosed to care staff. 
The iDdependeace score (high. medium and low) was taken 
from Question Three on what were the main things that staff did 
for each resident and whether they liked staff to do things for 
them. These scores were used to check whether resident 
characteristics could explain preferences for trained and 
untrained staff. There were no significant differences and the 
the sociability. help. independence and attitude scores for each 
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resident (in Appendix XVII) have been used for descriptivB 
purposes only. 
2. b) The Staff 
All staff in the sample were female. The age range was 17 
years to 54 years with a mean age of 35. Average length of time 
in post was 2 years 5 months. Each of the two members of staff 
at each home were coded into trained (A) and untrained (B). 
Those that had received any training were asked what training 
they had done, whether they were currently undertaking any 
training and what the training covered in terms of practical and 
personal skills. Staff were also asked what they personally felt 
they got from training and whether they felt training had 
improved their caring skills, or not made any difference, and 
why. Untrained staff were also asked what training, if any, they 
wanted and what they expected to gain from it. 
Of the ten returned questionnaires from the trained staff, 
four had a City and Guilds qualification, one had completed a 
BTEC course, three had undertaken an NVQ Level 2 course and two 
others had nursing qualifications. Only five were currently 
doing further training. Out of the twelve untrained staff who 
returned questionnaires, seven said that they hoped to undertake 
NVQ training in the future, and one was intending to do a 'basic 
care course'. The remaining four said that they did not want 
training. 
Question 14 asked the trained staff to consider a list of 
personal ('professional') and practical ('entrepreneurial') 
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skills, and rate how far training. had helped to develop these 
skills from 1 (helped a great deal) to 4 (Not applicable/don't 
know). The same skills were also placed into five groups of six 
skills and staff vere asked to rank each skill in each group, 
from 1 to 6, in descending order of importance, in relation to 
their job as a rare assistant. The responses are analysed later 
in the chapter. 
In order to compare the views of staff and residents, staff 
were also asked to say vhat they felt makes a good care 
assistant. 
Analysis of Staff and Resident' Vievs on the 
a, ) Fha t 12uali t-iov do Staff aad PagIdea tsý look for 
-in a Good Carer? 
The debate on training in Chapter Two lays emphasis on 
skills as against 'values', but little attention appears to have 
been given to asking staff and residents what they actually 
believe to be the qualities, whether task-based or personal, 
that a good carer should have. The study asked all staff and 
residents to state, in their own words, What makes a good care 
assistant? ". The responses gave a strong indication that 
personal qualities were of greatest importance. Appendices XVIII 
and XIX give a full list of responses. 
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(i) Staf f 
Overall, certain key words featured strongly among the 
comments: comAuvlcat-ion, listan-ing,, j7atianca, undarstaRdiny, 
caring, humour, kindness and coAjrcw sense. 
Personal qualities rather than practical skills appear to be 
given the greatest emphasis by both trained and untrained staff. 
Several felt that common sense was very important and that this 
could be applied to most situations, obviating the need for 
speciiic skills. Four quotas demonstrate an overall view by 
staff on the personal qualities needed by a care assistant, 
"Someone who is a good listener, patient, a very naturally 
caring person. Not someone who is just doing it for a job. 
Someone who is very interested and enjoys working with the 
elderly. " (21 year old, trained, 4 years in post. ) 
"Kindness. giving residents time to talk things over and 
letting then have their ovn opinions. ' (37 year old, trained, 
in post 4 years) 
"A person who is kind and caring. Able to listen to a 
resident with any problems they may have. A person who is 
conscientious. Hard working - able to show initiative. ' (49 
year old, untrained. in post 4 years) 
*Patience when they are not good at walking. Sense of humour. 
A good stomach and not shy. Kind and gentle. not rough. 
Common sense. * (23 year old, untrained, in post 6 months) 
All this suggests a feeling by staff that being a good care 
assistant involves natural abilities and attitudes to caring for 




Overall, the residents articulated similar responses to 
those of the staff, with personal qualities at the fore of 
quotes, the key words being patience, kindness, understanding, 
oa. r. ing, gantle, to. 1aranco, helpful, 15rIlling. 
thoughtfu. 1, dedicated, and feeling safe. 
Examples of the responses were: 
"They need patience. should be kind. understanding. " 
"To be good and kind ... To have someone here, someone vith me 
vhen I go out. " 
"To want to look after people. Experience. Interested in the 
job and people. " 
I 
"Someone who is dedicated, loves people. Someone who can do 
things for people. Can see when things need doing. * 
"Tolerance. Being careful vith you .... Kindness. Helpfulness. ' 
"Homely, helpful, caring. Consider your needs. " 
"Mostly kindness. Thoughtful. Good temper. Nice nature. " 
"Ability to get on vith people. Ability to comprehend 
people's needs. " 
Two other comments included reference to being good at both 
practical and personal things. The majority of responses 
however, centred around personal qualities, some of which could 
be said to come naturally, while others may require experience 
and the development of confidence. 
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3.. b) Phat Oualities do Residents quote as leadipg 
thew to pxwfe?. r cme Arem. Lwr of staff to anothou-7 
As pointed out earlier, getting residents to talk freely and 
critically about staff is difficult. The majority of residents 
interviewed were full of praise, on the whole, for their carers, 
and very few gave negative responses. It is to be hoped that 
this reflects an overall satisfaction with the care received, 
and in the course of the interviews I had little reason to doubt 
the sincerity of responses. The following selected responses are 
matched to the code numbers given to each member of staff (A 
trained staff, B= untrained staff). 
(i) Positive responses 
115k: 
"Really out out for the job. Marvellous. Vonderful 
friend 
.... without training would be good. My favourite. " 
"Very nice, bossy. helpful. She would do whatever I wanted. 
All rounder, kind but firm. * 
"Good at her job. Always learning things. Could go far. Good 
at finding out what's what. Naturally good. Vonderful. " 
01OB: 
"Seems very nice" 
*Happy. Cheerful. Good in general. Older. Got children. * 
Wonderful. Useful. kind. Good at everything. ' 
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(ii) Negative responses 
Negative responses on the above care staff were few, and 
mostly directed at staff they did not prefer. Staff number 115A 
drew comments on how busy she always was in that she, 
"Ignores you first thing in the morning" 
"Is alvays rushing about" 
and a comment on 168A by a male, highly educated resident 
suggested that she vas 'lacking in experience and training. " 
The only negative comment for an untrained member of staff 
was on 153B of whom a resident commented, 
"Trying too hard. Talking to you as if you're a child. " 
The responses indicated a preference for staff who were 
kind. dependable. good listeners and 'motherly'. Overall. those 
members of staff which merited preference, appeared to be the 
ones who had shown the greatest amount of patience and kindness 
towards the residents. 
3. c) Lb Staff think theIr Ouali tios aro Enhanced bj;, 
Tra. iDing? 
Given the aims of this thesis it was clearlv important to 
look at whether staff felt that training could enhance these 
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qualities and in any way change attitudes to the care of the 
elderly. 
In order to establish reasons why staff had undertaken 
training, Question 10 of the staff questionnaire asked if the 
home owner had any influence on the training that staff had 
received. Although most gave no response, those that said yes 
and then responded to a following open-ended question, indicated 
that it was to improve their career prospects, for example, 
"Being made up to deputy manager" 
and at one home the respondent felt that the owner 
influenced training since staff received, 
"In-house training for care assistant level. " 
In another case the owner organised sessions on practical 
first aid and fire prevention techniques. 
Reasons given for doing a course were not given except in 
two cases where staff said that it gave them a recognised, 
qualification for the job. one holding an NVQ and another 
referring to YTS. Another member of staff said that she had 
undertaken training because. "The manager asked me to". One 
member of staff had not received her training at the home but 
held a nursing qualification (ENG). which she felt. 
"Is as good a training as the NVQ". 
but in fact vas about to embark on an NVQ level 3 course. 
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Question 11 asked staff to say what practical and personal 
skills their courses had covered. Practical skills included 
bathing, use of drugs, fire procedures, diets, hygiene, first 
aid, toileting, washing and dressing. Personal skills revolved 
mainly around communication skills, confidentiality, dignity and 
respect for the client, and dealing with relatives. 
Question 12 asked for comments on what staff felt they had 
personally got from their training. Many comments were somewhat 
vague in that training for example, had "helped me to be better 
at my job", but clearer comments can be grouped into three 
categories. 
In the first place some staff felt that training gave them 
greater confid&Rce, f or example, 
"Confidence to go and do each job in the home vith no 
problems. " 
Secondly there vere those vho felt that training had 
provided more knorledge, f or example, 
"An understanding of the needs of the elderlV' 
Thirdly there were those that felt that it had enhanced 
their expe--rience. f or example. 
'It made me think more about every aspect of the vork that I 
vas doing". 
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Question 13 on ways in which training improved skills 
prompted similar responses in terms of knowledge and 
confidence. Examples include, 
"Knowing and understanding things better. ' 
and, 
"Gave me more confidence to carry out duties in the home. " 
There were few responses to Question 15 on other comments 
about the training they had received, but those that did respond 
appeared to support the view that training was useful in helping 
to further understanding and knowledge, for example, 
"It helped me to see the residents point of view more and 
also to understand the relatives of residents. Plus it has 
built up my confidence. " 
(ii) Untrained staff 
Comments from untrained staff were sparse, but in response 
to the question to why, if at all, they wanted training, staff 
appeared to feel that it would help to understand why things 
were done in a certain way and, as with trained staff, build 
confidence. Two negative responses from staff intimated that 
training was a waste of time, and that experience was more 
relevant, stating, 
"As I have vorked at (home) satisfactorily for 10 years I 
feel that I have gained experience in taking care of the 
elderly. " 
and from one who was intending to undertake training. 
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"I vant to do the course for a aualification. I don't expect 
to get much out of it apart from the qualification. " 
The remaining seven staff who hoped to undertake NVO courses 
were rather more positive about what they thought training would 
give them, a feeling summed up by those who felt that it would 
provide, 
"Knowledge and experience of caring for the elderly. Also 
skills that with experience I will be able to transfer to 
junior members of staff. ' 
and, on a more practical level, 
"Practical skills, understanding old people. " 
and simply, 
"A recognised qualification* 
The view that training and in particular NVQ's will assist 
in gaining appropriate qualifications is linked to the argument 
in Chapter Two. It was suggested there that female residential 
care staff are unlikely to gain full 'professional' status, but 
that practical task-based training may focus their career 
pattern towards that of the 'para-professional' who is able to 
maintain a slightly higher status than a basic care worker. 
NVQ's are perhaps seen, by both home owners and staff wishing to 
undertake training as being the most appropriate means by which 
to achieve this. 
I 
The apparent emphasis. in the written and verbal responses 
by staff and residents, on personal qualities, required further 
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statistical analysis. In order to determine which areas of 
training had most helped them in their work, staff were asked to 
rank a list of personal ('professional') and practical 
('entrepreneurial') areas of work from 1 (Helped a great deal) 
to 4 (Not applicable/Don't Know). In order to simplify the 
outcome, each of the areas of work were placed into one of four 
categories, those that are 'known' already (mending and 
cleaning); those that are 'difficult' or time-consuming and 
demanding (nursing); those that are 'teachable' (lifting, first 
aid, toileting, etc) and those that are 'attitudinal' (building 
confidence, respect, etc) The closer a score is to 1.00, the 
more staff felt that this group of training areas had helped 
with their work. The overall mean score by all trained members 
of staff on areas that training had helped with is in Table 77. 










Those areas in vhich training vas seen to have been most 
helpful, that is, had a mean closest to 1.00, for individual 
'attitudinal' areas vere ccmfidamce I'l. 10). 
comirun. icat. ing vith xesidewts being a good Listene-r 
t-I. 20ý; aDd xwspectimg xwsidants mievs The lovest mean 
score for 'teachable' areas vas safe Liftihg (1.10). 
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In order to determine the ptrafaxwRcaýg of staff tovards the 
skills and qualities needed by a care assistant, nine trained 
and nine untrained staff vere asked to rank 30 in descending 
order of importance, grouped into five groups containing six 
items. Table 78 gives the overall mean for each item, ranked in 
descending order from very high preference (mean from 1.00 
2.00) to very lov preference (mean of 6.00 - 6.00). Each 
personal quality is denoted 'P' in brackets. Each practical 
skill is denoted 'S' in brackets. 
(The grouping of personal qualities and practical skills is 
in Appendix XX. A list of actual mean scores for all staff and 
trained and untrained staff is in Appendix XXI). 
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Qualities an d Skills- 'Needed by a Care As sistant". 
Preference Item Mean 
Very High: Privacy (P) 1.94 
Patience (P) 1.94 
Being a Friend (P) 1.94 
High: Respect (P) 2.11 
Getting on with people (P) 2.22 
Letting residents choose (P) 2.22 
Know what residents like (P) 2.28 
Keep residents clean (S) 2.33 
Common Sense (P) 2.44 
Nice Personality (P) 2.44 
Medium: Sense of Huxour (P) 3.22 
Bathing (S) 3.50 
Villingness (P) 3.61 
Keeping a secret (P) 3.61 
Good listener (P) 3.61 
Taileting (S) 3.72 
Confidentiality (P) 3.09 
First kid (S) 3.94 
Low: Dressing (S) 4.11 
Good Talker (P) 4.17 
Safe lifting (S) 4.22 
Giving medication (S) 4.20 
Feeding (S) 4.33 
Maturity (P) 4.33 
Nursing skills (S) 4.67 
Keeping records (S) 4.04 
Very Low: Keeping Rooms clean (S) 5.17 
Not fussing (P) 5.22 
Mending (S) S. 89 
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The first two preferences, from very high to high 
preferences, by all staff appear, apart from the practical skill 
of keeping residents clean to show a preference for basic 
natural qualities. Hedium preferences show a mixed range of 
personal qualities and skills. The lower scoring preferences, 
from low to very low preferences are the remainder of the 
personal qualities and the bulk of the practical skills. Thus 
the choices of staff as to the qualities and skills considered 
important to the job of a care assistant, appear to favour 
personal qualities over practical skills, implying a recognition 
by staff of the importance of interacting with residents and 
using the natural qualities present in a carer. 
The next step was to look at whether there were differences 
between trained and untrained staff or whether there were 
similar preferences. The eighteen personal qualities and twelve 
practical skills were grouped together, and the overall mean 
calculated for trained and untrained staff. The outcome is in 
Table 79. As can be seen, the views of trained and untrained 
staff are very close. 
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Table 79. Mean Scores for orsonal 01-liting Rncl 
Practical skills- by Trained and Untrained staff. 
All staff Trained Untrained 
All iteas 
rx - 30 3.49 3.49 3.50 
Personal 
n= 18 2.99 3.04 2.96 
Practical 
n= 11 4.25 4.10 4.32 
Total mean scores show a preference by all staff for the 
personal qualities. 
(iii) Cojkparison of Staff and Residents 
As with the staff, residents were asked to state, from a 
pre-prepared list, what personal qualities and practical skills 
were Very Important, Not so Important and Not Important in the 
people that cared for them. The responses were coded from 1 
(very important) to 4 (don't know) to give mean scores, as with 
the staff. The list of qualities and skills were the same as 
those the staff had been asked to rank, but two areas were 
omitted, Building Confidence and Keeping Records. A mean score 
closest to 1.00 once again indicates greatest preference. The 
mean scores are in Table 80. (A full list of mean scores for 





n= 28 1.42 
Personal Oualities 
n= 17 1.24 
Practical Skills 
n= 11 1.61 
A tendency by residents to use the response 'very important' 
was greater than the staff who had longer to think about their 
own training and what they wanted from it. The scares do 
however, show a preference, as indicated from the verbal 
responses, for personal qualities rather than skills. The most 
popular personal qualities were Sense of Hunour (1.00), 
Patience (1.02). Respect (1.05). Villingness (1.05) and 
Tolerance (1.07) The most popular practical skills were First 
Aid (1.20) and Safe Lifting (1.17). A supplementary question 
at the end of each interview asked residents to state whether 
they thought personal qualities or practical skills were more 
important. Thirty-one residents (72%) said they thought personal 
qualities were more important, Eight (19%) residents said that 
both were important, and just four (9%) residents said that 
being practical was more important. Together with the scores, 
residents appear to maintain a strong preference for nice, kind, 
caring people rather than workers with practical skills. 
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Later analysis looks at resident's preferences for personal 
qualities and practical skills in relation to their preferences 
for trained or untrained staff. 
There appears to be a general agreement that, as indicated 
by the vritten responses of staff, personal qualities are more 
important that practical ability. As we have seen staff believed 
that training helped in their attitude to elderly people. The 
issue is, however, does it, and if so is this something which 
the residents detect and appreciate? The last question to be 
raised therefore is what, if any, impact does training have on 
the quality of cars, from the point of view of the residents, 
and does it lead them to prefer trained to untrained staff. 
. 7. d, ) Do Aavldaw tsý Prafetr Traihad or Ad trained Staff 7 
Residents were asked in Question Five about two members of 
staff, one trained and one untrained, as to whether they 
preferred one or the other, had no preference, or mentioned 
another member of staff in the home. These responses were coded 
into a jzxrefarence scare as 
0- not preferred, 1- no 
preference, 2= preferred. They were also encouraged to give 
qualitative responses on why they had such preferences or not 
and a qua. Iitative pxefexenca scoxv was given to each' member of 
staff an a six-point scale (1 - "awful", 2- "not very nice", 3 
= "alright", 4- "nice/helpful". 5- "very nice/very helpful", 6 
= "wonderful"). Residents were also asked to say which of the 
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two they felt to be the most c-aringr member of staff and which 
was the most juractical. These responses were also coded in the 
same way as the preference score to give a caring scare and a 
ptract. ica. l scare. In some cases, the resident stated that one 
member of staff was both. Again qualitative responses were 
encouraged. 
The scores were then totalled to give each member of staff 
an overall staff score achieved by adding together preference 
scozw * caring scoz)& * ptractdmal scoxw * qualdtatdva 
ptrefarence scare. The maximum, most positive, score a member of 
staff could achieve from sixteen items was 49. A Cronbachs Alpha 
test was used to test the reliability of the scores. The result 
was: 
Reliability Coefficients 16 items 
Alpha - . 7889 Standardised item alpha - . 7950 
The outcome of 0.8 indicated a reliable measure. 
The key issue in this chapter is vhether residents regarded 
trained staff more favourably than untrained staff. Initial 
analysis in Table 81 suggested that they did, since trained 
staff scored more highly than untrained staff. 
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Table 91. Mean Trained and Untrained Staff Scores by 
Mean AqR and lenqth of Time in Post. 
Trained Untrained 
Mean Age 36.50 34.42 
Mean Length of Time 
Time in Post (years) 3.56 2.35 
Mean Preference Scare 30.92 27.25 
A t-test was carried out for correlated means between 
trained and untrained staff. Although the trained staff scores 
were on average higher than those of untrained staff, the test 
was not significant. It was therefore suspected that preference 
was related to another, underlying factor. 
It was observed that although residents appeared to prefer 
trained staff, the preference may in fact relate to length of 
time that staff had spent in post. Table 82 sets out the 
relevant data. 
Table 92- Mean Trained and Untrained Staff Scores 
by length of Tize in Post 
Less than 1-3 years 3+ years 
12 xonths 
Trained 29.76 31. GO 
Untrained 24.43 28.00 32.00 
As can be seen, the mean preference scores rise in relation 
to the length of time spent in post. In the light of this I 
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carried out a Regression analysis to explain the preference 
scores in terms of how long a member of staff had been in post 
and whether they had been trained or not. This was done in two 
ways. In one, length of time in post was scored 2 when, compared 
with their 'partner'. the member of staff had been in post 
longer, 1 when the member of staff had been in post for the same 
length of time and 0 when they had been in post for a shorter 
length of time (see Table 83). 
Table 83. Analysis of Residents Preferenrp,, z to 
Trained and Untrained Staff and Staff Experience 
Multiple Regression 
Dependent Variable: Staff meaber score 
Variables in the Equation 
Variable B SE B Beta T Sig T 
Trained -3.2857 2.1799 -. 3240 -1.507 . 
1466 
Experience 5.2143 1.1940 . 9412 4.367 . 0003 
(constant) 25.5119 1.1257 22.664 
. 
0000 
In the other the actual length of time in post was square 
rooted. Both regressions showed that length of time in post was 
a significant predictor of a high preference score, but that 
being trained was not significantly associated with preference 
after allowing for time in post. 
Importantly the regression coefficient is negative 
(untrained staff are coded 0 and trained coded 1). Thus if 
experience is taken into account, staff who are trained are 
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less popular than those who are not although the association is 
not significant. 
The question of why residents prefer experienced staff, may 
have one or more answers. Is it a case of staff who stay in post 
longer in some way become 'better' carers as they develop their 
I natural' personal qualities over time?. Vere the staff vho stay 
longer keener than others at the start of their 'career' in 
residential care and thus more inclined to stay longer and to 
relate better to residents? Or is it perhaps that residents 
develop a stronger relationship vith staff vho have been at the 
home at least as long as they have? All these may be true but 
are not directly relevant to this study since the main concern 
is with training. 
In Chapter Tvo it was argued that training can provide 
either 'higher level' skills such as producing care plans, care 
packages and assessments, or skills that are tied to relatively 
limited parts of the job. Residents on the other hand seem to 
like experienced staff and staff that are good and 'naturally' 
caring people, rather than skilled vorkers. Training may need to 
focus, less on task-based skills, and more on enabling the basic 
attitudes and natural abilities of the carers to shov through in 
the caring tasks they undertake. If it is unable to do this, the 
importance of training as a means to producing 'better' carers 
is in doubt. 
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The key issue in this chapter has been whether residents 
prefer trained or untrained staff. This is linked to two further 
questions, firstly, what qualities do residents and staff look 
for in a good care assistant? Secondly can training produce 
these qualities? The outcome is important to the overall 
question of whether training has an impact on the quality of 
care received by residents, as perceived by the staff and the 
residents themselves. 
Staff and residents were closely matched in their views on 
what makes a good care assistant, with personal qualities such 
as patience, kindness and understanding being of greater 
importance than carrying out particular tasks. 
Staff were positive about the training that they had 
received, seeing it as increasing confidence, providing 
knowledge and enhancing experience. Staff answers suggested that 
the impact was more to do with the enhancement of personal 
qualities by which to help residents feel 'better cared for', 
than with achieving safe standards and acquiring skills. 
Statistical analysis bore these views out. Initial analysis 
suggested that residents preferred trained to untrained staff. 
However, trained staff tended to have been in post longer and 
when this vas taken into account the effect of training was 
negligible. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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This stud;, has focused on the training of staff vc-znking in 
xeiridantial homes far eldvurly jvPople. It has pzovided nev data 
on the training and qualifications of heads of hcwes and their 
staff; on diffe-reaces that exist hetiveen the stakeholdetrs in 
attitudes to training, and - Avost izpartantlpr - 012 the impact 
that staff txaining way cL- may not have on xvsidcwts' lives. 
Ometrall it is of xelemance to a key issue in the debate on 
txainin, q, that of whath&2- an 'antzwprewurial ', z*zIls hased 
model is an app2vpriate /orm of training far the residential 
Cj. zw sn'-tar. 
The 'entreazeneurJal ' moaW trains people to do specif2c 
thint7s, ih specific ivayw and vith specific outcomes in iritid. The 
evidence suggests that staff vant specific szk-ills such as those 
2'&Iat&; d to St? f& liftil? Y and first aid, JCk-at&d, at laavt 'w2'tJr-', 
on an Jn-house &-iszs, and zn some cases access to nat2onally 
. zwcogwised qualifications. 
These aspi2wtions can, almost 
certain. 17, be wet bv this Rodvl. In addition, itsmoduJaz- 
St. ructux-& is likely to appeal to part-tixe staff and its 
practical focus to the primate sector. Abven--r, staff vant 
t2w-z. r2. z, vq that cambzhes zpeczIzc puractzcý=7.1 skz. 11s vz th 
professiona. 1 understanding of xesidents needs. Residents pant 
kind, ut.? derstanding and staff. Txaihing may maAa 
little difference to these qualities. rhe A, 7jczr finding in this 
studv is that vhew langth of tiwe in post vas takee. 1 into 
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accoimt, the 2wsidepnts did vot think trwinad staff vazw 'Z? ettL: Pz, ' 
ca2wxs than untrained ones. 
Me, Ymplicatzons az-& that staff z2aed to be selected as iruch 
far their personal qualitzes as imah as for their ability to 
canry out puractical tasks, and that gnc; d staff should be 
avcour,! ý ed to stay. Zile p-ractical skills are Jzpartant, 
-q 
trailaing should integrate skill and undarstandin_q, and 
as-sessement should focus on the ability of staff to combine the 
tmz-. 7. Ahove? all, assessment needs to invalme the ultimate 
arbiters of quality - the xesidents. 
1. The Background to the Research 
The growth in numbers of residential homes, particularly in 
the private sector, has continued despite the implementation of 
the Community Care Act. As the number of local authority homes 
has decreased, so the number of residents in private residential 
homes has increased (by 40% in the decade to 1993). 
Th. z. v oldger dazand for r&. -.. zdaatYa. 1 ca2w ref lects the 
limited opportunity for very frail or mentally infirm elderly 
people to remain in the community. The main explanatory factors 
are the increasing numbers of very old people, the underfunding 
of services and a lack of traditional carers. By the middle of 
the next century, it is expected that 10% of the population will 
be aged 76 or over. There is a shortage of resources for 
domiciliary care. Fewer female carers: are available as a 
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consequence of divorce, geographical mobility, family re- 
organisation and greater numbers of working women. 
Vhile demand for residential care continues, so too do the 
scandals. Concera has thaxwAtre axisen that the qual-itY Of 
caxw Ya xws%id&. vtYaJ homasý fxWuatnt-ly -fal-hv -shexrt of accapt&d 
standaxvW. However, the mechanisms of inspection and market 
control appear to be unable to ensure good performance. It 
follows that txalving is seen as the Aost plausible and Aost 
vYaAla Aaams bv vhlch to pxymota 9, ood quality caxw. 
2. The Theoretical Framevork for Training 
Uhilat the literature on residential care makes numerous 
references to the capacity of training to improve practice, 
there is very little empirical research on the effects of 
different types of training. Given the lack of evidence, it was 
necessary to focus first on what kinds of training exist and the 
ways in which they have been conceptualised. 
Traditionally training has been seen to be about the 
acquisition of knowledge and higher level skills which can be 
applied to a wide variety of situations. The new debate on 
training. discussed in Chapter Two, is concerned with the 
relative advantages of this 'professional' model of training, 
and of a never. emergent model of vocational training. This 
latter 'entrepreneurial' model is typified by National 
Vocational Qualifications, in which the emphasis is upon 
assessment of competence in the workplace. It was argued that 
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this model was likely to appeal, in particular, to the 
'entrepreneurial'. private sector heads of homes and their 
staff, and this for two very good reasons. 
First. it was argued, that in this context the 
's-ocial vexrk ' Aodal Jacked plauaiAijity. The 
background training, if any, of staff in the developing private 
sector was in nursing and thus grounded in a medical model. 
Moreover, social care has not been regarded as a profession even 
when associated with social work, which itself has a dubious 
claim to full professional status. The statistics appeared to 
support the idea that the 'professional' model was unsuitable 
for most of the workforce. Vhere available, they showed that 
'professional' training courses, such as CQSV and CSS, have very 
rarely been taken up by members of this vorkf orce. large nujrbexs 
of xwý--Ydavtial gtaff axw u"depr txaihad amd unqualifiad. 
Second, it was argued, that ATO's xiýrht be the anaver to 
u. ad, ar-tx-aY, aYzg. The modular, on-the-job training involved 
should fit the needs of a part-time, under-trained workforce and 
a private sector which lacks the funds for traditional forms of 
training. These underlying factors are likely to result in a 
greater take-up of NVQ's in the private sector (where the 
problem of under-training has been particularly severe), and 
indeed preliminary statistics appear to bear this out. 
However, as pointed out in Chapter Two, ffVO's have baej2 
subiect to fiezvo ctritici" amd therw are dbuhtv about the 
-relemance of these qualificatzons to a carzn_q jzrotession. 
More specifically, criticisms of this model focus on its 
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xwduz-tdo. a. i. st approach. It assumes that overall competence 
follows from the piecemeal acquisition of individual 
competencies. Typically it is concerned with the skills of an 
individual in isolation from the context in which they work, and 
there is a danger that it pays too little attention to 'values', 
background knowledge and understanding. The Jaqguage of this 
model is criticised for being esoteric and inappropriate to an 
occupation concerned with the care of vulnerable elderly people. 
For these reasons the model is criticised for being rigid aad 
irechanistic, for stifling originality and for being better 
suited to the demands of a 'production line' than of a caring 
establishment. 
If NVQ's are to survive these criticisms, we need to know 
two things. First is this type of training 'popular' and thus 
likely, as argued above to reduce the problem of 'under 
training'? Second, does it, in fact, produce 'better' carers? 
Therefore we needed to know whether a skills based 
'entrepreneurial' model was in fact wanted, and by whom, and if 
so, whether it improves care as the residents perceive this. 
Thus, three key questions about training arose from the 
discussion in Chapter Two - Y) jrhich Aodal do haa&-. of haAaý-. 
prefer? ii) Phicb model do theIr staff prefer? and iii) mhat 
effect do these Aodals. have o" the xasidaat, -7 The f irst two 
questions were the basis for two surveys which tested the 
hypothesis that different stakeholders would have different 
views on what training should aim to do. The third question was 
the basis for the third survey vhich asked the residents what 
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qualities they looked for in staff and examined vhether they 
preferred trained or untrained staff. 
3. The Findings: 
Chapters Three and Four described the characteristics of 
employers and their staff and looked at the views of the local 
authority sector managers and private sector home owners. 
The survey confirmed the high degree of dementia and 
incontinence'among residents in local authority homes. In 
contrast, private sector residents were more likely to suffer 
from physical disabilities. This suggested that these levels of 
ill health requires staff to have an awareness of both their 
'social' and 'medical' implications. 
A key f inding was that Jaxg& numberv of paxt-time staff 
ve-re exployed, of which a surprisingly large number were 
employed in the local authority sector. In both sectors, part- 
time staff outnumbered full-time staff by a ratio of between two 
and three to one. 
A total of 85% of local authority heads of homes but only 
64% of private sector home owners hold relevant qualifications. 
There was a stark contrast in the type of qualifications held, 
with nursing predominating in the private sector and social care 
or social work in the local authority. Over 50% of private home 
owners had no background experience of NHS or Social Services, 
suggesting that this sector cannot rely an the local authority 
or health service to train its heads of homes. 
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Zai-Sw vumLx5, rv of vtaff had no By contrast 
managers and home owners stated that between 55% and 60% of 
their staff had received at least some training. But this 
training seems to be unrecognised by qualifications, and may 
wall be specific to an individual establishment and its ethos, 
and relatively cheap. 
Despite the lack of qualifications among their staff, heads 
of homes in both sectors showed a high level of keenness for 
training in general. As pz-&dictadý ptrivata how& ovaers vatra 
-loss concerned irith 'pzvYessioaa. 
1 ' areas of tzaining although 
both sectors were equally keen on practical and pragmatic areas. 
In general, jxr-irate heads of homes appeared to favour 
's. ituat. ioaal' txwihYqg, specific to an individual 
establishment. This was supported by the fact that heads of 
homes in thiv sactor vexw thxwa t_iras woz-& IYA-aly to vant Yh- 
house tzaining. reinforcing a practical approach, consistent 
with the HVQ programme. 
The next step was to determine whether the care staff (as 
opposed to heads of homes) in the two sectors held similar or 
different views on training and what factors were related to the 
views that were held. 
As in the first survey it was found that part-time staff 
predominated. Staff in the local authority sector were on 
average older, often with many years of. experience. Staff in the 
private sector were generally younger and more recently 
recruited. As with the private heads of home, they were less 
likely to have background experience in the local authority or 
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health sectors. Tkica as xany local authexrity staff as 
jirivate staff had qualifications. 
Vith regard to the location of training, part-time staff 
were significantly more likely to prefer in-house training than 
full-time staff. Although in both sectors preference was shown 
for establishments being involved in the training process, 
ovex-all jxrafax-anco for in-house txwining jFas stromg&. r in the 
ptnivate sector, reflecting a situation-specif ic approach as 
suggested in Chapter Two. These views may be associated with the 
practical problems of attending colleges and the cost of 
training. They may also be associated with the need of employers 
to ensure that training reflects the requirements of individual 
homes. 
Overall, staff in the local authexrit7 sectarý staff rho 
votrkad full-ti. Ara aRd staff vha had hedw longer Ya POLVt vaxw 
all keener than theIr counterparts on 'jxrofessicnal' 
t. rainYhy. However, staff in both sectors had similar preferences 
for 'entrepreneurial' areas of training. 
Although private sector staff appeared less keen on 
oprofessional' training, this may reflect a lack of enthusiasm 
for 'professional' 
_tSU&ca, rather 
than a lack of keenness on a 
'professional' approac . Staff rant training that combines 
ptractdcal sAillv, such as safe lifting, first aid and fire 
prevention, jrith an understanding of xwsideats needs. These 
should encompass such areas as dignity and respect of the 
client, and of serious disabling conditions such as dementia. 
Their qualitative responses suggest that they value such 
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training because, as they believe, it improves their confidence, 
makes them better at their job, and, in some cases, enhances 
their chances of better pay. 
Thus training is perceived as beneficial in both sectors by 
mangers, home owners and care staff. Differences however exist 
between the sectors in relation to the 'professional' and 
'entrepreneurial' models of training. However these differences 
are less important than the recognition that staff are keen on 
tXW. inY, Mg, that P-MVYd&.! v them Vith Practicaj Skills Vith VhYCh 
to camr, 7 out thair job. EquaIJ7, hoth sectors put a Aiý, h 
value on tz-aating, people dacant. 17 and value training which 
reflects this perspective. 
The final stage in the study looked at an area not 
previously studied and of particular importance - the question 
of whether residents preferred trained or untrained staff. 
There was general agreement by staff and residents on what 
makes a good care assistant. From the qualitative responses, 
personal qualities appear to be of greater importance than 
practical skills, to both staff and residents. Initial analysis 
had suggested that residents preferred trained staff. However, 
staff who had been trained tended to have been in post longer 
and were thus more experienced. Ph'en Jength of tijre in post 
va. -. taA-&& Ynto account, the i4pact of tzwining vas 
neqligýble, indeed, if an7thing, untrained staff vere 
pzwfatrzwd to tzwined vtaff. Aesidewts in fact pzwfer staff 
vho aze natara. 117 caring, kind and understanding. Training 
. 7p, papa. r. g to AaA-a Jittla diffaxwnce to these qualitias% 
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4. Assessing the 'Entrepreneurial' Model 
This studir has focused ov the irode. 1, 
exemplified by HVQ's, in contrast to the 'professional' model, 
for which the paradigm is traditional social work training. In 
the light of the findings, a considerable number of questions 
are raised about the use of this model and its contribution to 
the debate on training. 
The model has seven main characteristics. First it has a 
jzract. ical focus. it tzwins people to do specific thih_qs. in 
specific va7s and firith specific outcoRes in zind. Second, it 
is about specified, and transferable skills identified on the 
basis of job analysis. Third, these skills relate directly to 
the practical tasks that are carried out in the workplace and 
are assessed in terms of levels of 'ccz=tanc& . 
Fourth, the 
training tends to be delivered on a '. vYtuatYoaaJ' exr Vh-housý&' 
basis, which should emphasise the benefit to individual 
establishments. Fifth, the training tends to be zodular in 
format thus avoiding the practical problems of full-time 
training. Sixth, asses"en takes place in concrete and routine 
workplace situations and is based on overt behaviour. Seventh, 
the model forms part of a much wider industrially based movement 
concerned with training the British workforce for the 21st 
century. For these reasons it should appeal to the jzrivata 
sectctr 'entrepreneur' with roots in an 'enterprise' culture, to 
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, p-r. 
imata sepotaur igtaff, j7a--t-tYjr47 staff and to current policy 
makers. 
If this is the model on which future training is to be 
based, what support does it gain from the evidence produced in 
this study? 
On the positive side, this model suits staff who might 
otherwise not receive training. It emphasises the practical 
skills that staff say are important, such as safe lifting and 
first aid. It can provide background knowledge on specific 
disabilities, such as dementia. It is suited to those staff who 
need time to undertake training, due to practical difficulties 
of staff cover and cost. Similarly, this model is suited to in- 
house training which was particularly popular with private 
sector staff. Not surprisingly it appeals in particular to 
those part-time staff and private sector staff who say they want 
training, and who see it as enhancing self-confidence and self- 
respect. 
The key point to be made is that focus needs to p1acý-_d, 
not on vhat tha jrod&J contains, but on vhat it does not 
contain. It emphasises skills which are needed. Neither its 
assessment nor typically its method of training emphasiss the 
way in which these skills can be informed by the understanding 
and moral qualities which seem to be required. In these 
respects, notice needs to be taken of what the staff and 
residents actually say. 
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1. Some) groups of staff are keener on 'professional' 
training. This implies that some elements found in this model 
continue to be valued. This is alongside an equal keenness by 
staff in both sectors for training in practical skills. 
2. In a sixilar vein, staff said that they want training 
that combines practical skills vith understanding but does not 
ignore the inherent skills of a 'good person' 
3. In Chapter Seven staff and residents felt that personal 
qualities of care assistants vere of greater importance than 
ability to carry out practical tasks. 
4. Finally, residents did not prefer trained staff. 
Residents want kind, caring and understanding staff, and are 
more likely to see these qualities in staff vho are there for a 
long tixe. 
These points raise the key issue of vhere this leaves us 
vith regard to implementation of an 'entrepreneurial' model? As 
it stands, the Ientr&j7xvweurdaI ' Arcpdal ds the jrodal of the 
J'utuxe. Vith its emphasis on the importance of practical skills 
vhich can be taught 'on-the-job'. Hovever, the research reveals 
its limitations. These are such that the model needs to be 
looked at in more depth. 
The issue is vhether training can produce 'good people'. By 
this is aeant the ability of a person to 'see' beyond the task 
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in hand and to knov hov, vhers and vhen other, covert, needs 
should be addressed. Professions themselves vary in the priority 
given to 'skills' and 'values'. An engineer must be precise, 
objective and skilled. Hovever. people's lives and their quality 
of life are not at risk if the engineer has an unsociable 
temperament. A health professional needs expertise but the 
ethical element rests an the confidential relationship betveen 
practitioner and patient. A residential care vorker needs to be 
task-competent but the priority is to be equipped vith a 'good' 
disposition and to be able to understand the needs and feelings 
of others. 
Traditionally 'professional' social vork training has aimed 
to produce people vith practical expertise vho maintain a set of 
approved ethical values. The question has been raised, in 
Chapter Tvo. as to vhether 'ethical values' can be taught or are 
the property of 'good' people. The problem in the case of 
I entrepreneurial' training is even xore acute. It is not that 
this training fails to produce a 'good' person but rather that 
it does not even try. 
A solution to this problen nay be to take into a unt the 
underlying values that 'good people' bring to the job. Training 
remains important to staff vho need specific skills. If they are 
to be involved vith dressings and medication (as in both sectors 
but Particularly the private sector, they are), they need the 
skills to ensure that the" matters are handled safely. The 
0 entrepreneurial' model of training can provide this. Hovever it 
also needs to focus equally on an understanding of the personal 
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qualities that residents most appreciate and which ensure that 
the carer does not lose sight of the person when handing out the 
pill. 
An example of the point at which integration of skill and 
disposition is necessary is the task of bathing residents. Not 
only do staff need to handle and lift safely and maintain 
hygiene, but the intimate nature of the task demands 
understanding, communication and empathy. It is during this 
seemingly routine task that staff have the opportunity to 
notice whether a resident has other, less obvious physical or 
psychological needs. For example a resident may be observed to 
have bed sores, to be depressed or to be showing signs of 
confusion. Thus the quality of life may depend on staff who are 
able to recognise when something is wrong, either by self- 
evident signs or by the ability to listen to what is being said. 
A 'good' carer should be able to have a sense of what action 
might be appropriate and to communicate this tactfully, at the 
right moment and at the the right place. Caring requires people 
who can exercise practical skill with the maintenance of dignity 
and respect of the resident. This implies that vhile practical 
skills are important, staff need knowledge and an ability to 
utilise their own good personal qualities. It remains to be seen 
whether assessment can be modified to allow for the necessary 
integration of skill, understanding and disposition. Training 
and assessment should therefore focus on this. 
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In this way training can enhance the quality of care 
received by residents while ensuring that the safety and 
security of residents are not at risk. 
S. Practical Inplications: 
The key practical issue is hov the 'entrepreneurial' model 
can be adapted to meet the needs of everyone. As ve have seen, 
personal qualities are of major importance to residents, and so 
being a good carer is, among other things, about being a good 
person. This point is linked to the issue of hov a job is 
defined since training is dependent on this, Job descriptions 
should take account of the need for 'good' people vho can 
listen, are sensitive and able to pick up on the needs of 
residents. 
This suggests that heads of hoires need to select staff 
oa. mWully,, as much fzxr thadr patrscwality amd altxu-ist-io 
qual. it. ies as for aDjpr other reason. Having taken on staff. a 
period of 'probation' may be appropriate. This would allov for 
personal qualities and practical skills to be assessed at an 
early stage. 
Training needs can then be drawn up. Staff and heads of 
homes want accev,: g to tzvYnYpg aad qualificaticms. which 
acknowledges the jwpartance of pxactical sA-ills. They also 
acknowledge the i4portaRcie of Raturally cariqg, anderstaDdingr 
and experienced people. The latter is what the residents want, 
and the 'entrepreneurial' model needs to take this into account. 
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Heads of homes and staff also want training that can be 
undertaken on an -in-house 
basis- In this respect NVQ's may be 
taken up more readily. As Chapter Two has pointed out, NVQ's are 
modular and thus exclude the need for block release training. 
They are intended to be assessed in the workplace. They can be 
completed at the candidates own pace, and assessed when the 
candidate and assessor feel the time is right. 
The practical benefits would be to help staff and their 
employers overcome the problems of cover and cost. In particular 
it would enable part-time staff to undertake training on a 
gradual basis and during working hours. 
The NVQ system is intended to be 'employer led' and set 
within the context of the workplace. As we have seen, heads of 
homes and staff share a preference for the involveirent of 
&ýgta, b-11shjrant. v in training. The current NVQ model suits these 
requirements and can capitalise on staff experience of the 
considerable amount of in-house training which is now in place. 
Thus certain aspects of the 'entrepreneurial' model can 
benefit heads of homes and staff. It can be 'sold' to the 
residential sector on the grounds that it: 
provides access to a nationally recognised system of 
qualifications. 
- it provides training in specific skills needed by, staff. 
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it can be undertaken on an in-house basis, and linked to 
the specific needs of individual homes. 
* it can build on staff experience and current training. 
Given that training can be 'sold', thought needs to be 
given to how it is to be carried out. Vhether the job involves 
routine domestic tasks or emphasises a caring role, it is likely 
that personal qualities will surface within its course. However, 
if training focuses on the tasks alone, the results will be 
limited. If people are to use their good qualities, these need 
to brought out in their training. This suggests that they need 
the opportunity to express these qualities during training, for 
example in role play or through reflection on their recent work. 
Thus, the dispositions of people, as well as their 
'competence' in the job, must be assessed. We need to ensure 
that the avsms.: ýment involve. -. the xwsideatv vievg. 
Without them, training remains skills-specific and unsuited to a 
social care setting. 
This raises the question of vho vill undertake assessments? 
At present line managers in social services departments are 
being trained as assessors. It is unlikely that private home 
owners or their managers will have equal access to this 
training. Independent Inspection Unit officers may be in a 
position to take an this role, but resources are extremely 
limited. 
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Training for assessment is also time-consuming and costly. 
Funding may need to be made available to heads of home in the 
private, as well as the local authority sector, in order that 
they themselves can become trained assessors. Home owners may 
need to be trained in staff development and supervision skills 
if assessment is to be meaningful. Their own development may 
lead to a better understanding of the training needs of their 
staff. 
Further assessments are needed as a means of providing 
evidence that staff can maintain quality of care and develop 
their own personal skills. This is needed to overcome the 
criticism that assessment of competence occurs in a 'one-off' 
situation. 
Vhere staff are deemed to have those qualities and skills 
which match the ethos of the home and the residents, they need 
to be encouraged to stay. In the study Jepgth of tijre in post 
va. g a sig: &Yficant px-edictctr of preference bv rwgident. T. Any 
steps which enhance the likelihood that 'good' staff will stay 
is to be welcomed, and eases the task of ensuring that training 
given to these staff is not 'wasted'. In the light of this, the 
question of pay and conditions for the residential sector 
workforce needs to be addressed once more. 
Staff may also be motivated to stay if the practical 
problems of day release training are, to some extent, 
eliminated. In-house training can overcome the problems of 
travelling to colleges, cost and relief cover. The implication 
is that staff will be better motivated towards training that can 
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be undertaken and assessed during working hours without loss of 
earnings. 
Overall, the evidence in this study Yodicýato. -, that 
vhatever irodel of txaihing aad. Arethod of assessirent is 
dac. ided upon, xwsidants have a vital part to pJay ia the 
pxocess. Their views are probably of greatest importance. This 
implies that a means by which they too can be involved in the 
training process and called upon to assess staff needs to be 
devised and tested. 
Thus homes need to select staff who possess good personal 
qualities. The job should be defined with these qualities in 
mind, staff should be trained accordingly and asessment should 
take this into account. 
6. Conclusions and reconmendations 
* An 'entrepreneurial' focus on practical skills, in-house 
training and workplace assessment is likely to appeal to 
those most in need of training and qualifications - 
part-tixe staff and the private sector. 
* Focus needs to placed on those elements of the 
'professional' model that staff say are important. 
- The limitations of the 'entrepreneurial' model need to 
be reviewed to allow for the incorporation of 
'professional' understanding and the disposition of 
I good people'. 
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Staff in residential homes for elderly people need to be 
selected for their altruistic qualities as well as their 
practical abilities. 
Training should acknowledge the importance of specific 
practical skills. 
Training should, where possible, be undertaken at least 
partly, on an in-house basis. 
Training should integrate practical skills with 
professional understanding of residents needs. 
Assessment should take the need for this integrated 
approach into account. 
Assessment should take into account the views of 
residents. 
Good staff need to be encouraged to stay. 
7. Final Comment 
This study has contributed to the debate on training by 
bringing to light the benefits and limitations of an 
sentrepreneurial' model of training. The benefits of the model 
are that it provides access to training and qualifications which 
focus on job specific practical skills. It can be 'sold' to the 
private sector and to a part-time workforce. Its limitations are 
that it does not take adequate account of the importance of 
'good people'. The assumption has been that training makes 
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people 'better' carers. The study reveals that, from the point 




HVO CANDIDATES REGTSTERED UP TO 
31/3. "9s 
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1. Numbers of Full and Part time Staff: 
Number of local Authority full and part-time staff (Source: 
DOH, Local Authority Social Services Statistics: Staff of Local 
Authority Social Services Departments at 30/9/94. England. S/F 
94/1, Table 7. 
Number of Private full and part-time staff - Calculated from 
Table E, DOH, Residential Accomodation for Elderly and for 
Younger Physically Disabled People: All Residents in Local 
Authority, Voluntary and Private Homes, 31/3/93, England, 
RA/93/2. (Number of Residents - 134,510) 
Calculation from Survey One data on Ratio of Residents to 
private staff (4: 1) = 134.510/4 - 33.627. Percentage of Full 
time staff - 40%, Percentage of Part-time staff - 60%. 
Thus Full time staff - 33627 x . 40 - 13451, Part time staff 
33627 x . 60 - 20176. 
2. Estinated nuabers of Full and Part time Residential 
care staff on KVQ Courses: (Source - CCETSV nvqdata2, 
24/4/95) 
Total Number of Candidates Registered for NVQ up to 31/3/95 
15,356. 
Employer SSD 4774 (n1) 
Private 5295 (n2) 
Voluntary 1117 (0) 
No Information 1720 (n4) 
Employer Total 15356 - 1720 - 13636 (nS) 
Employment Basis Part time 5382 (n6) 
Full time 8133 (0) 
Exployment, Setting Residential 10113 (n8) 
Client Group Older People 9404 W) 
No Information 119 WO) 
Client Total 15356 - 119 - 15345 (n11) 
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A- Estimated no. of local authority residential care 
staff: 
nO x (n1 / nS) = 3541 
B- Estimated no. of local authority residential care staff 
in homes for the elderly: 
Ax (n9 / n1l) - 2170 
C- Estimated no. of full time local authority residential 
care staff in homes for the elderly: 
Bx (n7 /(n6 + n7)) - 1306 
D- Estimated no. of part time local authority residential 
care staff in homes for the elderly: 
Bx (n6 / (n6 + n7)) - 864 
E- Estimated no. of private residential care staff: 
nO x (n2 / nG) - 3927 
Estimated no. of Private residential care staff in 
homes for the elderlv: 
Ex (n9 / n1l) - 2407 
G- Estimated no. of Full time private residential staff 
in care homes for the elderly: 
Fx (n7 / (n6 + n7)) - 1449 
H- Estimated no. of Part time private residential staff 
in homes for the elderly: 







TRAINING NEtDS IN RESIDENTIAL-CARE HOMES 
Please give details of your Establishment, your care 
staff and your clients. 
Name of Establishment ................................ 
1. Is this Establishment in'the Local Authority Sector 
or in the Private Sector? ýPfease circle). 
Local Authority 1 
Private 2 
Voluntary 3 
2. Please indicate in number how many staff are 
employf-, d at-the home: 
e. g. 012T61) (rT- 
Care'Assistants 
(Care staff who are 
employed to do routine 




Domestic Staff Full Time 
(Cooks/cleaners etc) Part Time 
Supervisory Staff Full Time 
(Senior Care Assistants, 
Managers/Deputies/Matrons, Part time 















3. please indicate how many residents you are able to 
acconmodate: 
..................... 
4. How many residents are currently being 
accommodated? (Please indicate number) 
Male 
Female 
S. of these residents, how many are aged 75 years and 
over? 
6. Are any of the residents in need of special care, 
that is suffering from any of the following? If so, 
please indicate how many. 
Senile Dementia/Alzheimers Disease 
(Sev 
, ere mental 
infirmity and mei6ory 
impairment) 
Incontinent of urine 
(Require constant toilet attention) 
ft, 
Severe hearing impairment 
Severe visual handicap 
Require help getting in and 
out of bed 
Require help with the stairs 
I others (please specify) ................... 

















The followi ng questions ask for details on the training 
that you have. received. 
7. Please indicate your occupational status (please 
circle) 
Proprietor 1 
Officer in Charge 2 
Deputy Officer 3 
Supervisor/Manager 4 
Assistant Officer 5 
Are you Male I 
Female 2 
9. How long have you been in charge of this 
establishment? years 
10. How long have you worked in the Caring sector? 
(please circle) 
Less than 12 months 1 
one to 5 years 2 








11. What if. any was your previous occupation? ( if 
housewife please state) 
.......................... o ......... 
_12. 
Please state by whom you were employed: (please 
circle) 
Self employed 1 
Employed by the Local Autýority 2 
Employed in the Privcite'Sector 3 
Employed by the Health Sector 4 
Other (e. g. Industry, Forces) 5 
13. Have you received any-training in social care or 
health care? (please circle) 
Yes 
No 2 
14 If yes, please indicate whether you have had'; 
In-House Training Yes 1 
No 2 
social Services In-service Training Yes I 
No 2 





other (please specify) 









15. What qualif ications did you receive as a result of 







City & Guilds 325-1 7 
325-2 8 
3ý5-3 9 
Other (please state) 
......... 0 ....... 0 ...................... 
..................................................... 4.. 
16. What further training, if any,, do you feel would be 
of benefit to you? 
... o. oooo. o ... ooo.. ooo ...... .... o. oo 
0000000000.............. 000.0 







The following questions'ask for details of training 
your staff have received. ' 
17. How many of your care staff have received training 
in the past twelve months? 
18. How many of these care staff are still employed 
at your home'? 
19. If trained, did any receive: 
In-house-training Yes 1 
No 2 
Social Services in-service training 
Yes I 
No 2 
College based training Yes 1 
No 2 
















city & Guilds 325-1 












City & Guilds 325-3 117-118 
City & Guilds 356 1/2 119-120 
other (Please state) 121-124 
..................................... 
.................... .............. 
..................... 6 ..................... ... 
20. How many had this training paid for 
125- 126 By your establishment 
By the Care Assistant 127-128 
By i combination of Establishment/Care 129-130 
Assistant 
With a Government Training Grant 131-132 
By the Education Authority 133-134 
By the Social Services 135-136 
By'other means (Please state) ................... 
....................... 
137-140 
........... ........ .... 
5ECTION Q 
This section asks for information as to your views 
regards the training of care staff. 
21. Please indicate whetber you feel that training 
for care assistants is: (Please circle) 141 
Very Important 1 
Important 2 
Not Very Important 3 
Not Important at all 4 
22. Please state why, 142-146 








Where do you feel training should take place? 
In House 1 
At College 2 
Combination of. both 3 
24. Who do you feel should provide the training? 
(please circle) 
Establishment proprietors/managers 1 
Social Service Personnel 2 
Education Service 3 
A Combination 4 
25. If you have indicated a combination to Q. 24, 
please state which combination you feel is most 
appropriate: (please circle) 
Estýablishment/Social Service'ý; 1 
Establishment/Education Service 2 
Establishment/Social/Education 3 
Social Service/Education 4 
26. What practical difficulties do you associate with 
staff training? 
........................................ o... oo.. Oo 0 








2-7. The -following is a list of subjects that are 
currently offered on training courses for care 
assistants. The list is not exaustive, so please 
feel, free to add your comments at the end of this 
questionnaire. PleasL- indicate whether the subjects 
listed are: Very important (VIi; Important (1); Not 
Very Imnortant (NVI); or Not Relevant -(NR). 
in 
relation to your staff and the lob that they 
actuallv do. 
Please circle one answer only for each subject. 





Attitudes to Ageing 




Care of the Dying 
1 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
2 3 
: 1. 2 3 
1 
1 2 3 



























Car;: ying out Assessments 1 2 3 4 166 
Conuuunicating with the elderly 1 2 3 4 167 
Communicaiion Skills (Verbal/ 1 2 3 4 168 
Non-verbal) 
Confidentiality & the client 1 2 3 4 169 
Continence Aids & Appliances 1 2 3 4 170 
Coping with Aggressive clients 1 2 3 4 171 
Coping with Stress 1 2 3 4 172 
Dealing with Relatives 1 2 3 4 173 
Dementia in the elderly 11 2 3 4 174 
Dignity Respect of the client 1 2 3 4 175 
Emergency First Aid 1 2 3 4 176 
Falls 1 2 3 4 177 
Feeding the client 1 2 3 4 178 
Fire Prevention 1 2 3 4 179 
General Counselling with 1 2 3 4 180 
elderly people 267 
Group Living for elderly 1 2 3 
People 
Health & Safety at wýrk 1 2 3 
Human Biology 1 2 3 
Hygiene Practice 1 2 3 
Impact of moving on elderly 1 2 3 
people 
Implementing Care Plans 1 2 3 
Legal Aspects of Care 1 2 3 
Lifting & Handling Awareness 1 2 3 
Loss and Bereavement 1 2 3 
Hental, Handicap 1 2 3 
Hental. Illnesses in the elderly 1 2 3 
Hobility Aids 1 2 3 











































Group Living for elderly 1 2 3 4 201 
People 
Health & Saf ety at wc; rk 1 2 3 4 202 
Human Biology 1 2 3 4 203 
Hygiene Practice 1 2 3 4 204 
Impact of moving on elderly 1 2 3 4 205 
people 
Implementing Care Plans 1 2 3 4 206 
Legal Aspects of Care 1 2 3 4 207 
Lifting & Handling Awareness 1 2 3 4 208 
Loss and Bereavement 1 2 3 4 209 
Mental Handicap 1 2 3 4 210 
Mental Illnesses in the elderly 1 2 3 4 211 
Mobility Aids 1 2 3 4 212 
Nutritional Needs of the 1 2 3 4 213 
Elderlyý 
Physical Handicaps 1 2 3 4 214 
promoting Continence 1 2 3 4 215 
12. 
Reality Orientation Therapy 13 
Report Writing 1234 
Reminiscence 
Therapy 1234 
Roles in the Health Service 234 
Roles of Other Professionals 234 
Self-awareness 
Sexuality and old age 
Study Skills 
1 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
Teamwork 1 2 3 4 
Toileting 2 3 4 
Use of Common Drugs 2 3 4 
Working with the blind client 1 2 3 4 


















2-8. As regards domestic staff, do you feel that 
they should: 
a) Receive. training. similar to that of care 









29. Finally, are tlýere any other areas which you 
feel care assistants should receive training in. 












Area Homes vhich Hozes vhich 
Responded did not Respond 
L. A. Private L. A. Private 
Central 
Up to 10 - 5 9 
11 - 20 1 23 - 11 
21 - 30 7 9 1 10 
31 - 50 12 2 - 3 
Total 20 39 1 33 
North Vest 
Up to 10 - 11 - 7 
11 - 20 - 20 - 16 
21 - 30 3 8 1 14 
31 - SO 10 1 2 9 
Total 13 40 3 46 
272 
273 
(1) Includes CSS; CQSV; ICSC. 
(2) Includes SRN; SEN; RKN. 
(3) Includes City and Guilds 325-1 (n-24); City and 
Guilds 325-2 (n - 0); City ad Guilds 325-3 
(n = 1); Caring for Clients (n = 10); Teacher 
Training (n 2); ENB 941(n = 1); First lid 
Courses (n 3). - 
(1) Includes CSS; CQSV; ICSC. 
(2) Includem SRN; SEN; RMN. 
(3) Includes Health and Hygiene Certificates; B,. ITEC 
1st Diploma in Social Care; Pre-Nursing 
Certificate; St. John's Ambulance Basic Caring; 
City and Guilds Family and Community Care 
Certificate; City and Guilds Catering (7061/2); 




(1) SRN; SEN; RGN; Vard Orderly; Nurse Auxiliary; 
Nursery Nurse. 
(2) Care Assistant; Social Vorker; Deputy Officer- 
in-Charge. 
(3) Teacher; Insurance Clark; Solicitors Clerk; 
Comptoxeter Operator; Secretary; Monk; Shop 
Assistant. 
(1) RMN; RGH; SRN; SEN; Matron; Senior Nursing 
Officer; Senior Nurse Tutor; Vard Sister; 
Doctor; Ambulance Driver; Occupational Therapist 
(2) Care Assistant; Senior Care Assistant; 
Residential Home Manager; Residential Social 
Vorker; Day Centre Social Vorker; Social 
Services Training Officer; Officer-in Charge; 
Youth Vorker; Armed Forces Velfare. 
(3) Director (Retailing/Catering); Public Relations 
Manager; Shop Proprietor; Teacher; Dental 
Technician; Secretary; Hotelier; Clergyman; 
Fire Fighter; Armed Forces Personnel. 
276 
277 
(1) Includes CSS; CQSV; ICSC 
(2) Includes SRN; SEX; RMN. 
(3) Includes respondents vho listed alternative or 
extra qualifications: 
(a) Manageaent and Staff Developxent 
(b) Other Nurse Training - Midvife; OpthalRics, 
District Nurse; NNEB; Health Visitor; ENB 
941. 
IM Dual Qualifications - Thirteen respondents had 
xore than one listed qualification, as follovs: 
CSS + SEN (n-1) 
CSS + SRH (n-1) 
CSS + ICSC (n=7) 
SEN + ICSC (n-1) 
CSS + SRH + ICSC (n-3) 
278 
279 
(1) Includes CSS; CQSV; ICSC 
(2) Includes SEN; SRN; RMN 
(3) Includes alternative and extra qualifications 
as follovs: 
(a) Other Health/Nurse training - ENB; MB/HD; 
OND Orthopmedic Nursing Certificate; 
Occupational Therapy. 
(b) Degree Courses - includes one respondent 
vho had taken an MSC in Care of the Elderly 
(c) Other courses - Management courses; Open 
University 'Caring for Older People'; 
Post-Registration Care of the Elderly 
Certificate; NEBSK; Food Hygiene 
Certificates; 'Various Courses". 
IM Six respondents had xore than one listed 
aualification. as follows: 
CSS + SEN (n=l) 
CSS + SRH + RMN (n=l) 
SRH + RMH (n=2) 
SEN + RMN (n-1) 
SRH + City and Guilds 325-3 (n-1) 
280 
APPENDIX VIII 
A PRIORI T-TST - VALIDITY TVRT 
(Number of 'judges' vho circled the column number in 
brackets) 
281 
The following is a list of areas in which care staff 
currently receive training. Please indicate whether you 
consider each area to be "professional' (that is. with the 
emphasis on social care/social work methods) or "pragmatic" 
(that is, with the emphasis on practical skills). Please 






Attitudes to Ageing 




Care of the dying 
Carrying out assessments 




Confidentiality & the 
Client 
Continence aids and 
appliances 
Coping vith Aggressive 
Clients 
Coping vith Stress 
Dealing vith relatives 
Dementia in the elderly 
Dignity and respect for 
the Client 
Emergency First Aid 
Falls 
Feeding the Client 
Fire Prevention 
General Counselling vith 
Elderly people 
Group Living for 
Elderly People 
Health and Safety at vork 
Human Biology 
Hygiene Practice 
Impact of Moving on 
Elderly People 
Implementing care plans 
Legal aspects of care 
Lifting and Handling 
Avareness 
loss and Bereavement 
Mental Handicap 
(17) 2 (5) 
(is) 2 (7) 
(19) 2 (3) 
(15) 2 (7) 
(20) 2 (2) 




(7) 2 (15) 
1 (20) 2 (2) 
1 (16) 2 (6) 
1 (16) 2 (6) 
1 (19) 2 (3) 
2 (17) 
2 (11) 
1 (22) 2 (-) 
1 (17) 2 (G) 
1 (9) 2 (13) 
1 (19) 2 (3) 
2 (22) 
2 (21) 
1 (3) 2 (19) 
1 (2) 2 (20) 





(19) 2 (3) 
(20) 2 (2) 
1 (14) 2 (8) 




Mental Illnesses 2 (7) 
Mobility Aids 2 (19) 
Hutritional needs of the 
Elderly 2 (14) 
Physical Handicaps 1 (10) 2 (12) 
Promoting Continence 1 (15) 2 (7) 
Reality Orientation 
Therapy 1 (16) 2 (6) 
Report Vriting 2 (11) 
Roles in the Health 
Service 1 (14) 2 (13) 
Roles of other 
professionals 2 (12) 
Self Awareness 1 (19) 2 (3) 
Sexuality and old age 1 (18) 2 (4) 
Study Skills 1 (15) 2 (7) 
Teamwork 1 (12) 2 (10) 
Toileting 1 (2) 2 (20) 
Use of Common Drugs 1 (6) 2 (16) 
Vorking with the Blind 
Client 1 (7) 2 (15) 
Vorking with the Deaf 
Client 2 (14) 
Outcome: Fro* the original list of 53 variables, 27 
'professional' variables and 10 'pragmatic' variables vere 
matched by the 'judges'. The criteria for a variable to be 
placed in one column or another for analysis vas a score of 
11 or over. Four variables vere given equal scores, of vhich 
tvo - Basic Psychology and Basic Sociology - vere dropped 
from the analysis. Of the other tvo - Coping vith Aggressive 
clients vas placed in the 'professional' column as it vas 
intended to reflect an emphasis an understanding rather than 
physical coping; and Report Vriting vas placed in the 
2 pragmatic' column as it is an essentially practical 
function. Three variables vere given scores opposite to the 
original list. Tvo (Mental Handicap and Mental Illnesses) 
vere dropped and the remaining variable - Communication 
Skills remained in the original list as a 'professional' 
variable. as it involves an understanding of the need to 
communicate in a professional manner. One variable, 
Reminiscence Therapy vas missed off the list, but remained in 
the original list. 
283 
A PRIORI LIST OF 'PROFESSIONAL' 








ATTITUDES TO AGEING 
CARRYING OUT ASSESSMENTS 
COMMUNICATING WITH THE ELDERLY 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
COPING WITH AGGRESSIVE CLIENTS 
COPING WITH STRESS 
DEALING WITH RELATIVES 
DIGNITY AND RESPECT OF THE CLIENT 
GENERAL COUNSELLING WITH THE ELDERLY 
GROUP LIVING FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE 
IMPACT OF MOVING ON THE ELDERLY 
IMPLEMENTING CARE PLANS 
LEGAL ASPECTS OF CARE 
LOSS AND BEREAVEMENT 
PROMOTING CONTINENCE 
REALITY ORIENTATION THERAPY 
REMINISCENCE THERAPY 
ROLES IN THE HEALTH SERVICE 
ROLES OF OTHER PROFESSIONALS 
SELF AWARENESS 





BASIC NURSING SKILLS 
BATHING 
CARE OF THE DYING 
CONTINENCE AIDS AND APPLIANCE 
DEMENTIA IN THE ELDERLY 
EMERGENCY FIRST AID 
FALLS 
FEEDING THE CLIENT 
FIRE PREVENTION 
HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK 
HUMAN BIOLOGY 
HYGIENE PRACTICE 
LIFTING AND HANDLING AWARENESS 
MOBILITY AIDS 




USE OF COMMON DRUGS 
WORKING WITH THE BLIND CLIENT 
WORKING WITH THE DEAF CLIENT 
286 
APPENDIX X 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR MEAN 
'PROFESSTONAL' AND 'ENTREPRENEURTAT' SCORER 
BY OULITFICITIONS 
287 
Analysis of Variance 
Table 33 
Dependent Variable: Professional score 
By Levels of: Sector, Qualifications 
SUR of 
Squares 








3 328.864 3.213 
1 097.306 0.766 
2 44.643 . 436 
Interactions 294.296 2 147.148 1.430 
Explained 1280.889 5 256.170 2.503 
Residual 10645.302 104 102.359 
Total 11926.191 109 109-415 
Table 34 
Dependent Variable: Entrepreneurial Score 






Main effects 13.239 3 4.413 . 110 . 949 
SECTOR 2.413 1 2.413 . 064 . 800 
QUALIFICATIONS 10.826 2 5.413 . 145 . 866 
2-way 
Interactions 39.!; 52 2 19.276 . 51S . 599 
Explained 51.791 5 10.358 . 277 . 925 
Residual 3891.809 104 37.421 




TRAINING NEEDS IN RESIDENTIAL -ýCiRE 
HOMES 
(Care Staff Questionýaire) 
Name of Establishment ............................... 
1. Is this Establishment in the Local Authority Sector or 
in the Private Sector? (Please circle). 
Local Authority 1 
I Private 2 
t=IQN A 
this section asks for a few personal details. The 
information you give is for statistical use only. 
L What age are you? (Please circle whichever applies) 
Under 20 1 
20 - 29 2 
30 - 39 3 
40 - 49 4 
50 - 59 5 
60 and over 6 
Are you Male I Female 2 (Please circle) 
'What 
is your occupation? (Please circle) 
Care Assistant 1 
Senior Care Assistant 2 
other (Please specify) 3 
-00 ............ 6.................................. 
... ** ............... 0 ............ 4 .......... 00 .... 
Do you work Full Time Part Time 
Are you on duty at night only? (Please circle) 










6. Do you supervise other staff ? (Please circle) 
Yes 1 No 2 
7. If yes, please give brief details 
....................... o ....... .................... 
................ o .......... o ........ 
ZECTION B 
The following *questions ask for details on your work 
txperience and the type of work that you do. 
8. How long have you been employed at this establishment? 
.................................. 
19. How long have you worked in the Caring Sector? (Please 
c 
Less than 12 months 1 
One to 5 years 2 
5 years or more 3 
110. 
Whýat was your previous occupation? 
a ................. 000.. 0.. ý .... 00 ................ 00 ........ 0 
ý, 11. Please state by whom you were employed: (please circle) 
Self employed 1 
Employed by the Local -Authority 
Employed in the Private Care Sector 3 
Employed by the Health Sector 4. 
other (e. g. private business) 5 
10 
11 - 12 
13 




2. Please read this list carefully and indicate whether or 
ot you do each job as part of your regular duties. 
(Please circle) 
Washing clothes/bed linen 
Helping to dress/undress residents 
Reading/writing letters for residents 
Encouraging residents to do things 
f or themselves 
Making drinks/helping with feeding/ 
serving food 
Making beds/changing beds 
Taking residents for walks 
Paperwork - e. g. rotas 
Preparing or cooking food 
Playing games with residents 
e. g. Cards/Bingo 
Changing dressings 
Administering drugs 
Shopping for the residents 
Clean in g/polishin g/du sting 
Tidying up 
Mending/darning/name tagging 
Washing up/drying up 
Laying tables/clearing away 
Dealing with/talking to visitors 
Taking residents to the toilet 
Sluicing 




Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes I No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes I No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 
Yes 1 No 2 


























13. Are there any other jobs that you do on a regular basis 
that are not included in Q. 12.? (Please specify- below) 
q.............. * 
. **. * ..... 0 ................................................. 
............................................................ 
........... 0.0 ....................... 0 ............. 
14. What is your reason f or doing this job? 
...... 0 .......... 0.0.0 ........ 0 ..... 00.... 0.0 ..... 0.. 0. 
1. -. 660000900060*0666600 
, **-0* 
.... 06 ............................. 00-0.0.00 ....... 0.. 
USTION C 
This section asks for details of the training that you have 
Ireceived - 
'15. Have you received any training in social care or health 
', tare? (please circle) 
Yes 1 
No 
6. Was this training focused on: 
a) Mainly practical skills 
b) Mainly client needs and problems 2 
c) Mainly your -role with other people 3 
d) A combination (Please specify) 4 
10 
0.04.. 0 ...... 0...... 000 ....... 0.0.0 ... 0... 0.0.. * ..... 0..... 
Svo* ..... 0 ............. 0*00.0 .... ... 
................ 6.6 0.............. 0.......... 0 
45 - 50 





L7. Please indicate whether you have had; 
In-House Training Yes I No 2- 
Social Services Training Yes I No 2 
College Training Yes I No 2 
Health Service Training Yes 1 No 2 
other (please specify) 
.......... 0 ...... 00 ................. 
............... 00 ........ 0 ............. 0 ....... 0.0 
1 
18. What qualifications did you receive as a result of this 
, 







Caring f or Clients 7 











NVQ Level 11 11 
NVQ Level 111 12 
Other (Please specify) 
............................ 6 ....... 
.............................................. 
.... 0 ........... 0 ............. *.. 0 ................ 
Was this training paid for by: (Please circle) 
Your Employer 1 
Yourself 2 
" Combination of Employer/Yourself 3 
" Government Training Grant 4 
The Education Authority 5 
The, Social Services 6 
Other Means (Please specify) 7 
00 ........................... 0 ....... * .......... 
r ........................................................... 





[S..... .... ....... S" S" " ". "" S" """""" "* ...... S """"" 
............ o-o.. oo oo ooo. o. 
00.0 0.. 0.. * .............. 
65 




rhis section asks for information as to- your views regards 
the training of care staff. 
21. ýPlease indicate whether you feel that training for 
care assistants is: (Please circle) 
Very Important 1 
Important 2 
Not Very Important 3 
Not Important at all 4 
-Please state why 
'*--* 
... 40 ... 0.0 ... o........ 0.0-0.000-0-0-0-00- 
*......................................... 
4-0 o .... 000.00 ....... 
3. Where do you f eel training should take place? 
(Please circle) 
In House I 
At College 2 
Combination of both 3 
14. Who do you f eel should provide the training? (Please 
tircle) 
Establishment/Managers I 
Social Services 2 
Education Service 3 
A Combinatiox) 4 
5. If %? 6u have indicated a combination to Q. 24, please 
ate. which combination you feel is most appropriate: 
Please circle) 
Establishment/Social Services I 
Establishment/ Education Service 2 
Establishment/Social/Education 3 
Social Service/Education 4 
Not applicable 5 
71 






6. Thinking about day release training, are -any of the 
ollowing likely to be a problem f or yc>u? (Please tick 
ýppropriate box) 
a) Transport 
b) Family Commitments 2 
C) Cost 3 
d) Difficulty of getting relief cover 
4 
e) Problems for the home in releasing you 5 
f) Other (Please specify) 
6 
16066**0 ...... * ..... 0 ... ...... 0.. * .............. 
... * ** .......... 6 
.............................. 
.. 0 0 0. . 0. .0... 0.04-6 ............... 0.0 ........ 
ý7- Do you feel that your training, if any, has been 




Yes Not Sure 3 
No 2 Not applicable 4 
Has training helped you to: 
(Please answer each statement by circling the 
app'ropriate response)(N/A = Not applicable) 
a) 'See clients differently 
Yes I No 2 Not sure 3 N/A 4 
b) Become more self aware 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 3 N/A 4 
Lift and handle clients 
Yes I No 2 Not sure 3 N/A 4 
d)' Deal with other professionals 
Yes I No 2 Not sure 3 N/A 4 
e) Understand more about clients problems 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 3 N/A 4 
f) Become more assertive 














g) Help clients with aids and a ppliances 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
h), Work in a team 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
i) Understand more about client sfa milies 
Yes I No 2 Not sure 
j) Develop high standards 
, -Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
k) Improve record keeping 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
1) Take. on more responsibility 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
M) Communicate with clients 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
n) Develop confidence 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
0) Work with the terminally ill 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
P) Develop good working relationships 
Yes 1 No 2 Not sure 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
3 N/A 4 
9. Are there any other ways in which training has 




.......... 0 ......... 0 ......... 
............................... 
Are, there any aspects of training that you feel have 
Ot helped you in your job? 

















31. Given the job that you actually do, how important is 
it that training should be provided for this job in the 
following areas? The list is not exaustive, so please feel 
free to add your comments at the end of this questionnaire. 
Please indicate whether the areas listed are: Very - 
import-ant M); ImPortant (I); Not Very Important (NVI); or- 
tot Relevant MR). 
(Please circle one answer only for e ach subject). 
VI I NVI NR 
Wmission Procedures 1 2 3 4 
UDS/HIV Awareness 1 2 3 4 
nti-Discrimination 1 2 3 4 
ssertion Techniques 1 2 3 4 
ýttitudes to Ageing 1 2 3 4 
ýasic 
Nursing Skills 1 2 3 4 
lasic Psychology 1 2 3 4 
asic sociology 1 2 3 4 
athing 1 2 3 4 
are of the Dying 1 2 3 4 
ý, arrying out Assessments 1 2 3 4 
i0mmunicating with the elderly 1 2 3 4 
, -Ommunication 

















Confidentiality & the client 
Continence Aids & Appliances 
Coping with Aggressive clients 
Coping with Stress 
Dealing with Relatives 
Dementia', in the elderly 
Dignity & Respect of the client 
mergency First 'Aid 
Palls 
Peeding the client 
?i P ti re reven on 
eneral Counselling with 
lderly people 
roup Living for elderly 
ýeople 





2 3- 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2. 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
234 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 



















Impact of moving on elderly 1 2 3 4 160 
People 
'Implementing Care Plans 1 2 3 4 161 
ýLegal' Aspects of Care 1 2 3 4 
162 
Lifting & Handling Awareness 1 2 3 4 163 
Loss and Bereavement 1 2 3 4 
164 
1 
Aental, Handicap 1 2 3 
1 
4 165 
ýental Illnesses in the elderly 1 2 3 4 166 
I 
10bility Aids 1 2 3 4 167 
Ltritional 
Needs of the Elderly 1 2 3 4 
168 
$ysical Handicaps 1 2. 3 4 169 
1'ýomoting Continence 1 2 3 4 170 
ality Orientation Therapy 1 2 3 4 
171 
eport, writing 1 2 3 4 
172 
i e i 2 3 4 173 scence Therapy m n 1 I 
ý4'111es in the Health Service 1 2 3 4 174 
iýl i th 2 3 4 175 er Profess onals es of o 1 
_7 lf -awareness 1 2 3 4 
176 
j 





Ose of Common Drugs 
, 
ýOrking with the blind client 
iVorking with the deaf client 
13. 
1 2 3.. 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
J2. As regards domestic staff, do you f eel that they Quld: 


















13. Finally, are there any other areas which you f eel care 
Issistants should receive training in. Please add your 
'Omments below or overleaf. 
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Staff Managers SUIT 
Private 
Owners 
Admission procedures 1.96 1.40 1.96 1.73 
Attitudes to Ageing 1.24 1.11 1.28 1.18 
Coping with Aggression 1.19 1.44 1.36 1.45 
AIDS4HV Awareness 1.30 1.20 1.85 2.18 
Assertion Techniques 1.83 1.89 1.97 2.00 
Carrying out assessments 1.70 1.67 1.88 1.95 
Basic Nursing skills 1.57 2.10 1.52 1.68 
Bathing 1.35 1.22 1.36 1.27 
Human biology 1.88 2.78 2.06 2.45 
Implementing care plans 1.69 1.33 1.83 1.73 
Care of the dying 1.13 1.30 1.14 1.18 
Comm unicating/eld erly 1.12 1.11 1.12 1.13 
Communication skills 1.23 1.22 1.38 1.27 
Confldentiality 1.24 1.11 1.25 1.27 
Continence aids 1.40 1.56 1.40 1.59 
General counselling 1.52 1.78 1.53 1.41 
Dementia 1.21 1.22 1.26 1.27 
Dignity and respect 1.08 1.11 1.15 1.09 
Anti-discrimination 1.61 1.44 2.10 2.09 
Use of common drugs 1.44 2.11 1.24 1.36 
Emergency First Aid 1.25 2.00 1.17 1.22- 
Falls 1.16 1.56 1.15 1.34 
Feeding 1.54 1.67 1.63 1.41 
Fire prevention 1.09 1.11 1.10 1.00 
Group living 1.66 1.67 1.70 1.45 
Roles in health service 1.84 2.44 2.18 2.68 
Health and Safety 1.15 1.10 1.17 1.23 
Worldng with the deaf 1.27 1.56 1.55 1.64 
Hygiene practice 1.16 1.10 1.21 1.09 
Legal aspects or care 1.76 2.11 1.92 2.04 
Lifting and handling 1.19 1.00 1.18 1.23 
Loss and bereavement 1.25 1.60 1.28 1.36 
Mobilit, aids 1 1.38 1.33 1.59 1.73 
Impact of moving 1 1.33 1.67 1.57 
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Nutritional needs 1.44 1.11 1.45 1.41 
Physical handicaps 1.45 1.56 1.59 1.59 
Promoting continence 1.41 1.22 1.68 1.41 
Roles of other professionals 1.79 2.33 2.08 2.73 
Reminiscence therapy 1.81 1.78 1.88 2.05 
Dealing with relatives 1.58 1.89 1.67 1.41 
Report writing 1.67 1.90 1.77 1.77 
Reality orientation therapy 1.72 1.56 1.96 2.00 
Self awareness 1.34 1.44 1.03 1.86 
Sexuality and old age 1.73 1.89 1.95 1.86 
Coping with stress 1.25 1.44 1.40 1.32 
Study skills 1.97 2.00 2.11 2.23 
Teamwork 1.12 1.00 1.36 1.18 
Toileting 1.17 1.44 132 1.32 




I'PROFES AINING AREA SCORES SIONAL' AHD 
'ENTREPR 
- 
EHFURTAID FOR EACH LOCAL A UTNORTTY 
AND PRIVATE HOME 
BY STAFF- OFFICERS-IN-CHAR 
AND PRIVATE HOME OVNERS 
GE 
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Holke Staff Oic Staff Oic 
(P) (P) (E) (E) 
LA1 1.45 1.36 
LA2 1.57 1.11 1.40 1.14 
LA3 1.56 1.7S 1.30 1.09 
LA4 1.79 1.60 1.38 1.71 
LAS 1. S7 1.07 1.44 1. S7 
LA6 1.45 1.32 1.36 1.24 
LA7 1.31 1.50 1.67 1.43 
LAO 1.46 1.36 1.31 1.33 
LA9 1.33 1.82 1.34 1.52 
LA10 1.41 2.64 1.17 2.24 
All 1.49 1.56 1.30 1.56 
Private Homes- 
Staff Owner Staff Owner 
(P) (P) (E) (E) 
Pi 2.18 1.82 1.76 1.71 
P2 1.54 2.36 1.32 1.71 
P3 1.01 1.43 1.61 1.19 
P4 1.57 1.67 1.25 1.19 
PS 2.61 2.00 2.19 2.00 
P6 1.44 1.71 1.11 1.38 
P7 1.66 1.93 1.57 2.00 
pe 1.74 2.14 1.34* 1.57 
P9 1.75 1.36 1.39 1.38 
pio 1.29 2.03 1.00 1.00 
Pil 1.27 1.29 1.16 1.09 
P12 1.74 1.29 1.48 1.09 
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Hoxe Staff Ovner Staff Ovner 
(P) (P) (E) (E) 
P13 2.11 1.39 1.92 1.19 
P14 1.23 2.04 1.13 1.43 
pis 1.25 1.32 1.21 1.09 
P16 1.64 2.32 1.40 1.90 
P17 1.62 1.75 1.35 1.14 
Pio 1.36 1.46 1.30 1.33 
P19 1.62 1.25 1.31 1.24 
P20 2.62 2.29 1.74 2.09 
P21 1.36 1.32 1.10 1.09 
P22 1.61 1.91 1.38 1.81 




STAFF QUESTIONS CASE NO 
This questionnaire is intended to help me know more about how 
staff feel about any training they have had or may have, and 
what-staff feel is important regards providing residents with 
the care they need. 
All information will be totally confidential, your name and 
age being needed only to help me in establishing which members 
of staff the residents have spoken about. Actual names will 
not be used at all in the results. Please circle the 
appropriate number. 
Name ......................... Age ............ 
Sex: Male 1 Female 2 
How long in this job .............. 
SECTION A 
1. Have you had any formal training (that is, leading to a 
recognised qualification) in relation to your job as a care 
assistant? 
Yes 1 No 2 
(go to Q. 6) (go to Q. 2) 
2. If No, are you about to receive any training? 
Yes 1 (Go to Q. 4) 
3. Do you feel you: 
a) Want training? 
No 2 (go to Q. 3) 
Yes 1 No 2 
Why is that? .............................. 
.......................................... 
Need training? Yes 1 No 





4. If you are about to receive training, what is the title of 
the course. Please give full details if possible. 
............. ............... 
......... .. o.......... o .............. 
5. What would you expect training to provide you with? 
................................................. 0 ............ 
............................................................. 
.............................................................. 
6. If trained have you done any of the following 
a) A City & Guilds course Yes 1 No 2 
b) A B/Tec course Yes 1 No 2 
c) A National Vocational 
Qualification (NVQ) Yes 1 No 2 
Other (Please State) .......................................... 
........... 




8. If you have done more than one course, please state which 
course was the most recent. (Please circle only one number) 
a) City and Guilds 1 
b) B/Tec 2 
c) NVQ 3 
d) None of these 4 
9. Was this training course done during your employment here? 
Yes 1 No 2 




10. If yes, did the home owner/manager have any influence on 
the type of training or the course that you did? 
Yes 1 
In what way ............................................... 
................................................. 0 ............ 
No 
Can you then tell me your reason for doing the 
course? ...................................................... 
......................... o ................................... 
11. What did the training course cover? 
A) Practical Skills (Please give details) 
..................................... 0........................ 
........................... 
B) Personal skills (Please give details) 
.......... ................... ::............ : ................................ 




13. Do you feel that the training: 
(Please circle a) or b) 
a) Improved my caring skills 1 
In what way? ........................................ 
b) Not made any difference 2 
Why is that? ....................................... 
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4. 
14. Can you now think about the training you've had. Did it 
help a great deal (HAGD), help you a litle (HYAL), did not 
help (DNH) or was not applicable or you don't know (NA/DK) 
with your job? (Please circle the appropriate number against 
each statement) 
HAGD HYAL DNH NA/DK 
EnBuring the privacy of 
residents 1 2 3 4 
Keeping residents rooms 
clean 1 2 3 4 
Mending residents clothes 1 2 3 4 
Being a friend to residents 1 2 3 4 
Getting on with people 1 2 3 4 
Bathing residents 1 2 3 4 
Being patient 2 3 4 
Knowing what individual 
residents like 2 3 4 
Tolerance 1 2 3 4 
Toileting residents 1 2 3 4 
Confidentiality 1 2 3 4 
Letting residents choose 
for themselves (e. g. 
clothes) 1 2 3 4 
Dressing residents 1 2 3 4 
Safe Lifting 1 2 3 4 
Communicating with 
residents 1 2 3 4 
Respecting residents views 1 2 3 4 
Keeping residents clean 1 2 3 4 
Feeding residents 1 2 3 4 
Knowing First Aid 1 2 3 4 
Being a good listener 1 2 3 4 
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5. 
Giving medication 1 2 3 4 
Nursing skills 1 2 3 4 
Building confidence 1 2 3 4 
15. Do you have any other comments to make about the 








16. Next, I would like you to tell me what you think makes 
a good care assistant? 
17.1 would like you now to rate the following groups of 
skills and qualities in descending order of importance (1 - 6) 
to you in your job as a care assistant. Write the 
corresponding letter (a - f) of each skill or quality in each 
group next to the number in each box. 
GROUP 1. a) PRIVACY, b) BATHING, c) KEEPING A SECRET, 








GROUP 2. a) KEEPING ROOMS CLEAN, b) PATIENCE, c) LETTING 
RESIDENTS CHOOSE FOR THEMSELVES, d) FEEDING, e) 









GROUP 3. a) MENDING CLOTHES, b) KNOWING WHAT RESIDENTS 
LIKE, c) DRESSING, d) RESPECT, e) COMMON SENSE, f) BEING 







GROUP 4. a) BEING A FRIEND, b) TOLERANCE, c) LIFTING, d) 








GROUP 5. a) GETTING ON WITH PEOPLE, b) NICE PERSONALITY, 
c) GIVTNG MEDICATION, d) SENSE OF HUMOUR, e) KEEPING 









18. Do you have any comments to make on any of the above 
skills and qualities? 
.............. 
........................ ::: * 
........................................................... 
. .................... ::...... ...... 
........... o ........ ...... 
Thank you for your help Angela Godfrey 
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RESIDENT SURVEY Case No. 
I am doing research on what makes a good care assistant and 
what training care assistants might need. I would like to ask 
for your help in finding out this information, based on your 
valuable experience and views. All the information that you 
are able to give me will be totally confidential. 
I- ' Personal details: These first questions are intended to help me find out a little about you as an individual. 
What is your age? ................ 
Sex Male 1 Female 2 
How long have you been living at this home? 
.......................................... 
(Female respondents) Can I ask if you have been married? 
Yes 1 No 2 
(If married) What did your husband do? 
.... :.: ... ................... 
. ..................... 
(All residents) What was your usual job? 
.... 
...... .... ... ........ .... 
Do you have any hobbies or special interests? 
How much time do you spend in the company of other residents? 
(for example, the lounge or any other public area). 
Most of the day Part of the day 
12 
Given a choice would you prefer to spend more time on your 
own? 
Yes No 2 




2. In order to help me to understand how much help, if any, 
you need from the care staff, I would like to ask you if you 
have difficulty with any of the following? 
(Record further information if resident mentions any specific 
help that is given) 
A lot Some Very None 
Little 
Mobility 
(walking, getting around) 1 2 3 4 
Climbing Stairs 1 2 3 4 
Getting dressed 1 2 3 4 
Eating or drinking 1 2 3 4 
Having a bath 1 2 3 4 
Going to the toilet 1 2 3 4 
Getting in and out of bed 1 2 3 4 
Sleeping 1 2 3 4 
Hearing 1 2 3 4 
Reading 1 2 3 4 
Is there anything else you need help with? ............. 
................................................... 60.. 
(If applicable) Do you need any help from the staff with your 
hobby or special interest? 
Yes 1 No 2 
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3. Now I would like to ask you some general questionson how 
you feel about being looked after by the care staff. 
(Record responses) 
What are the main/most important things that staff do for you? 
*.. * 
.......................... 
How do you like the staff to behave towards you when they are 
doing things for you? ......................................... 
Do you like the staff to do things for you? 
......................... ::............................... 
Now some more specific questions (Use prompt cards) 
A lot Sometimes Not Very Never 
Often 
Do you mind 
having to rely 1234 
on the staff for 
help? 
Do you like to 
talk to staff 123 
about things 
that are worrying 
you? 
Do you like the staff 
to touch you? 23 
(e. g. a hug, cuddle) 
Do you like staff to 
talk about themselves? 123 
(e. g. families, 
problems) 
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4. Next I would like you to tell me what you think makes a 
good care assistant. (record) 
.............................................................. 
................................................... 0 .......... 
5. Could I now ask you for your views on two members of staff, 
x (name) and y (name) who have both given me their permission 
to talk to residents about them. The reason for selecting x 
and y is simply that one has been formally trained and one has 
not, and I am interested in finding out if training makes any 
difference to the way in which residents are cared for 
(explain further if necessary). 
Care Assistant x) Can you describe to me in your own words 
the sort of person she is? 
(Record responses) 
(If resident finds this difficult to do, use questions 
below). 
Do you like her? (If response is negative probe why) 
What do you like about her? 
Are there any jobs that she is particularly good at? 
(Probe practical and personal skills) 
Is there anything that you feel she could be better at? 
(Probe practical and personal skills) 
Do you miss her when she is away (holiday, off sick) 
Is there anything else that you would like to tell me about x? 
(Ditto with care assistant y overleaf. ) 
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Care assistant y) Can you descibe to me the kind of person 
she is? 
Do you like her? 
What do you like about her? 
I 
Are there any jobs that she is particularly good at? 
Is there anything that you feel she could be better at? 
Do you miss her when she is away? 




Which of the two care staff would you, 
rather: 
(x) 
Be-a friend with? 
Bath you? 
Toilet you? 




Share a joke with? 1 
Tidy your room? 1 
Give you your medication? 1 












5b) Can you tell me, which care assistant, x or y, is: 
y 
The most caring 2 
The most practical 2 
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6. Finally, I would like Your ow personal opinion on what are 
the most important, next most important and least important 
practical skills and personal qualities in the people that 
care for you. To help you with this, I will show you a set of 
cards that each have a practical skill or personal quality 
written on them. I would like you to tell me whether you 
think each practical skill or personal quality is either Very 
Important, Not So Important or Not Important at all to you. If 
you're not sure or don't know please say. 
(Use cards, explain if necessary and circle the appropriate 
number) 
vi NSI NI DK 
1. Ensuring privacy when you 
want it. 1 2 3 4 
2. Keeping your room clean 1 2 3 4 
3. Mending clothes 1 2 3 4 
4. Being a friend 1 2 3 4 
5. Not fussing 1 2 3 4 
6. Getting on with people 1 2 3 4 
7. Good at Bathing 1 2 3 4 
8. Patience 1 2 3 4 
9. Knowing what I like 1 2 3 4 
10. Tolerance 1 2 3 4 
11. Good at Toileting 1 2 3 4 
12. Nice Personality 1 2 3 4 
13. Keeping a secret 1 2 3 4 
14. Letting you choose for yourself 
(e. g. clothes) 1 2 3 4 
15. Dressing you 1 2 3 4 
16. Safe at Lifting 1 2 3 4 
17. Good Talker 1 2 3 4 
18. Respectful (e. g. of your 
views) 1 2 3 4 
19. Keeping you clean 1 2 3 4 
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20. Feeding you 2 3 
21. Common Sense 2 3 
22. Knowing 1st Aid 2 3 
23. Good Listener 2 3 
24. Sense of Humour 2 3 
25. Maturity 2 3 
26. Willingness to help 2 3 
27. Giving Medication 2 3 












Occupations and social class of residents and their spouses 
Social Class I- Professional 
Naval Commander 
Research Chemist 



















Maintenance Fitter (2) 
Ships Plater 
Sheet metal worker 
Ships Carpenter 
Welder, Steelworks 






Social Class IV - Partlv skilled 
Shop worker 
Painter and decorator 
Dock Worker 
Mains Flusher at Water Board 
Coal Heaver on Barges 





Social Class VI - Other 
Misslonary 




Resident Soc. Help Ind. Att. Trained Untrained 
No. Score Score 
115/101 low low high neg 12 3 
115/02 low low high pas 7 7 
115/03 high low low pas 12 3 
115/04 low low high Poe 0 6 
120/01 high zed low pas 6 8 
120/02 high low low pas a 7 
120/03 high high low pas 0 
120/04 zed V. lov high Poe 7 
153, eol high low low pas a 8 
153/02 high zed low pas 10 4 
153/03 low low low pas 8 4 
163/04 low low high pas 11 3 
151/01 zed low high pas 7 8 
151/02 low low low pas 7 8 
151/03 high zed zed &. pas 0 7 
151/04 high low high Poe 9 5 
105'e0i low low zed pas 10 6 
105/02 high low low pas 11 6 
105/03 high low high pas 7 6 
105/04 high low high Poe 7 0 
018ZO1 high low low pas 7 9 
019/02 high low high neg 5 10 
018/03 high low high pas 7 0 
018/04 low z. high low Poe 3 12 
053-e0i high zed zed pas 7 7 
053/02 high low high pas 9 5 
053/03 high low zed pas 10 3 
053.., 04 low low high zed 6 9 
168.,, 01 low low high pas 8 5 
160/02 high low high pas 9 5 
168/03 high x. high low pas 7 0 
160/04 high zed zed pas 6 9 
020/01 high zed zed pas 9 6 
020/02 high low zed zed 7 6 
020/03 high zed zed pas 8 7 
020/04 low zed zed Poe 7 9 
163zol low low high pas 6 6 
163/02 high zed zed pas 7 7 
163/03 low zed low pas 0 8 
096/01 high low high pas 6 9 
096/02 high low zed pas 9 6 
ljý 145/01 high &. high zed pas 7 
7 
145/02 low low zed zed 7 7 
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'Need patience, should be kind, understanding. " 
"Caring, kind, gentle. ' 
"Kindness, sociable. jolly. cheeks you. cleanliness. 
doing the job as they should. " 
'Hygiene. Keeping my chair vacant. " 
"Friendliness. helpful. ' 
"To be good and kind. At hand especially if I'm 
dizzy. To have someone here, someone vith vhen I go 
out. 0 
"Good person. Kind. Good natured. Sweet tempered. " 
"Being able to talk to them. Kind. Normal. " 
'Look after people without complaint. " 
"Got to be really good to look after you. Be there 
all the tine. Not to go away and leave you. " 
"To come when I need thex. * 
"Letting people do as they like. Treat people as 
though they're at home. * 
"Friendly, discreet person. Good carer. Sensible. 
Maturity counts for a lot. * 
"Tolerance. Being careful with you. Lifting and 
helping to walk at our speed. Kindness, helpfulness. " 
"Caring. Kind, not impatient. " 
"Villingness. Personal things. ' 
'Homely, helpful, caring. Consider your needs. 
Have vistors at any time, offered a cup of tea. ' 
'Kind, willing to help. Vill always help when asked. " 
"To want to look after people. Experience. Interested 
in the job, people. ' 
OListen to what's being said. Let's residents voice 
their opinion. Training is important. " 
*Not to be too strict. Make sure they're doing vhats 
good for the residents. Not being bossy. Doing the 
right things. * - 
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"Being cheerful. Villing to help if you need it. " 
"Helpful. Be around vhen I need help. " 
*Someone vho is dedicated. Loves people. Someone 
Vho can do things for people. Can see vhen things 
need doing. " 
-hl the patience in the vorld. I don't knov vhere 
they get it from, especially young ones. " 
'Mostly kindness. Thoughful. Good temper. Nice 
nature. " 
"Being patient. They need to be kind. ' 
"Ability to got on vith people. Ability to 
comprehend people's needs. * 
"To look after people. Be kind. Do vhat you vant. 0 
"Kindness and understanding goes a long vay. " 
"Being able to ask for help and knov they don't mind 
doing it. Some are better than others. " 
'Kindness. " 
"Patience. Friendly vithout being too pushy. " 
"Patience because everybody is different. Have to be 
kind to everybody. Not to xake anyone jealous, not 
preferring one resident to another. " 
*Come vhen you need then. " 
mKindness. ' 
"Kind to people. Should not rush then. Give them 
time. Helpful. Elderly people have to be helped. ' 
'Being kind, helpful and generous. ' 
"Having practical and personal skills. Able to 
do everything. " 
'Friendly but confidential. Genuine. 0 
OUnderstand the difficulties of the residents. Be 
sympathetic. Should be good at practical things. 
Remembering vhat different people like. " 
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Q. 16. Vhat makes a Good Care Assistant7 
Trained Staff: 
"Getting on with residents and communicating with then 
with tolerance and confidentialitv and a sVmpathetic: 
attitude makes a good care assistant. " 
"Being a good listener. Resident should be able to trust 
you. Understanding and obviously you have to care. * 
"Understanding, patience, caring, sense of humour. * 
"Someone who is a good listener. patient. a very naturally 
caring person. Not someone who is doing it just for a job. 
Someone who is very interested and enjoys working with 
the elderly. * 
"I think you need basic nursing skills, be a good listener 
and treat the residents how you would treat your own mum. " 
"A patient caring attitude. Someeone vho respects the 
residents needs and considers hov the feel, remembering at 
all times vhat their needs are, emotional, physical, 
and intellectually. * 
"Kindness. Giving residents time to talk things over 
and let them have their ovn opinions. " 
*A great understanding of the individual resident. Vhat 
residents needs are, a great deal of patience is needed 
at all times. " 
'Patience, understanding, respect of other people and their 




"A person who is kind and caring. Able to listen and help 
residents with any problems they xay have. A person who is 
conscientious. hard vorking. Able to work under pressure 
and shov initiative. ' 
"Having lots of patience and being able to chat vith the 
residents. 0 
*Caring personality. Communication. Practical skills, 
Patience. 0 
'Patience. Undersanding. Caring. Sense of humour. " 
*Patience and an understanding of old people. " 
OA pleasant caring nature to all clients. Being able 
to listen. " 
"Being caring. patient. understandng. * 
"Patience and understanding. ' 
*Patience when they are not very good walking. Sense of 
humour. A good stomach and not to be shy. Kind and gentle. 




Ensuring the privacy of residents 
Being a friend to residents 
Getting on vith people 
Being Patient 




Letting residents choose for themselves 
Being a Good Talker 
Respecting residents vievs 




Senme of huxour 
Nice personality 
Villingness to help 
Keeping residents rooxs clean 





Keeping residents clean 
Feeding residents 






Mean Scores for Trained Staff: 
Group 1: Privacy 1.56 
Keep residents clean 2.89 
Bathing 3.11 
Keep a Secret 3.67 
Maturity 4.22 
Not Fussing 5.56 
Group 2: Patience 2.11 
Let residents choose 2.78 
Toileting 3.11 
Villingness to help 3.89 
Feeding 4.11 
Keep rooms clean 5.00 
Group 3: Respect 2.00 
Know what residents 
like 2.22 
Common sense 2.44 
Dressing 4.11 
Good Talker 4.33 
Mending 5.89 
Group 4: Being a friend 1.89 
Tolerance 2.67 
Good listener 3.00 
Build confidence 3.78 
Lifting 4.78 
Nursing skills 4.67" 
Group 5: Getting on 2.44 
Nice personality 2.89 
Sense of humour 3.22 
First Aid 3.67 
Giving medication 3.89 
Keeping records 4.89 
Untrained Staff: 
Group 1: Keep residents clean 1.78 
Privacy 2.33 
Keep a secret 3.56 
Bathing 3.89 
Maturity 4.44 
Not fussing 4.89 
Group 2: Let residents choose 1.67 
Patience 1.78 
Villingness to help 3.33 
Toileting 4.33 
Feeding 4.56 
Keep rooms clean 5.33 
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Group 3: Respect 












Group 4: Being a friend 2.00 
Tolerance 2.67 
Lifting 3.67 
Build confidence 4.00 
Good listener 4.22 
Nursing skills 4.44 
Group 5: Getting on 2.00 
Nice personality 2.00 
Sense of humour 3.22 
First Aid 4.22 
Give medication 4.67 
Keeping records 4.89 
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Letting you choose for Yourself 1.33 
Common sense 1.14 
Being a Friend 1.29 
Not Fussing 1.38 
Getting on with people 1.10 
Sense of humour 1.00 
Knowing what I like 1.14 
Good listener 1.12 
Haturity 2.40 
Nice personality 1.07 
Patience 1.02 
Ensuring privacy when you want it 1.24 
Respectful 1.05 
Keeping a secret 1.50 
Good Talker 1.40 
Tolerance 1.07 





Keeping you clean 1.31 
Dressing you 1.86 
Giving medication 1.71 
Feeding you 2.31 
Knowing First Aid 1.19 
Safe at lifting 1.17 
Mending clothes 2.23 
Nursing skills 1.60 
Keeping your room clean 1AS 
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